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Executive Summary

This report was prepared by Rolka Loube Saltzer Associates (RLSA) under contract to

the Vermont Public Service Department. The report responds to.a20I2 Vermont statute that

required a study ofthe costs and other factors affecting the delivery oflocal exchange service by

the incumbent local exchange carriers. This report is Volume III of a trilogy that covers a variety

of policy issues mentioned in the Vermont statute that have not been discussed in the two

previous reports.

In Volume I, we found that the FCC's recent USF/ICC Transþrmation Order created

serious financial problems for the Vermont ILECs. Individual companies aside, however, the

FCC's actions were only one of many events likely to reduce ILEC revenues and create financial

instabilþ. In Volume II we forecast the overall financial position of the Vermont ILECs, and

we found that nearly all stand to lose money this year and in the immediate future, both on a

iegulated activities basis and on an all-in basis. We saw no basis to conclude that gloomy picture

was likely to change.

Universal service is a cornerstone of telecommunications policy in the United States.

The FCC and state commissions historically have worked together to promote universal service.

Forty-four states and the District of Columbia have universal service funds of various kinds,

including high-cost, lifeline, schools and libraries, and other types of funds. Twenty-one of those

have hiþh-cost funds.

Since lgg4,Vermont has had a Universal Service Fund, but until 2013 it never provided

high-cost support to any telecommunications carriers. The original task of supporting universal

."*ir" has changed fundamentally, due to changes in technology, in the law, in the operation of
markets, and in regulatory policy. Nevertheless, the "rural divide" exists in Vermont, possibly

even more so than in less rural states. It means that urban and suburban areas of the state have

more facilities-based competition and better broadband service than do the state's rural areas.

Volume I of this report documented anticipated changes that the FCC is making to ILEC
revenue streams, mostly in the form of changes to universal service mechanisms and reductions

to carrier-to-carrier charges. In Volume II we estimated that these and other industry changes

should lead to incumbent local exchange carrier (ILEC) operating losses of about $40 million in
2013. We found little reason to believe this situation will improve in the coming years. If events

match our estimates, the future of telecommunications in Vermont is likely to be turbulent. The

possibility of a financial failure by an ILEC is particularly troublesome because neither state nor

federal law explains clearly how state or federal officials would protect customers and other

carriers during and after that event.

We conclude that the deteriorating financial status of Vermont's ILECs, combined with
the probability of insufficient FCC support, could greatly disturb the current universal service

landscape. In the face of such change, a new high-cost USF program is one option. The

alternative is to rely on competitive wireline providers, wireless and satellite technology to hll
any gaps that might develop in the ILEC wireline network and to accept the risk that some

currently served areas rnight lose wireline service.
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This report reviews the economic literature on how telecommunications markets

function.

o We found there is seldom a threshold rate level beyond which universal

residential service is likely to be harmed'

o We found that the stand-alone, the bundled service, and the wireless sub-markets

are less than fully competitive and that inter-platform competition is

geographically limited. We do not recommend that Vermont rely solely on

competition to ensure that customers receive uniform and affordable basic

telecommunications service'

o 'We did not find any academic research that related economic development to the

level of basic telecommunications service charges. We did find some evidence

that states and countries that invest in broadband do benefit from increased

economic growth.

This report suggests a number of principles to use in designing a high-cost universal

service program. These include:

o Support should be effective at maintaining and expanding the availabilþ of
essential services.

o Rates should be affordable so that a household earning the Vermont median

family income can afford a telecommunications package that allows the family to

participate fully in societY.

o Support should be sufhcient to the task of ensuring service remains available

everywhere in the state, but no more. This means that VUSF high-cost support

calculations should consider all the costs incurred and revenues earned by the

network operations of the supported carrier and its affiliates.

o VUSF support should be subject to budgetary limits set by law. This goal will
likely require compromises with.other goals, such as reliability and ubiquity.

o Support should create incentives to discourage waste but also to encourage

adequate maintenance and network modernization'

o Uniform economic development should be a goal for universal service support.

The report suggests that Vermont consider a number of threshold policy issues in
conjunction with designing a high-cost support mechanism. These include:

o Whether the goal is to make service available in l00Yo of the business and

residential locations in Vermont.

o Whether the definition of essential service should include both broadband and

voice.

o The minimum speed for supportedbroadband service.
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o Whether wireless service can meet Vermont's universal service standards in some

or all pafs of the state. Ideally, this decision would be made after consideration

of such issues as ubiquity, convenience, network congestion, future capacity,

atmospheric reliability, disaster resistance, reasonable rates, and the effects of
wireline abandonment.

o Whether satellite service can satisfy Vermont's universal service standards in
some or all of the state.

o Whether both ILECs and cable television companies will be eligible for support,

provided they accept appropriate universal service obligations in geographically

mixed zones.

o Whether to charter any new municipal telecommunications systems.

o How to support the low-cost and often competitive "donut holes" that exist within
many telephone exchanges.

o Whether to provide support for some of the costs of privately acquired capital,

and if so, how to adjust support for past contributions of public capital.

o How to define rate standards for various bundles of service, including basic

telephone service (dial tone), bundled voice with toll, and broadband.

o Whether to authorize or prohibit rate deaveraging as a means of meeting

budgetary goals.

o Whether to enlarge the VUSF contribution base so as to require contributions
from broadband providers and customers.

The report reviews three kinds of support mechanisms. Vouchers (or customer credits)

make program benef,rts visible to customers, but create risks of inefficiency, ineffectiveness,

orr"rpãy-"nt, and complexity. The most serious risk is of a vicious cycle in which carriers raise

gross rates, hold net bills to customers constant, and increase claims for VUSF support.

Broadening the existing Lifeline program is another option. This option uses a means

test for benefits and therefore provides no benefit for many customers. A broader Lifeline
program could be administratively simple if broadband is not covered. However, if broadband is

èovèred, the existing program would need to be redesigned fundamentally, and it is not clear

what kinds of providers would participate. A Lifeline mechanism would also fail to address

economic development, because the beneht flows only to low-income residential customers.

Finally, Lifeline seems intrusive to customers because it requires income disclosure, and it can

create a substantial burden on the state and on providers who must periodically recertify
eligibility of individual customers.

The final option considered in the report is the business-model-based support mechanism.

The goal of the mechanism is to allow the supported provider, after considering competitive

conditions, to implement a plausible business plan that creates a reasonable opportunity to obtain

private capital and to earn a reasonable profit.
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In a competitive market, a business-model-based support mechanism is an appropriate

replacement for the more traditional cost-based mechanism. Both mechanisms estimate cost.

Tñe crucial difference is that a business-model-based mechanism also estimates revenue. Any

such mechanism would need some constraints on accounting or embedded costs, possibly by

using a forward-looking cost model. Likewise, there would need to be revenue constraints that

impose reasonable expectations for revenue, including subscriber revenue and federal USF

support, and that reflect competitive conditions.

The final section of the report discusses support for competitive carriers. A competitively

fair high-cost mechanism should give all competitors equal opportunity to receive support, but

should require them to assume equal service obligations. Nevertheless, we recommend that

Vermont restrict VUSF payments in any geographic area to a single provider. 'We recommend

rejecting auctions as a potential support mechanism. We do, however, suggest a procedure by

*hi.h support could be transferred to a single successful challenger that would displace the

incumbent carrier but would also be subject to standard carrier of last resort obligations.

We hope the three volumes of this report have provided the Vermont Legislature with
sufficient information to efficiently structure a debate on creating a high-cost support

mechanism.
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I. Bacþround - Universal Service in 1994 and 2013

' 
This is the third volume of a report prepared by Rolka Loube Saltzer Associates (RLSA)

under contract to the Vermont Public Service Department. The report responds to a2012
Vermont statutel that required a study of the costs and other factors affecting the delivery of
local exchange service by incumbent carriers. This report covers a variety of policy issues

mentioned in the Vermont statute that were not discussed in the first two volumes.

A. The Concept of Universal Service - Vermont History

Universal service is a cornerstone of telecommunications policy in the United States.

Most citizens of the country simply assume, and commonly rely upon, the fact that we all can

reach each other at work and athome through the landline telephone network, through mobile

wireless networks, and through the Internet. This allows us to communicate frequently with each

other, to conduct business, and to reach important commercial and govemment services.

Universal service has evolved over time. As recently as the 1990s, universal service was

commonly understood to mean widespread availability of landline telephone service at

affordable rates. Defined this way, universal service has been a great success in the United

States. Telephone penetration increased in the United States steadily ftom37Yo in 1940 to a

peak of 98%oin 2008.2

The FCC and state commissions historically have worked together to promote universal

."*i"".i 
-The 

cãncept was a central tenet of the federal Communicuiiottt Act passed in 1934.4

Until the next revision of the Communications Act in 1996, universal service policies guided the

FCC in many ratemaking decisions, particularly during the 1960s and 1970s, when the main

I :o v.s.A. $ 7s1s(b).
2 

Telephone "penetration" is defined as the percentage of occupied housing units with telephone service'

"Penetration" can also be defined as the percentage of households with telephone service' FCC, CC

Docket No. 96-45, (Jniversal Service Monitoring Reportfor 2012, Table 3.4. Low-income people have

fewer telephones. In2012,98% of higher-income households had telephone service, but only 92%o of
low-income households (below $10,000) had telephone service. Id., Table 3.2. Also, people in southern

states have slightly fewer telephones than people in northern states. In 2011 the eleven states on the U.S.

border with Canada had an average telephone penetration of 97.2%o. The eight states on the southern

border had an average telephone penetration of 95.3Yo. Id., Table 3.7; author's calculations.

3 In addition, the Rural Utility Service provided loans to extend telecommunications service in many

rural areas.

a Section 1 of the Communications Act of 1934 authorizes the Federal Communications Commission

(FCC) to regulate interstate and foreign communications "so as to make available, so far as possible, to all

the people of the United Søtes a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio

communication service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges." 47 U.S.C. 151 (1988)
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policy objective was to keep rates low for local exchange service.5 In the 1980s, the FCC began

þroviding explicit universai service support to incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs), and

those federal programs later proliferated.

The federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 gave universal service a central place in

federal policy. It established policy principles regarding universal service, such as that "quality

services should be available atjust, reasonable, and affordable rates" and "access to advanced

telecommunications and information services should be provided in all regions of the Nation."6

Notably, the Act articulated for the first time the statutory obligation of the FCC and the states to

provide "sufficient" support so that services in rural areas are "reasonably comparable" to

services in urban areas.T

Forty-four states and the District of Columbia have universal service funds of various

kinds, including high-cost, lifeline, schools and libraries, and other types of funds. Twenty-one

of those have high-cost funds.o

Universal service has been a mainstay of Vermont policy for 20 years. ln 1994, the

Vermont Legislature enacted legislation creating the Vermont Universal Service Fund (VUSF).

At the time, the main purpose of the new VUSF was to fund new Enhanced-gl1 (E-911) _ ,,.'

services.e itt. VUSpãt.ã puyr the costs associated with the state's Lifeline, Linkup, and Relay"

programs.

The 1994 Legislature created a statutory placeholder for a "high-cost" funding

mechanism, but it diã not actually authorize any spending of this kind. Instead, the Legislature

called for a study, which the Public Service Board delivered in1996. The PSB's report

5 B"fo." the mid-1980s, the FCC assumed increasing shares of the telephone network's overall costs in

order to keep local exchange rates low. But in the mid-1980s the FCC began to place greater emphasis on

reducing intãrstate telephone rates. To do this, the FCC moved costs back to the intrastate side by

freezing and then reduôing the gross allocator, which had greatly benefitted small states like Vermont.

The FC-C also changed thð alloõation of circuit switching equipment and the amortization rules for old

switches.

6 
See 47 U.S.C. $ 254(bX1), (2). The FCC has drawn a sharp distinction between telecommunications

and information services. Broadband, according to federal law, is the latter. In this report we frequently

refer to both voice service and broadband service as "telecommunications."

7 
See 47 U.S.C. $$ 2s4(bxs), (d), (e).

t Sh"rry Lichtenberg , et.al., Survey of State (Jniversal Service Funds 2012, National Regulatory

Research Institute, 2012, p. 3.

e B"fo." ßé4,Vermont had 91 1 service but not statewide Enhanced-911.

l0 Lif"litr" is a discount program that helps pay monthly rates for Vermonters with low incomes.

Linkup is a discount program that helps pay for the connection costs of Vermonters with low incomes.

Relay is a program that provides variôusforms of assistance, including sign language interpreting, for

persons who are deaf or hearing impaired.
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recommended creation of a high-cost fund, but the 1997 Legislature did not authorize any such

program. The statutory placeholder remained untouched, and today's VUSF continues to provide

funding for several programs, but not high-cost support.

B. Technology Changes

When the Vermont Legislature created the VUSF in 1994, voice service was the only

plausible dehnition of an "essential" telecommunications service. Nearly all Vermont

households subscribed to landline voice service from the traditional telephone company,ll and

the service was mature and well def,rned. Since then, the technology of telecommunications, the

legal and market backgrounds of the telecommunications business, and its funding and

regulatory constraints have all changed. Each change has complicated both the

telecommunications market itself and the design of any effective high-cost universal service

mechanism.

This section summarizes the relevant changes to telecommunications technology since

lgg4,with emphasis on how they affect the design of a modern state USF program.

1. Lower Costs

Telecommunications technology has changed continually throughout the last 150 years.

In the 1990s, Vermont policymakers thought they were experiencing rapid change. The decade

saw the introduction oldigital programmable electronic switches and the new services those

switches could support, such as caller ID, call waiting, and voicemail.

After 1994, the pace of change only increased. Moore's Lawl2 is at the root of many of
these changes, because it has reduced the price for all kinds of electronics, including central

office telephone equipment. A soft switch today can handle the same work that took a whole

wall of computers to ãchieve in 1994, but at a fraction of the cost and space required. More

important, Iùoore's Law has allowed processing functions to be distributed into computers and

.-^urtphotr"s, greatly reducing the importance of central offices and making telecommunications

networks less hierarchical.

Advances in light fiber technology have been equally important, first in reducing long-

distance costs and lateì in providing high-capacity local lops.l3 Today, ILECs can install fiber

t t In 1996, 95.9%oof Yermont households had telephone service. FCC, 1997 Monitoring Report,Table

t.2.
12 Moore's Law states that the number of transistors on integrated circuits doubles every two years'

Following the 1984 ATT divestiture, competition in switch manufacture allowed these greater efficiencies

to percolate into the ILEC network.

13 In th" 1980s, long-distance competitors began installing the new fiber technology for interoffice

cables, and they used digitized (rather than analog) voice transpórt. This increased the fidelity of sound
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directly to subscriber locations using fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) technology, and sometimes these

FTTH cables cost less than copper.

Network protocols have also changed. In the early 1990s, the Public Switched Telephone

Network (PSTN)and the Internet were almost entirely ggparate networks. The PSTN was

centrally òontrolied and used packets only incidentally.la The Internet existed, but before the late

1990s it was mainly an academic curiosity. Today, packet-based networks dominate virtually all

telecommunications networks, including those used for voice.

Internet Protocol (IP) is the hands-down winner among packet technologies. IP

technology is almost exclusively used for datatoday, and it is increasingly used for voice traffic.

IP technology is not only used on the public Internet but also on many PSTN networks that cany

voice traffic. Larger telecommunications companies typically have nationwide or even

worldwide "managed" IP networks, distinct from the public Intemet, which they use for both

voice and data. Finally, the boundary between the PSTN and the Internet has blurred, with
information of all kinds routinely moving back and forth.

All of these technological changes have reduced telecommunications costs, whether for
the equipment that sits in central offices and at remote platforms in rural areas, or by increasing

transport efficiencies. Unfortunately, none of these changes have greatly reduced costs in rural

areas that have long loops connecting customers to central offices. Many of those costs have

actually increased, including for copper wire and for labor. In Volume II of our report, we

described the forward-looking costs of providing service in all the exchanges in Vermont. The

results confirm that the cost of'serving rural areas is still high, even after many years of declining

costs in the industry.ls

2. Mobile \ilireless Networks

Wireless service has proven itself to be far more successful than seemed likely in 1994.

There are two varieties of wireless networks, fixedl6 and mobile. Fixed wireless operates from

fixed tower antennas to fixed equipment at a customer location. Mobile wireless uses fixed
antennas, such as cell towers, but the terminating device can be handheld and moved from one

location to another.

transmission on the competitive networks and created pressure for the ILEC industry to also adopt the

newer technologies.

la Th" telephone network early developed some of its own packet-based protocols and services, such as

ATM and frame relay.

ls 
We us"d the same model that the FCC used 13 years ago, but with new inputs reflecting current

market prices.

16 Fixed wireless providers are often called wireless internet service providers (WISPs).
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Mobile wireless subscribership has grown geometrically for most o.f the last two decades.

The wireless industry now uses far more telephone numbers than wireline." Many households

have cut the cord: half of all U.S. adults live in households that either only have wireless phones

or have both but mostly use the wireless.ls Today 85% of U.S. adults own a cellphone, and29Yo

of cell owners describe their cell phone as "something they can't imagine living without."''

Wireless is not equally popular for all cu

and 600/o of adults aged 25 to 29 are wireless-on
more likely to live only with wireless phones.2l

Regionally, the South is more reliant on wireles

Mobile wireless companies offer third-generation (3G) and fourth-generation (4G) data

services that are accessible over smartphones that compete with wireline broadband. By June

2013,56%o of American adults owned a smartpho^ne. Smartphones are particularly popular with
young adults24 and in higher-income households.2s

Wireless broadband plans commonly impose limits on total monthly usage. A customer

who exceeds that limit must pay substantial charges. A customer can reduce his or her usage by

using wireless devices ol0.. á home Wi-Fi network or in Wi-Fi hotspots. But home networks and

hotspots depend on the wireline network. In this way, even so-called wireless networks actually

depend on the presence of a robust wireline network for backhaul from wireless towers.

Fixed wireless service is not mobile, and it may be on the threshold of becoming a major

competitor for voice and broadband. Some wireless broadband providers offer broadband

,.rrri". at a fraction of the going price for wireline service or for wireless mobile service.

tt FCC Wireline Competition Bureau, Numbering Resource Utilization in the United States, NRUF

Data as of June 30,2010, released April2013, Table l.
18 Blombe.g and Luke, Wireless.Substitution: Semiannual Estimatesfrom the NHIS ER Program,

available at accessed MaY 31,2013'

le A. S.ith, The Best (and lVorst) of Mobile Connectivity, Pew Internet and American Life Project,

accessed MaY 29,2013.

t0 Thi, compares to only 9%o of aútlts aged 65 or over who were wireless-only. Homeownership also

mattered, with 56yo of adult renters being wireless-only, but only 2lYo of aútlt homeowners. Poorer

households, black households, and Hispanic households were also more likely to be wireless-only. Id.

2r 
56o/o of renters rely only on wireless phones, versus 2lo/o of homeowners. 1d.

" 56o/o of adults in poverty rely only on wireless phones, versus 29%o of higher income adults, Id.

23 
36yo of adults in the South rely only on wireless phones, versus 2l%o inthe Northeast. Id.

'o ï7yoof adults aged25-34 own smartphones.

2s 
TByo of persons living in households eaming $75,000 or more own smartphones.
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Availability is spotty in rural areas, but that could change as the FCC allocates more spectrum

for this kind of servlce

3. Satellites

A household not served by fixed or wireless broadband can usually get satellite

broadband service. Satellite service has been improving in recent years. ln20ll, the satellite

industry launched a new generation of satellites offering performance as much as 100 times

superior to the previous generation, leading to the entry of new satellite-based broadband

providers.26

4. Broadband

In 1995, only one in ten adults in the U.S. was using the Internet, at any speed.27 Most

customers who did use it had modems that moved data slowly over analog voice telephone

lines.28 Some data services at the time, such as Prodigy and America Online, offered access to a

"walled garden" of data but no direct access to the public Internet as we now know it.

Broadband was an expensive service used by universities, defense facilities, and a few industrial

parks. Internet softwâre was cumbersome and lacked graphical interfaces.2e

Since then, broadband subscribership has increased spectacularly. By mid-2011,78o/o of
U.S. adults used the Internet.30 Moreover, broadband has almost entirely replaced dial-up as the

preferred means to obtain Internet access. In mid-201l^,.620/0 of adults in the U.S. accessed the

internet through broadband, and only 3olo used dial-up.3r By the end of 2011 the U.S. had99

million fixed broadband connections and another 142 million wireless broadband connections.32

t6 S"" FCC, 2013 Measuring Broadband America February Report: A Report on Consumer Ií/ireline

Broadband Perþrmance in the U.S.,p.4.
27 S"" , accessed MaY 22,2013'

28 In lgg4, some portions of the Vermont network could not even support modem speeds of 14 kilobits

per second, which is less than lYo of the speeds the FCC currently requires for funding.

'9 Fo, example, an early Internet program was Gopher. This text-based program allowed users to access

data files at remote locations such as universities but had no graphical interface.

30 K. Zi"kuhr and A. Smith, Internet Adoption over Time, Pew Internet Report, available at

, accessed l|i.4ay 22,2013'

3r Id.
32 

FCC, Internet Access Services: Status as of December 31, 201 I (2013Internet Access Report) Table

1.
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Internet usage is strong d education. Low-

income people use the Internet educated people use

the Internet more frequently.3a the country, except

in some rural areas. The FCC does not directly report local data on the availability of broadband

by household.3s Recently, the FCC did report thatggYo of census tracts in the country have

residential broadband u.tâilubl. somewherè in that census tract.36

Vermont is fortunate in having very detailed information about broadband deployments

in its rural areas. The Vermont Department of Public Service maintains up-to-date and detailed

information on locations within Vermont that do not have broadband available.

5. Voice over Internet Protocol

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a new service that has created a fundamental

challenge for telephone companies. VoIP uses IP packet routing and can run over either the

public Internet or a private IP network. All a customer needs is a computer and a broadband

õonnection. VoIP replicates nearly all the features of traditional voice service, and it is

inexpensive because it replaces the traditional telephone switch with less costly computers, even

smartphones, owned by the customer.

VoIP calls can be fully interconnected with traditional switched public network lines.

Companies such as Vonage have offered this kind of voice service for years in Vermont and

elsewhere to customers who provide their own broadband connections. ILECs, whose chief
product is voice service, have begun to offer "naked DSL" to customers who do not subscribe to

their voice service, thereby enabling their customers to subscribe to third-party VoIP services.

ln l994,the concept of telephone service included not only the hardware and software

that defined the user's experience but also the cables and wires that brought that service to the

customer's residence. The new VoIP technology demonstrates that voice service can be offered

33 gTyo of high-income homes use the Internet, butônly 620/o of homes with incomes below $30,000 per

year. K. Zicklhr and A. Smith, Internet Adoption over Time, Pew Internet Report, available at

, accessed MaY 22,2073.

3a gsyoof adults under 30 use the Internet, but only 4lYo of adults age 65 or more. 95% of college

graduates use the Internet, but only 43Yo of adtlts without a high school diploma. Id.

3s The FCC allows reporting entities to aggregate subscriber connections by census block, thus

obscuring differences within census blocks.

36 20I 3 Internet Access Report, Table 5(a). For this purpose, the FCC counted broadband only if it
provides at least 3 Mbps downstream and768 kbps upstream. Because rural census blocks are sometimes

quite large, this statistic is not particularly useful. A single customer in a large rural census block can

cause the FCC to consider that census block fully covered by broadband. This effect overstates the

availability of broadband.
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by a provider that owns no distribution facilities. These kinds of VoIP services are called

"nomadic."

VoIP services offered by cable companies and telephone companies generally use

privately managed IP networks and are non-nomadic. Therefore, for cable and telephone

companies, VoIP is merely a different technology to offer telecommunications services. As was

previously true of switched telephone service, the VoIP service offered today by cable

çompanies is vertically integrated, with the company controlling both the application level of the

service and the network itself.

VoIP has become increasingly popular. By the end of 2011, there were almost 37 million
VoIP lines in the U.S.37 This is ubõ"t åne-fourth of the number of voice lines in the U.S.38

Among the VoIP lines, about 70o/o are classified as non-nomadic, non-ILEC lines, which means

in most cases that they are provided by cable companies.3e

6. IP Networks

VoIP foreshadows the fundamental structural and economic changes that IP technology is

likely to cause in telecommunications networks. First, as a matter of communications volume,

data usage has vastly overwhelmed voice usage. Counting PSTN voice and Internet voice

together, voice probäbly makes up no more than 5o/o of thetotal communications traffic today.aO

At the other extreme, real-time entertainment has the greatest usage. Netflix alone accounts for
one-third of IP network traffic during peak periodt.ot Th"te statistics mean that

telecommunications network usage has grown far beyond the bounds of all traditional legal

concepts surrounding telephone services. Vermont networks are being used for far wider
purposes than the 1997 Legislature envisioned.

IP networks are layered. The lower layers operate network hardware and all the timing
and checking information needed to keep the network running smoothly. The highest layer is the

application (or app) that the user sees. The IP layer sits between the applications and the

hardware, and it mediates requests and information flows from both ends.

3t FCC, Local Telephone Competition: Status as of December 3 I , 20 I t (2013), Figures 2, 5.

'8 Th" FCC reported 143 million VoIP and switched (non-VoIP) lines at the end of 2011. Id., Figure 2.

3e Th" FCC reported26.2 million non-nomadic non-ILEC lines' Id., Figure 5.

40 A recent survey of nefwork usage shows that in North America's fixed-access networks, only about

3Yo of thetrafhc is telecommunications. Voice, which is a component of telecommunications, is an even

smaller component. Sandvine, Global Internet Phenomena.R.eport, lH 2013, p.5, available at

ot Id. W"bbrowsing in total is a comparatively minor I2%o of network usage.

GV

omena Report 1H 20l3.odf.
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Layering allows applications to operate somewhat independently of network facilities.

Sitting on top of the IP layer, an application can interact with a variety of networks without

knowing about the details of the underlying hardware. Sitting underneath the IP layer, network

hardware can be agnostic as to which application is running. Generally, an IP network does not

know or care whose packet it is routing or who might have developed the app that g.enerated that

packet. The old Belisystem granted dévelopment-rights only to sanctioned parties.a2 The new

ãrchitecture is a dramatic change that has fostered the development of thousands of applications.

Because IP allows network applications and facilities to operate independently, each has

its own costs and its own revenues. For example, Google can generate revenue without

assuming any network maintenance responsibility. At the facilities end, FairPoint can generate

DSL revenue without concerning itself with which applications its customers are using.

Unfortunately, the opportunities are not symmetrical. Particularly in rural states like Vermont'

networks typically generate most of the costs, while applications seem to have the greater

opportunitylo generate the revenues. This is a frmdamental change from classical vertically

intègrated telephone networks, in which both network facilities and application development

were supported by common revenues.

While the network and application layers are operationally independent, over the longer

run they are economically intertwined and could become more so. Generally, application

developers like Google depend on the physical network to provide ever-increasing data speeds

and to provide ever-improving service quality. For that reason, network operators have an

interesi in meeting the needs of application developers for speed and quality control. Network

operators have responded to these demands by providing higher-quality services to particular

uppr o. users. It is not clear yet whether network providers will be allowed to charge the

application providers based on these quality-of-service differences. If they can, apatt of the

application providers' revenue will begin to flo ¡r to the network providers."'

The FCC has ruled that Internet data transmission is an information service and not a

telecommunications service. This has raised a host of questions, including whether Internet data

transmission services can be made apart of the base that contributes to universal service.

These economic changes and the current regulatory structure increase the challenge for

Vermont policymakers as they seek ways to construct and maintain a ubiquitous high-quality

network. IP networks tend to be supported by their end users exclusively, and there are few or

no opportunities for contributions from applications developers and from the subscribers of
services like Netflix.

a2 Not all networks operate Ìvith this kind of independence. Managed IP networks give network

operators the abiliy to create preferences among network uses and even among users. These managed

nètworks are becoming increaiingly popular as ne\¡/er applications require service quality controls, such

as limits to latency delays.

a3 Th" FCC's authority to regulate the relationship between the network and application providers is

being litigatedinVerizonv. FCC,CaseNo. 11-1335, atthe U.S. Court of Appeals forthe D.C. circuit'
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C. Legal and Market Changes

During the intervening two decades since 1994, the legal environment in which
incumbent telephone companies operate has also changed noticeably. This section summarizes

those legal changes, with emphasis on how they affect the design of a modern state USF

program.

1. Wireline Competition

The lgg4Vermont Legislature understood that competition was likely coming to the

local exchange industry. That expectation was strengthened by the federal Telecommunications

Act of lggí,which prevents states from establishing "barriers to entry" in the local exchange

telecommunications market.aa Thus, in the 1990s, Vermont's legislators and regulators alike

expected that opening of local exchange markets to competition would create a bloom of
competitive local exchange providers (CLECs).

roved considerably more modest. CLECs

own serve far fewer customers than ori
Mor erally concentrate on business cus often limit
service to densely populated areas near existing central offices or to large anchor customers such

as universities or office parks. For these reasons, traditional CLECs have little bearing on

universal service policy in high-cost areas.

Cable television companies are another kind of CLEC. Cable CLECs began offering

voice service in Vermont in approximately 2008. Since then, they have made substantial inroads

into local exchange markets, both in Vermont and nationally. As noted above, 
"cable 

CLECs had

approximately 33 million access lines throughout the U.S. by the end of 201 1."'

Cable CLEC distribution networks are not as ubiquitous as traditional telephone

networks. In Vermont and elsewhere, cable CLECs are not required to serve every location in a
township or telephone exchange area. Instead, cable providers are allowed to limit their required

aa 47 tJ.s.c. $ 253.

as Traditional CLECs today provide service using some facilities that they own, but they frequently

operate using mainly rented ILEC facilities. Those rentals decreased after the FCC narrowed CLECs'

rights to use ILEC networks approximately l0 years ago.

a6 Competitors also found it difficult to serve the residential market because leases of incumbent

network elements have changed from regulated unbundled network element rates to commercial

agreement rates.

o7 
FCC, Local Telephone Competition: Status as of December 3i,, 2011 (2013), Figure 6 (Non-ILEC

cable modem-based connections : 23.9 million).
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network expansions to more densely populated portions of their own franchise areas.as This

means cable CLECs on average have shorter cable runs than the ILECs serving the same areas.

It also creates a cost advantagã over the local ILEC.ae

Cable CLECs have other advantages over ILECs and traditional CLECs:

o Cable companies have existing digital delivery platforms for television and have

high data tiansmission rates. This reduces the cable CLEC's incrementalcost of
providing voice and broadband service over existing television networks.sO

. Cable companies have established relationships with many potential voice and

Intemet customers.

Some cable CLECs can acquire video content at lower cost than non-cable

CLECs and ILECs. This economic advantage can arise from greater economies

of scale but also from common ownership or strategic alliances between cable

CLECs and content providers.

o

2. Bundling

Customers today are buying different kinds of products than in 1994. This complicates

both how Vermont should best collect VUSF eontributions from carriers and also how best to

define the service that is supported.

ln 1994, nearly everyone in Vermont subscribed to basic telephone service at home.

These customers paid small or no charges for each call with a relatively small local calling area.

Calls to more distant locations were toll calls (long distance), were often provided by a different

carrier, and usually had high per-minute rates. The current VUSF statute reflects this historical

distinction and excludes toll service from the "basic telecommunications service" that the VUSF

statute aims to protect.sl

48 Und". Public Service Board rule 8.313(C), a cable company must file a tariff describing its policy on

extending lines into unserved areas. Under certain circumstances, that rule requires cable companies to

perform line expansions without requiring contributions in aid of construction. The circumstances

considered include the number of verified subscribers per mile.

a9 Thatadvantage can possibly be offset by other factors, such as the electric power needed to run a

cable distribution network.
50 Incremental costs consist mostly of replacing one-way amplifiers, adding some fiber runs, and buying

low-cost soft switches.

tl Th" Vermont USF statute defines basic telecommunications service as: (A) switched voice grade

interactive telecommunications service permitting origination and termination of calls; (B) the ability to

transmit network switching instructions through tones generated by customer-owned equipment; (C) the

abilþ to transmit and receive the customer's computer-generated digital data, either by digital or analog
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Today, most customers buy a voice bundle that includes local calling and at least some

toll calling. A common package includes unlimited toll within the United States, and often

Canada. So*. cable companies and VoIP providers today sell only this kind of bundled voice

service.52

The popularity of bundles complicates the task of defining the service that the state wants

to sustain. Onè option is to support only the costs for unbund rvice, without

long-distance or broadband.s3 If the great majority of custom ervices,

hoiever, it is diffrcult to argue that such a definition matches er, the cost of
such a limited network would not be strongly tied to the cost of telecommunications networks

that must actually provide arange of services.

3. Wholesale Sales

In the current Vermont statute, there is a cleat boundary between "carriers" and

"customers." Customers are those who buy at retail. They must pay the VUSF surcharge in

addition to what they otherwise pay. Carriers, on the other hand, are exempt from VUSF

surcharges, but they must collect and remit VUSF charges paid by their customers.

Today, araîge of new entities occupy a middle ground between carriers and customers.

The Internetis aparticularly thorny area, because the "providers" ofInternet service insistently

argue they are not subject to traditional common carriage regulation and therefore are not

"cárriers.l' In addition, a number of retail outlets sell telecommunications-related items like

prepaid toll usage cards, prepaid cell phone cards, and even wireless local exchange service.

This bluning of the traditional carrier-customer boundary complicates universal service

policy. A modern universal service mechanism must clearly categorize market participants and

must clearly assign the duties of each group.

transmission, reliably and at common transmission rates, using customer-owned equipment; (D) the

ability to communicate quickly and effectively with emergency response personnel; and (E)

telecómmunications relay service, as authorized under section 218a of this title. 30 V.S'A. $ 750l(bxl).
This definition does not mention toll service. In contrast, 30 V.S.A. S 7501(sxA)(ii), which defines the

obligations to contribute to the fund, does include toll service'

52 S.., ".g., 
, accessed lll{.aY 21,2013'

53 Wyoming's USF program bases support on the difference between a carrier's rate for "essential"

service and the statewide average rate. "Essential" service rates in Wyoming are local exchange rates

paid by customers who do not buy bundles.
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D. Funding Changes

During the two decades since 1994, the funding for incumbent telephone companies has

changed considerably. This section summarizes those funding changes, with emphasis on how

they affect the design of a modern state USF program.

In 1994, alarge part of the revenue of Vermont's rural ILEC came from intercarrier
payments, notably urã"s payments relating to toll ftafftc.sa Interexchange carriers like AT&T
and MCI paid money to Vermont ILECs in order to have the right to originate and terminate toll
calls on those ILECs' lines. Calls within Vermont were subje"fto ut"ett charges5s at rates set by

the Vermont PSB. Interstate and international calls also generated access charges, but at rates set

by the FCC. These access charges are declining, as we discussed in Volume I and Volume II of
this report.

Another large part of the revenue of Vermont's rural ILEC in 1994 came from USF

support payments supervised by the FCC. One, the High Cost Loop (HCL) program, provided

considerable support for nearly all of Vermont's smaller companies. New England Telephone,

the predecessor of FairPoint, also received some HCL support. Nearly all of these federally

defined and supported systems have changed fundamentally since 1994, often in ways that have

reduced support to Vermont ILECs.

o HCL has been severely limited by budgetary caps. The effect has been to

concentrate an ever-decreasing amount of total support on a few very high-cost

companies.s6 More recently, the FCC imposed support limits on individual
companies with spending higher lhan an FCC fot-.tla would predict.sT

o In 200l,the FCC created Interstate Common Line Support (ICLS). In20ll,
Vermont companies received annualized ICLS support of $6.5 million, but the

FCC subsequently placed constraints on that program. The FCC also proposed a

ratemaking ìn*g.ì" 20 13 that could furtheiconstrain ICLS fundittg. t t

t4 W" take no position on whether access charges are payments for services or support payments.

tt Fo, example, if an AT&T customer in Chicago calls a Waitsfield customer in Warren, Waitsfield

would typically receive a per-minute access charge payment from AT&T. Those access charges would

compensate Waitsfield for the use of its switch and local network.

ru 
Fo. example, waitsfield received $1.7 million in HCL support in 2001, $0.9 million in 2005, and zero

in 2010.

tt Thit new cap affects only Topsham Telephone in Vermont.

58 Th. p.oposal is to reduce the weighted average cost of capital used by the FCC in calculating the

interstate revenue requirement of rate-of-return companies. This could reduce ICLS payments.
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o In its 201 | USF/ICC Transþrmation Order,se the FCC mandated reduction (and

in some cases elimination) of access charges, both interstate and intrastate. This

mandate is currently on appeal in the federal courts. The f,rnancial effects of the

USF/ICC Transformation Order were estimated in Volume I of this report.

o Smaller companies have received public grant and loan financing for network

expansions from the Rural Utilities Service of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. Availability of these loans and grants has varied over the years.

New kinds of federal and state funding were also introduced aftet 1994 to support

broadband deployment. These new programs generally offer direct grants for capital spending.

o In February of 20I2,the Public Service Board PSB authorized Fairpoint to spend

$6.6M to extend broadband service throughout target communities containing

over 3,000 locations. The money would otherwise have been refunded to

customers as retail service quality penalties.60

o In August of 2010, the Rural Utilities Service awarded Vermont Telephone

Compãny ffTel) a broadband stimulus grant of more than $81 million and a $35

mi[iòn government-backed loan. VTel said the federal funds would enable VTel

to buildã fourth-generation wireless technology "Internet system to nearly all of
Vermont's unserved homes, businesses and anchor institutions; a one gigabit fiber

network to VTel's existing customers; and a community visit program aimed at

helping Vermonters identiff ways broadband access can improve social and

..onoÃi" opportunities. "6 
I

o In December 20l2,the FCC awarded $2.1 million Phase I Mobility Funding to

VTel Wireless for additional wireless deployment covering 941toad miles in
Vermont.62

o The Vermont Telecommunications Authority (VTA) has made multiple capital

grants to broadband providers. These appropriated state funds are intended to

tn 5", Connect America Fund, WC Docket No. 10-90, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking, FCC I l-161, 26FCC Rcd 17663 (Nov. 18, 2011) (USF/ICC Transformation Order),

Petitions for Review pending.

uo 
PSB Order in Dockets 7725-7726,

7726%o20FnlOrder.pdf
61 Congr"rrman Welch press release of August 4,2010, available at

62 Th" FCC did not make any similar grants in New Hampshire or New York. Maine received some

grants, but only for its extreme northeast corner.

12-
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create incentives for broadband providers to reach the most rural locations'63

Notably in20I2 the VTA awarded:

o VTel Wireless $1.3 million to expand broadband services to 306 locations

in 19 communities.6a

o FairPoint $0.33 million to expand broadband to 44Iocations in 3

communities.65

o Comcast $0.25 million for areas of Shaftsbury, Pownal, and Braintree.66

o Topsham Telephone $0.38 million for areas of Topsham and Bradford.6T

A key idea behind traditional rate regulation is that ILECs should raise their capital

privately, and that rates should provide suffrcient revenues to allow carriers to earn a return on

their net investment. This "cost of capital",model was used in both utility rate regulation and

classical universal service support p.ogru*r,u8 and it historically generated enough private

capital to build the existing ILEC network. The newer support mechanisms depart from this

model and use public funds to provide direct capital grants.

E. Regulatory Changes

In the two decades since lgg4,theregulatory environment in which incumbent telephone

companies operate has also changed dramatically. This section summarizes those regulatory

changes, with emphasis on how they affect the design of a modern state USF program.

1. Uncertainties in Federal Law

The Telecommunications Act o11996 created a distinction between "telecommunications

services" and "information services." The FCC has interpreted this statutory distinction in ways

that have created legal uncertainty for state USF programs.

63 Vermont TelecommunicationsAuthorþ press release, September 4,2012, available at

, accessed May 30,2013.

64 Vermont Telecommunications Authority press release, September 4,2012, available at

http ://www.telecomvt. org/node/ 1 67, accessed May 3 0, 20 I 3'

65 Vermont Telecommunications Authority press release, September 4,2012,

, accessed May 30, 2013.

66 Vermont Telecommunications Authority press releases, June 27,2012, available at

http ://www.telecomvt.org/node/ I 5 4, accessed May 3 0, 20 I 3 .

67 Vermont Telecommunications Authority press releases, June 27,2012, available at

http ://www.telecomvt.org/node/ I 5 5, accessed May 3 0, 20 1 3.

68 Thi, model served as the basis for early USF programs such as HCL and until recently for both access

rates and ICLS.
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Of primary importance is the FCC's treatment of broadband. The FCC has ruled that

broadband Internet connectivity is (at least for purposes of federal law) an "information service"

rather than a "telecommunications service." In telecommunications parlance, the "triple play" is

a bundle of voice, Internet, and video. The FCC rulings have created uncertainty about what

parts of a triple-play package can be subjected to a state's USF surcharge. Although several

itut.. now use their USF funds to support broadband facilities, federal law creates doubt about

whether states have authority to impóse USF surcharges on broadband services.6e

The FCC has also repeatedly declined to say whether VoIP is an information service or a

telecommunications service.T0 This state of limbo has complicated USF contribution issues. The

FCC has allowed states to impose VUSF surcharges on a pórtion of VoIP ,.u.n r.r.tt The FCC

has not said, however, whether a state can impose a surcharge on interstate or international VoIP

revenues.

Since the early 1990s, states have been preempted from regulating the rates of mobile

wireless canierc.j2 Similarly, states do not have authority to regulate the rates or terms of service

of broadband offerings Uy cáUte television providersi3 or fixed wireless broadband providers.

un S"" Nat'1. Cable Telecom. Ass'n. v. Brand X Internet Services, 125 S.Ct. 2683 (2005) (cable modem

service is information service); FCC, Appropriate Frameworkfor Broadband Access to the Internet over

Wireline Facilities, CC Docket No. 02-33, Report and Order and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC

05-150 (2005) (DSL is an information service). Because many state laws apply a USF surcharge or tax

only to retail telecommunications services, those federal rulings may prohibit states from imposing USF

,.r.óhurg". on broadband revenue. Also, most states impose USF surcharges only on the intrastate portion

of telecommunications services. Vermont imposes the USF surcharge on intrastate, interstate, and

international revenues.

to Eu"n though the FCC didn't clariff the nature of the service, it did assert that states are preempted

from imposing rate regulation on the providers. The FCC reasoned that it was not possible to separate the

interstate and intrastate aspects of the VoIP service offered by Vonage. Vonage Holdings Corporation

Petitionfor Declaratory Ruling Concerning an Order of the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission,WC

Docket No. 03-21 1, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 19 FCC Ptcd.22404,22423, para. 1 I (2004) aff'd,

Minn. Pub. Utils. Comm'nv. FCC,483 F.3d 570 (8th Cit.2007).

tl Th" FCC's published safe harbor allows states to impose a surcharge of 35.lYo on VoIP revenues, the

portion that is presumed intrastate. However, interconnected VoIP providers typically report only

ãpproximately 22% of their traffic is interstate or international. FCC Wireline Competition Bureau,

Telecommunications Industry Revenues: 2009,released May 2011, Table 6: Revenues from

Telecommunications and Interconnected VoIP Service Provided to End Users: 2009. All traffic is either

international, interstate, or intrastate. Therefore, where a carrier reports 22Yo ofits revenue as interstate or

international, a state could conceivably impose a surcharge of 78Yo on that carrier's VoIP traffic.

7' +7 tJ.s.c. g 332(c)(3)(A).

" 
".r., 

Nat'\. Cable Telecom. Ass'n. v. Brand X Internet Services, I25 S.Ct. 2688 (2005).
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2. State Regulatory Changes

Since the 1990s, state regulation of telecommunications services has moved strongly
servrces are

ears.74 For all

3. Nonregulated Subsidiaries

The 1990s was a time of great optimism that toll markets would become competitive, and

several Vermont ILECs created subsidiaries to sell toll services.t6 In the intervening years, most

customers have decided to eliminate aseparate monthly toll bill by purchasing toll services from

the same entity they use for local exchange. As a result, several Vermont ILECs are selling

bundles of services that generate revenues for a toll subsidiary. But the practice of dividing costs

and revenues fryther complicates the state's task of calculating a suitable VUSF payment.

Some companies also have separate broadband subsidiaries.Tt These broadband

companies get revenue when a customer buys a double-play service that includes voice and

broadband. Allocating costs fairly to a broadband subsidiary canbe a complex task.

To calculate a VUSF support amount properly, the state must allocate the costs and

revenues of each supported 
"urriår'. 

toll subsidiaries and broadband subsidiaries, if any'78

4. FCC's 2011 RegulatorY Changes

The 2}l2legislation that chartered this study requires that this report:

Examine the actions, if any, of the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) in revising its universal service fund, and the need, if any, for
additional action in Vermont. In particular, the study shall examine the

impact on Vermont services caused by the FCC's report and order released

November 18, 2011, which, among other things, expands the federal

universal service fund to include broadband deployment in unserved afeas.

7o Muny states have price-cap plans for larger carriers such as FairPoint.

ts Rut". for these companies were deregulated five years after the companies declared themselves to be

"small eligible telecommunications carriers." 30 V.S.A. S 227d. By 2013, all Vermont's small carriers

had passeá through this window and are no longer subject to any routine process that restricts their legal

abilþ to raise rates on intrastate voice services.

76 VT"l and the three TDS companies do not sell toll service through a subsidiary.

tt VT"l and the three TDS companies do not sell broadband through a subsidiary.

t8 Ir, ,o-" ways, such an "all-in" approach to costs can be simpler than attempting to fairly allocate

costs between regulated and unregulated subsidiaries.
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Further, the study shall consider the potential impact of various legal

challenges to the FCC action on the federal universal service fund.

The likely effects of the FCC were considered in detail in Volume I of this report. In
suÍtmary, the FCC's order altered several traditional revenue streams of Vermont's ILECs and

created substantial uncertainty about whether and in what amounts the new mechanisms would
replace those revenues.

Considering all Vermont incumbents together, we estimated in Volume I that annual

affected revenue streams will decline over the forecast period by $11.6 million, ot 38Yo.

However, we also found that those predicted losses are relatively minor in the context of all
regulated operations. This means that the revenue losses from the USF/ICC Transformation

Order, while substantial , are aminor portion of the total regulated revenues of the incumbent

carriers, which are currently at $209 million.

We estimated in Volume I that the two FairPoint Vermont operating companies are likely
to suffer substantial support losses, be required to redirect general support to make additional

capital expenditures, or both. Affected revenues are expected to decline over the forecast period

by $3.6 million, with larger losses in subsequent years. Affected revenues are only a small part

of FairPoint's overall annual regulated revenue of $161 million. Trends in other revenue streams

wi[ likely have more influence on FairPoint's financial viability. Future line counts and special

access revenues are particularly important parameters that create considerable uncertainty in
future estimates.

As to the smaller rate-of-return companies in Vermont, we estimate their annual affected

revenues will decline by $2.9 million, or l7o/o, over the forecast period. Placing this in context,

these companies currently have annual regulated revenues of $48 million. This means that the

$2.9 million expected revenue losses from the USF/ICC Transþrmation Order,while substantial

in absolute terms, will be a minor portion of the total regulated revenues of the incumbent rate-

of-return carriers.

The details differ substantially among the rate-of-return companies. Over the forecast

period, we estimate affected revenue reductions of at least l5Yo for VTEL and Waitsfield and at

least25Yo for Franklin, Shoreham, and Topsham.

F. The Rural Divide

In universal service parlance, the "rural divide" refers to the greater availability and

quality of telecommunications services in urban areas. Over the years, the FCC and many state

governments have acknowledged this rural divide many times.
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As to voice services, there seems to be no meaningful rural divide in Vermont.

According to FCC data, Vermont has a very high rate of õlephone penetration,gS.2o/o.7e

Vermont ielephone companies have had roughly a century to build their networks, and today all

or nearly all residential locations in Vermont can get landline voice service from the local

ILEC.sO

A rural divide does exist nationally for 3G and 4G wireless data service. Almost three in

everv five urban and suburban Americans own smartphones, but only two in five rural

Americans do.sl At least a major portion of this usage difference is undoubtedly due to the

existencê of rural areas that have no wireless signal or cell towers that do not support the latest

4G technologies.

Broadband is where the rural divide is most obvious today. In many urban areas,

broadband services are even more widely available and are now nearly universal. Some urban

areas are even receiving superfast speeds at hundreds of megabits per second. In Kansas City,

Google is deploying gigabit (1,000 Mbps) services, and one industry source reports that over 40

U.S. communities have gigabit FTTH service.82 In Vermont, Burlington Telephone has built
FTTH throughout much of that city.

Nationwide, rural communities have significantly less broadband than urban areas.

Figure lFl shows National Telecommunications and Information Agency (NTIA) data on how

many customers had broadband available at specific speeds in20l2.

'e Thutnational average is 97 .4o/o. FCC, CC Docket No. 96-45. (Jniversal Service Monitoring Report

for 2012, Table 3.6.

80 Th" few locations that cannot get that service at a minimal connection charge are generally on newly

settled roads without utility lines. Those locations can get service if they pay approved line extension

costs.

8t P"* Internet and American Life Project, Smartphone Ownership - 2013 Update,

t0,2013.
82 Tul""o*petitor (e-mail newsletter), June 18,2073

2013 accessed June
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NTIA also maintains that the likelihood of broadband coverage increases with population

density and with proximity to a metropolitan statistical area (MSA¡.84 tf NTIA is correct,

broadband coverage would be expected to be good in Vermont neighborhoods that are urban or

suburban or that are near Burlington. NTIA online maps co9firm this theory.

Fiber-to-the customer is the highest-capacity broadband service of all. Figure 1F2

displays NTIA's estimate of fiber-to-the-customer availability for the Burlington and Montpelier

areas in 2012.

83 National Telecommunications Information Agency, U.S. Broadband Availability: June 2010 - June

2012, accessed October

7,2013 p. 10. NTIA also has an online map showing availability of broadband by technology. See

sa National Telecommunications tnfo.-ution Agency, Broadband Availability beyond the Rural/(Jrban

Divide, Broadband Brief No. 2,May 2013,
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Figure 1F2. NTIA Estimate of Fiber-tolhe-End-User Service in Central Vermont (2012)

Cable modem service is the next fastest terrestrial service (after FTTH). Figure 1F3

shows NTIA's estimate of cable modem availability for approximately the same area.
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f

Figure 1F3. NTIA Estimate of Cable Modem Service in Central Vermont (2012)
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Figure 1F3 shows that cable modem service goes farther out into the countryside than the

fiber, but it still leaves agreat deal ofthe landscape unserved.

In sum, Vermont resembles the rest of the country with respect to broadband deployment.

Some areas have veiy fast broadband service, but those areas tend to be urbanized. Vermont is

unusual in that several areas served by smaller ILECs also offer FTTH. Also, Vermont has made

a financial commitment to support fixed wireless broadband in rural areas, although no statewide

network is yet operating.

G. The Current Need for High-Cost Universal Service Support

The Vermont Legislature will decide whether the Vermont USF will provide high-cost

support. We recommend that this legislative decision be informéd by history, by current

financial conditions, by legal constraints, and by the consequences of ILEC failure. Each of
these topics is discussed below.

1. Historical Background

The 1994 Legislature indicated an interest in the topic, enough to hold open a place for a
high-cost atthorization statute and to authorize a study. The original impetus for the Vermont

Universal Service Fund was twofold. Most urgently, the state needed a way to finance its new

E-911 program. Also, it appeared that local exchange competition was coming and would
reduce the ability of ILECs to continue charging above-cost rates in low-cost areas to support

below-cost rates in high-cost areas. This second purpose led to the naming of the fund as the

"Vermont Universal Service Fund."

Local exchange competition actually developed more slowly and in more geographically

restricted ways than was originally foreseen in 1994. Most hopes originally rested with wireline
CLECs, but they proved to be primarily interested in the business market, and even then only in
relatively low-cost areas. When competition did arrive over the last decade, it took unexpected

forms. 'We described in Section I above the changes in technologies, markets, and regulation

since 1994, including the new competition from wireless and cable networks.

2. Financial Conditions

Competition has been largely responsible for the financial changes to the ILEC industry,

although federal regulatory policies have also been important. In Volume II of this study, we

explained that most Vermont ILECs suffered substantial line losses in20l1 and are expected to

do so againin2}l3.

At the same time, the FCC appears to be retrenching on support for universal service and

unwilling to provide sufhcient support for voice services. This is likely to leave many high-cost

areas either without support or with support that is not sufficient to maintain the financial
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viability of the carrier providing the service. Using traditional support assumptionsss and the

FCC's latest cost model,tu *. estimate that a suf cient program of federal support would require

annual federal expenditures of $15 billion.sT The FCC has indicated that its high-cost budget is

only $4.5 billion.

To reduce the demand for federal funds, the FCC appears to be adopting a triage model

for universal service support. First, the FCC seems likely to eliminate federal support to areas

with relatively low costs. This measure g support, down to about

$9 billion pe, year.88 Some carriers have would eliminate support

to very high-cost areas of the nation.se In truncates both ends of the

cost spectrum, its budget allocations appear ins

As a result of competition and regulatory changes, we estimated in Volume II that

Vermont ILECs, on an all-in basis, face projected operating losses of about $40 million in2013.
We found little reason to believe this situation will improve in the coming years.

If events match our estimates of operating losses, the future of telecommunications in
Vermont is likely to be more turbulent than the past. Others have agreed. AT&T, which has the

largest landline network in the U.S., reportedin2012 that it had been unable to find an economic

solution for deploying broadband in "underperforming" rural regions, even with wireless

technologies.et Similarly, in 2013 Balhoff and Williams stated that:

[R]ural investment loan activity for smalleç carriers is down sharply in the

wake of the new reforms, apparently because the companies are gravely

, concerned about their ability to repay debt and because the lenders are

It W" used the current model benchmark of $28.12 per line per month.

86 Thi. model is under development at the FCC. The original version of this model was proposed and

supplied by the price-cap carriers.

t7 Thir scenario would distribute $9 billion for price-cap carriers and $6 billion for rate-of-return

carriers.

88 Thit includes $6 billion for price-cap carriers and $3 billion for rate-of-return carriers

8e Th" price-cap carriers proposed setting this high benchmark at a cost of $256 per line per month.

Another triage-like measure has been the decision of the FCC to limit support to any carrier at a

maximum of $250 per subscriber line per month. This measure, which is being phased in at present,

limits but does not eliminate support to very high-cost areas. USF/ICC Transformation Order, para' 11.

90 Fo. example, using the triage method, the price-cap carriers would receive $2.28 per year. However,

the FCC has included only $1.8 billion in its universal service budget for price-cap carriers. To meet its

budget, the FCC would either have to reduce the high-cost benchmark cutoff ($256) or raise the low-cost

benchmark cutoff ($ 80).

et AT&T fourth-quarter 20ll earnings report to analysts, January 26,2012, transcript available at

transcript?part:qanda.
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more cautious in lending due to their judgments about industry
fundamentals. . . . Our analysis suggests that service will falter in certain

regions or significant incremental costs will have to be borne by customers,

unless new sustainable and predictable support revenues are made

available.e2

The Balhoff and V/illiams report concludes that the states "have a very short fuse" and "cannot

wait until the FCC issues subsequent orders."e3

3. Legal Constraints

The Vermont PSB has statutory authority to allow a utility to abandorr service. To do so,

the Board must find that abandonment is consistent with the public interest.'*

Federal law seemingly does not even contemplate the possibility of an ILEC failure. It
seems to prohibit ILECs frõm abandoning areas that do not háve service from other carriers. 

es

These laws arguably prevent ILECs from terminating local exchange services. To the

contrary, we respectfully submit that economics ultimately would trump any law that purports to

require an insolvent company to continue operating. Even the strongest imaginable mandate

cannot maintain existing facilities, pay the power bill, and provide customer service. In the face

of sustained financial losses, service quality will decline and additional support will be

necessary.

ILECs appeff to have little opportunity to rely on the Constitution for financial relief.

Utility law has long recognizedthat as economic circumstances change, technologies can

become obsolete, and utilities may be forced into dissolution without compensation for their

investments. In a landmark 1945 case, the Supreme Court addressed a due process claim by a

street railway company in San Francisco. The company had allowed its service to deteriorate

and its facilities to become obsolete. The company lost riders, and its past price increases had

reduced rather than increased revenues. The Court concluded that the financial integrity of the

e2 Michael Balhoff and Bradley Williams, State USF White Paper: New Rural Investment Challenges,

June 2013, pp.24,27 (italics added).

e3 td., p.3t.
no S"" 30 V.S.A. $ 231(b) (utility may not abandon or curtail any utility service or abandon all or any

part of its facilities "if it would in doing so effect the abandonment, curtailment or impairment of the

Àervice, without first obtaining approval of the public service board, after notice and opportunþ for

hearing, and upon finding by the board that the abandonment or curtailment is consistent with the public

interest").
9t Th" only language discussing withdrawal from service assumes that another carrier will be available

to serve the affected area. 47 U.S.C. $ 2la(e)(a). Moreover, federal law allows state commissions to

mandate that a "common carrier" must serve an unserved area. 47 U.S.C. $ 21a(eX3).
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company had been "hopelessly undermined." The Court noted that most of its due process

"takings" cases had dealt with "utilities which had earning opportunities, and public regulation

curtailed earnings otherwise possible." In contrast, the light rail industry in the 1940s was

"generally sick" without regard to its regulatory constraints. The Court concluded that the due

process clause of the U.S. Constitution does not guarantee the possibility of a profit to a
company in such circumstances. Stated another way, the due process clause prevents

"governmental destruction" of existing economic values but does not insure against losses "by
tñe operation of economic forces." e6

4. Effects of Wireline Network Failures

There is little in recent history, in Vermont or elsewhere, to illustrate how a wireline
network failure would proceed. Under the best scenatio, competition would solve most of the

problem. For example, as an ILEC's service becomes less reliable, another local exchange

provider could overbuild the service area and gradually win most of the subscribers. This

simultaneously makes the ILEC's failure more likely but less painful. The PSB could approve

abandonment by the ILEC without facing the prospect that many customers would lose all
telecommunications services.

A more worrisome scenario is that the ILEC would, with PSB and FCC permission,

withdraw service from geographically limited unprofitable areas. The necessary finding of
consistency with the public interest might be possible if the alternative is outright financial
failure by the entire ILEC and effective abandonment of a larger service area. The PSB might
also assign carrier-of-last-resort responsibility to another provider, suc¡ as another ILEC or a

fixed wireless service, if one couldÙe found ihut *ut willing to serve.eT

The most alarming scenario is that an unprofitable ILEC would drift heedlessly into
financial collapse. The end would come when the ILEC could no longer pay the electric bill or

meet its payroll.

Failure by one or more ILECs would have numerous secondary effects:

o Some retail customers in the affected area could have no options for voice,

broadband, or both. Even where wireless carriers advertise coverage in such

areas, specific locations might have signals that are too weak to be useful.

Substitute retail services may have different characteristics, such as different
reliability during grid power outages or during rain or snowstorms'

a

e6 Market St. Ry. Co. v. Railroad Commission of State of California,324 U.S. 548 (1945).

97 
Federal law allows state utility commissions to mandate that a "common carrier" must serve an

unserved area. 47 U.S.C. $ 2la(e)(3). Such a mandate might be unconstitutional, however, if the new

service area cannot generate enough revenues to justify the required capital investment.
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Emergency services, including E-91l, could be disrupted, or data collections

necessary to operate E-911 could be impaired.

V/i-Fi networks that transmit signals through wireline networks may no longer

function. Many businesses offer V/i-Fi as a convenience for their customers.

Also, smartphones rely on Wi-Fi to reduce the data burden on cell networks.

Services of other telecommunications carriers could be disrupted, notably
including:

o Wireless networks that use ILEC special-access or point-to-point circuits
for backhaul.

o CLECs that rely on ILEC unbundled elements

o Other utilities that use ILEC utility poles.

5. Conclusion

The deteriorating financial status of Vermont's ILECs, combined with the probability of
insufficient FCC support, could greatly disturb the current universal service landscape. In the

face of such change, a new high-cost USF program is one option. The alternative is to rely on

competitive wireline providers, wireless and satellite technology to fill any gaps that might

develop in the ILEC wireline networkes and to accept the risk that some currently served areas

might lose wireline service.

The competitive changes in Vermont markets, combined with recent FCC actions,

suggest the need for a careful legislative review and a prompt decision about whether to provide

high-cost funding to ILECs. To assist the Legislature in that review, Section II below answers

statutory questions posed in the 2}l2legislation. Section III then discusses principles and goals

that should guide a new support mechanism. Section IV discusses some preliminary policy

issues. Section V discusses three possible support mechanisms.

a

o

a

Competitive cl'tanges in Vertnont markets, combined with recent FCC

actions, suggest the need for a careful legislative review and a prompt
decision about whether to provide higl't-cost funding to ILECs.

e8 Thir option is discussed in Sections IV.C and IV.D below
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II. The Economics of Universal Service

A. Rates and SubscribershiP

The 20l2law chartering this study requires that this report:

Estimate the relationship between basic telecommunications service

charges and universal service, and the threshold level beyond which
universal residential service is likely to be harmed.

The task statement implies a threshold or bright line rate above which universal service is

harmed. In some USF high-cost mechanisms, there is such a threshold rate, or benchmark, that

is subtracted from cost in the process of calculating support. The theory is that a service price

above this benchmark will cause consumers to switch to a competitive carrier or terminate their

service altogether. Either kind of response could push a Vermont ILEC into a death spiral in
which ever-higher prices repeatedly reduce subscribership and revenues, eventually leading to a

business failure and likely bankruptcy.

The price elasticity of demand (elasticity) measures the relationship between price and

demand. An elasticity of - I .0 means that a 1 
o/o decrease in price will cause a lYo increase in

demand. An elastic product or service gen-erates alarge demand response for a small change in
price, and its elasticiiy will be below -1.0. ee An inelastic product generates a small demand

response for a large change in price, and its elasticity will be between zero and -1.0.

Two kinds of elasticity are relevant here: the elasticity of the service and the elasticity of
individuat firms inthat market. For an essential service, the elasticity of the service is generally

low. In a competitive market, however, the elasticity of the firm is generally high. This means

that custom"rJitt competitive markets are often willing to change providers in response to a price

increase, but not to drop service.

Whether an ILEC customer switches to a competitor or drops service altogether, the

effect on the ILEC is the same. In both cases the ILEC's revenues decline substantially, and its

costs decline by a small amount, or not at all. Therefore, if the elasticity of the individual firm is

higher than the elasticity of the service, then the former is the more important variable. The

willingness of the customer to switch to a competitor is therefore the crucial question in deciding

universal service questions such as whether an ILEC is likely to be forced into an economic

death spiral.

Elasticity can change with price' A price increase of, say, $1, can sometimes generate a

larger response if the underlying rate is high. But economists seldom find a clear choke point,

where the demand curye bends sharply or becomes discontinuous. On the contrary, economists

ee Elasticity is dehned as the percentage change in the volume of a service sold divided by the

percentage change in the rate. Given that the demand for a'product decreases as the price increases, all

elasticities of demand are negative.
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assume that every product and service has a demand curve that is smooth. Higher prices

generally produce lower demand. A given price increase will generally deter some but not all
customers from buying.

In sum, there is seldom a threshold rate level beyond which universal residential service

is likely to be harmed. V/e have not found any published economic research that is particularly

useful in identifuing such a bright line rate, or choke price, where a universal service problem

begins.

1. Elasticity of Telephone Service

Published research tends to report low price elasticity for local exchange service.l00 An

economist would predict that a l0%o increase in local monthly rates would cause a decrease in
subscribership of ãbout 0.2yo,at most.101 In other words, economists believe that telephones

have become a necessity of daily life, and nearly all consumers will buy telephone service, even

at a high price.l02

National penetration rate patterns confirm that telephone service is inelastic and that most

households treat it as a necessity.to' From 1997 to 20l2,the national penetration inched up

slightly, from94.TYo of households to 95.9%. But the penetration data also show some income- 
'

based differences. Middle-income and rich American households remained at a relatively

constant penetration rate during this period. For low-income households, however, while the

penetratiòn rate increased, it t*"h"du maximum of only g2.Oyo,r04 suggesting that many low-
income households have found alternatives to local exchange service.

100 
Seve.al studies in the 1990s estimated the elasticity of this service as a function of changes in the

monthly rate. The results ranged between -0.001 and -0.026. Robert Crandall and Leonard Waverman,

Who Pays for (Jniversal Service, Brookings Institution Press, 2000, Table 5-1 (citing to Garbacz and

Thompson, "Assessing the Impact of FCC Lifeline and Link-Up Programs on Telephonè Penetration").

A more recent study found elasticþ to lie between -0.016 and -0.022. Daniel Ackerberg, Michael

Riordan, Gregory Rosston, and Bradley Wimmer, Low-Income Demandfor Local Telephone Service:

Effects of Lifeline and Linkup, 201 1,

tOt Thi, estimate applies to low-income households, which are presumably the most elastic of all.

t02 W" also found research on the effect of Lifeline and Linkup. Lifeline is a subsidy program that

assists low-income telephone subscribers pay monthly subscriber fees. It is one of the programs that

Vermont currently funds from the VUSF surcharge. Linkup helps low-income customers pay connection

charges for new telephones. A recent study found that Lifeline and Linkup subsidies increased the

telephone penetration of poor households by 4.7 percentage points. Ackerberg, et al., above.

103 
The FCC's penetration data are based on U.S. Census Bureau surveys. A consumer would respond

to the Census survey affirmatively if she has wireline, wireless, or VoIP service.

tOa FCC, Universal Service Monitoring Report, CC Docket No. 98-202, (data received through October

2012), T able 3 .2 and Chart 3.2.
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As explained above, the key fact for universal service is the elasticity of individual ftrms,

not of telephone service. Penetration data cannot speak to this issue. We have not found any

useful published research on this key topic. We understand that the Vermont ILECs believe that

individual firm elasticity is high, and they have accordingly been reluctant to raise local rates.

We cannot say that these perceptions are erïoneous, particularly when cable television

competitors who offer voice service can also sell video and therefore have a potential for greater

average revenue per subscriber.

2. Elasticity of Broadband

Broadband appears to follow a similar pattern, but with some important differences.

First, elasticity is declining, meaning that broadband is rapidly becoming a necessity. One study

showed that broadband demand was relatively elastic in 2005, but by 2008 the elasticity had

declined to -0.69. This means that an economist would predict that a IYo price increase in

broadband would likely reduce demand by about 0.7yo.10s

Second, customers are sensitive to price, and they will abandon broadband entirely if the

price is too high. One study reported a low elasticity (-0.53) at a $20 monthly price range but a

much higher elasticity (-3.34) at a $70 monthly price. This result conforms to classical

microecõnomic theory, under which fewer and fewer customers are willing to buy a good or

service as the ptit" in.t"ases.'06

The elasticity of individual firms appears high for broadband service.lO7 While most

households seem to value broadband, they don't seem to care very much about which provider

they use. If one form of broadband becomes noticeably cheaper than another, broadband users

seem to flock to that option. This high elasticity of individual firms suggests that the rates

charged by broadband providers are likely to cluster at a particular level. In fact, broadband rates

do seem to cluster at about $40 to $50 per month.

B. Effects of Competition

The2}!2legislation that chartered this study requires that this report:

los Th" study found elasticity for broadband to be -1.53 in 2005 and -0.69 in 2008. The 2008 finding

means that a 70Yo increase in price would be predicted to reduce customer take rates by 7%' Mark Dutz,

Jonathan Orszag,and Robert Willig, "The Substantial Consumer Benehts of Broadband Connectivity for

US Households," July 14,2009. See
OF BRO

106 paul Rappoport, Lester Taylor, and Donald J. Kridel, "Willingness-To-Pay and the Demand for

Broadband Service," in Allan L. Shampine, ed., Down to the llire: Studies in the Dffision and Regulation of
Telecommunications Technologies, 2003 .

'07 Dut , Orszag, and Willig, above. Elasticities of individual broadband technologies were

approximately ten times higher, ranging from -4.0 to -9.9.
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Estimate the potential effects of local exchange competition on uniform
and affordable basic telecommunications service charges in all parts of the

state.

When the Congress first mandated local exchange competition in 1996, pundits forecast

widespread competition within only a few years. It was foreseen that competitive local exchange

carrieis (CLECs) would soon be operating over wide areas of every state. As it happened, local

exchange competition has arrived in more limited, varied, and location-specific ways'

Volume II of our report discussed some of the economic challenges facing ILECs. We

found that some Vermont ILEC service areas have a highly dispersed population. This makes it
more costly for the ILEC to serve these areas, but it also makes it costly for competitors.

We also found that location density is a reliable predictor of the percentage of locations

served by cable.108 This is not surprising because, as is also true in other.states, Vermont allows

cable companies to limit their networks io -or" densely populated areas.lOe As a result, two-

thirds of the locations in Vermont actually have access to cable service, but cable service is

available to less than two-thirds of Vermont's acreage or roadways.

We also found that cable competition was a chief cause of ILEC line loss between 2008

and20l1. Since cable buildout has occurred chiefly in more densely populated areas, it is not

surprising that ILECs with high location densities also lost more lines during this period.

Competition varies by service type. We view telecommunications as a combination of at

least three sub-markets: (1) a stand-alone voice service market, (2) a bundled services market,

and (3) a wireless market. Each of the three services has unique characteristics that allow
providers to exploit market power in different ways.

In our opinion, the stand-alone market still seems generally dominated by the ILECs. In
part this is because the ILECs still have some areas that do not have effective wireline or

wireless competitors.ttO Itr part it is because the ILECs still offer the best value to some

t08 Th" linear correlation of study area databetween location density and percentage of locations with

cable is 0.84.

tOe S"" Public Service Board rule 8.313(C).

ll0It i, generally accepted among economists that a firm does not face effective competition if it can

increase piice by more than 5ol0. Recently, some large ILECs in urban states have substantially raised

their rates. ForLxample, AT&T-California increased its residential basic local exchange rate from $10.69

to $23.00. AT&T advice Letter Summary Sheet to the California Public \Jtilities Commission,January 2,

2013. AT&T has increased its local rates in major Texas cities from between $9.28 and $11.23 to $23.00.

See http://cpr.att.com//pdf/tlh00l.pdf. Anecdotal reports suggest similar actions in at least two other

states. Alsó, Verizon-Virginia increased its residential bâsic local exchange rate from $13.59 to $21.30.

We view these rate increases as strong evidence that ILECs are still dominant carriers in the stand-alone

market and do not face effective competition.
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customers. Low-volume voice users typically can find an ILEC service that is lower cost than

those typically offered by mobile carriers. Traditional ILEC technology also has some technical

advantages, including the ability to provide central offtce power to customer homes during

electric grid outages. The ILEC dominance in the stand-alone voice market is greatly reduced

and may have ended in Vermont's urban and near-urban areas.

Cable services are strong competitors, both technologically and financially. They offer

competitive LEC services in geographic areas where they have previous built cable systems."'

CabÈ modem broadband service generally has higher speed capacity than DSL, which is the

ILEC's competing product. Cable's pricing for Internet and voice is also competitive. A
rational customer who already takes cable television service therefore would seriously consider

moving her voice and Internet service over to the cable provider and buy the cable triple-play

service.

In the bundled service market, cable providers can dominate in part because many

households currently buy television services. For these customers, a cable company can provide

a comprehensive bundle of services and a single monthly bill for voice, broadband, and

television. Some cable companies, notably including Comcast, also hav

power advantage over video content.ll2 Cable providers might begin to e

future because customers are discovering they can drop traditional cable

obtain their entertainment through the Internet.ll3

Wireless is also a major competitor for local exchange service. Wireless offers the

convenience of mobility and a variety of service applications, and it has many millions of
customers who considei mobility an essential component of a telecommunications service.l 

la

The wireless industry is increasingly emphasizing data services, although wireless networks

generally impose substantial charges on heavy data users'

Mergers and acquisitions have reduced the number of wireless providers over the last 15

years. The FCC entirely preempts the field of rate regulation for mobile wireless, and it has

seldom interfered with a wireless acquisition or merger. The FCC's limited supervision of rates

in this industry has allowed larger carriers to develof market power ou". ,ourning rates.l15 This

in tum has created incentives for many smaller wireless providers to sell, to merge with the

larger carriers, or simply to stop providing wireless service.

ttt So¡¡" ILECs provide cable service to their own telecommunications service areas. Waitsfield, for

example, provides cable in the Waitsfield exchange but not elsewhere in its service area.

112 
Comcast acquired 51% of NBC in January 2011.

t t3 Thi, consumer trend could accelerate if video streaming of live sports events becomes a common

practice.

lla It is hard to imagine that individuals who have cut the cord and now only have wireless service

would return to wireline service if the wireless rate were to increase by 5%.

ttt Th.." are the rates that wireless carriers charge one another for use of their towers.
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Cable and wireless competition has caused alarge portion of the ILEC subscriber losses'

As we reported in Volume II, from 2008 to 20l l every Vermont ILEC lost subscribers.

FairPoiniNNE lost more than one subscriber in four, and Ludlow lost about one subscriber in
five. At the other extreme, Franklin, Shoreham, Topsham, and Waitsfield have each lost less

than one subscriber in ten. Location density and cable overbuilds explains much of this line

loss.l16 Exchanges with the highest densities have the most cable competition and have lost the

most lines. Line losses were also undoubtedly affected by variations in competitive conditions

as well as each company's service quality history.

Competition is often thought to restrain excessive prices. In the preceding section we

discussed academic findings that consumers who have choices among broadband providers are

very sensitive to price differences. Competition does appear to have had a restraining effect on

1¡ËC prices natiónally. As noted above, Vermont ILECs profess that they are unwilling to raise

rates because they believe they will lose customers'

has market

power ur oPinion, 
r18

domin lce lncreases'

Therefore, we believe that each of the markets (basic service, bundles, ahd wireless) is less than

ful|y competitive. While there is substantial inter-platform competition, it is geographically

limited. We do not recommend that Vermont rely solely on competition to ensure that customers

receive uniform and affordable basic telecommunications service.

C. Effects on Economic Development

The 2012legislation that chartered this study requires that this report:

Estimate the relationship between basic telecommunications service

charges and opportunities for uniform economic development throughout

the state, and the threshold prices beyond which such opportunities may be

adversely affected.

We did not find any academic research that related economic development to the level of
basic telecommunications service charges. We did find some research that tends to show how

investments in broadband facilities and broadband access affect economic development. Some

of that literature looks at poorer, less-developed economies; other work focuses mostly on rural

areas of the United States and other developed nations.

116 Th" unweighted correlation among ten study areas is 0.78.

ttt 
U.S. Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission, Horizontal Merger Guidelines,

I 18 S"" note 1 1 1 above.
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In general, academic research shows that investment in information and communication
technologies increases economic productivity. While these results are not directly applicable to
Vermont, they tend to show that investments that increase access also tend to increase economic
productivity.

For example, a 2005 study of international data found that an increase in access to

telecommunications networks tended to slightly promote gross domestic product.lle The effect
was stronger for middle-income countries that initially have at least l5%o network penetration.

corre relationship is not clear. There are

from ivity,l2O but other explanations are

e, the al study has uncertain valueTo Vermont.

More directly relevant to the United States is a 2005 study based on FCC and Census

demographic data. The authors found that between 1998 and2002, communities in which mass-

market broadband was available by December 1999 had experienced more rapid growth in
employment, in the number of businesses overall, and in businesses that relied on information
,rrl22recnnorogy.

A2007 study also looked at U.S. data only. The authors found that state.s with higher

broadband penetration rates tended to have higher output ofgoods and services.l23 They also

found that such states had employment rates that grew faster over time, both in general and in
particular industries, including manufacturing, finance, education, and health "*"."0 There are

ttn Wh"n access to telecommunications networks increased by l%o,there followed a0.3%o increase in

GDP. Maximo Torero and Joachim von Braun, Inþrmation and Communication Technologiesfor the

Poor,Intemational Food Policy Research Institute Policy Brief, 2005. This study used 20 years of data

from 113 countries.

t20 Fo, example, broadband could promote new and innovative applications such as telemedicine and

online education that increase productivity. In addition, broadband could promote new forms of
commerce or the customizationof products that allow local artisans to provide specialized products to a

larger market, or broadband could facilitate the elimination of excess inventories.

t" It i, possible that a third factor drives both increased broadband deployment and greater economic

development.

122 Williurn Lehr, Carlos Osorio, Sharon Gillett, and Marvin Sirbu, Measuring Broadband's Economic

Impact, Working Paper, International Telecommunications Union, 2005.

tt3 Rob".t W. Crandall, William Lehr, and Robert Litan, "The Effects of Broadband Deployment on

Output and Employment: A Cross-sectional Analysis of U.S. Data," Issues In Economic Policy, No. 6,

Iúy 2007.
t'a Th" authors found that a one percentage point increase in a state's broadband penetration rate tended

to increase the state's rate of employment increase by 0.2 fo 0.3o/o per year, with a cumulative effect year

after year.
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technical problems with the study's economic model,l2s and we doubt that the study's estimated

high employment impacts of broadband deployment could be duplicated in Vermont.

A2009 study considered the possible impact of the FCC's Broadband Stimulus Plan.

The authors expressed some concernr.t'u First, they noted that broadband's effects on

employment can vary in a complex way based on the current broadband adoption rate. At a low

adoption fate, asmall increase in broadband penetration may have no effect on employment.

Once the adoption rate crosses a threshold, however, further broadband adoption could strongly

promote employment, as states with higher broadband rates attract early-adopter businesses that

ãepend heavily on broadband. Ultimately, broadband can reach a saturation point where most of
the businesses and individuals that can benefit economically from broadband akeady have that

service. At that point further increasing broadband adoption may not have a large impact on

employment.

The 2009 study also noted that additional broadband adoption could reduce employment.

First, it could produce a substitution of capital for labor. Second, it could reduce employment by

facilitating ouisourcing of labor.1" Any such effects would tend to reduce the link between

increases in productivity and growth in employment.

In conclusion, there is some evidence that states and countries that invest in broadband

experience do benefit from increased economic growth. We caution, however, that it may be

necessary to invest in complementary programs to ensure satisfactory job growth. We did not

find any basis to advise Vermont that it should avoid any particular rate threshold in order to

avoid harm to economic development.

III. Principles for Designing a Support Mechanism

Universal service programs serve a variety of competing goals. This section recommends

several principles that Vermont should consider as a framework for a high-cost universal service

support program.

lts Th" regional dummy variables on page 8 of the study are highly correlated to the independent

variables. Moreover, the study failed to control for two possibly important variables: outsourcing and

other sources of economic growth, such as the new energy development activþ in the Dakotas.

126 Ruul Katz and Stephen S:uter, Estimating the Economic Impact of the Broadband Stimulus Plan,

Columbia Institute of Tele-Information, February 2009.

r27 To offset the outsourcing effect, governments could encourage insourcing complementary activities,

such the encouragement of call centers and job training.
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A. Effectiveness; Availability of Essential Service

We recommend that the Vermont Legislature establish a goal that any high-cost universal

service support should be effective at maintaining and expanding the availability of essential

services. Each of these key terms should be well defined by statute or by administrative rule.

The first key term is "essential service." We discuss below whether this should cover

voice, broadband, or both.128 Whatever Vermont decides, supported carriers should be required

to offer the essential service over a well-defined area. Service areas should be mapped with
precision, and boundaries should be readily available to the public through online maps.

"Availability" also should be defined. A service is "available" in a service area if any

person with a residence or business located within the service area is able to subscribe to the

essential service, subject only to paying a reasonable connection charge and, ifnecessary, a

reasonable line extension payment. This kind of obligation is called a "carrier-of-last-resort"
(COLR) obligatiòn. t2e It was COLR obligations that histgically caused ILECs to build lines to

nearly érr"ry iesidential and business locatlgn in the state.l30

B. Affordability

Affordability has been a traditional goal for universal service programs. One traditional

definition has been to reduce the rates of low-income households. The Vermont Lifeline

tt8 Th" definition of broadband is an evolving concept. We discuss below a specific speed

recommendation.

tt9 Urrd., historical COLR policies, Vermont telephone companies must find private capital to build

their central offices and to purchase telephone equipment and switches. But they also must extend their

lines to serve nearly every'location in the state. Most customers seeking service from a COLR obtain a

free "drop" from a nearby pole, and these short line extensions are routinely constructed at common

expense. Longer line extensions are constructed at the requesting customer's expense. Line extension

policies thus define the outer limits of each utilþ's COLR duty.
Some states use the term "providers of last resort" (POLRs). Under federal law, the concept of "eligible

telecommunications carriers" (ETCs) is similar. See 47 U.S.C. $ 21a(e) for federal definition and duties.

t30 COLR networks typically extend farther into the countryside than the networks built by cable

television systems. COLR networks sometimes extend farther than wireless networks, but wireless

networks also occasionally cover unpopulated areas where COLR service is not available.

Support shoulcl be effective at maintaining and expanding the availability of
essential service.
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program performs this function noÌv. The option of broadening the existing Lifeline program is

discussed in section V.B below.

A second meaning is to ensure that essential services are affordable for the average

person. Affordability can be measured either in the form of a targetrate for the essential service

or as the percentage ôbtained when dividing that rate by the *"ut typical income.l3r

It is increasingly diffrcult to articulate asimple definition of affordability in this second

sense. Service providers have differentiated their offerings over the years in ways that make it
more difhcult to measure when a service is affordable. Rates can vffy based on whether the

customer wants to buy voice service, a toll package, broadband, or higher-speed broadband.

Price can also vary by the volume of data that the customer sends through the network.

"Affordability" thus becomes a more complex concept that could potentially address the

affordability of a multitude of service bundles.

We suggest that Vermont define affordable rates for a telecommunications package that

allows the averãge family to participate fully in society at a level which a household eaming the

state's median family income can afford. Vermont might follow other states in relating the

affordability definition as a percentage of median income , say 2o/o. The components of such a

telecommunications package would evolve over time, but a failure to define and periodically

modifu such a package could mean that many families are left behind in the new broadband

world.

C. SufficiencY

Sufficient support means that high-cost universal service payments will ensure that

essential service can be available everywhere in the state. The support budget must be large

enough to allow a supported provider to continue providing ubiquitous service when it would not

o. 
"o.rld 

not otherwise do so. Stated another way, support is sufficient if it goes only to carriers

that provide service in high-cost areas where private capital has reasonably judged that it cannot
'make a sufficient return without a subsidy.

131 E*pressing the affordability goal as a percentage of income complicates matters in two ways. First,

it suggests u p.iiodi" need to re-benchmark the support mechanism as the economy adjusts prices over

time. Second, it suggests that areas with lower typical incomes should have lower rates, a principle that is

unusual to utilþ ratemaking and that would be complex to administer.

Rates shoulcl be affordable so thot a household earning the Verntont median

famity income can afTord a telecommunications pockage that allows the

family to participate fully in society.
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Sufficient support benef,rts both individual customers and geographic areas. It produces

affordable services for individuals, including residential households and business customers. It
also promotes more uniform economic development.

Sufficiency also implies an upper limit to support. If support exceeds the amount needed

to maintain service, it is more than sufficient. In sum, sufficiency suggests an ideal balance point

- just enough, but not too much - to keep service available in high-cost areas.

The traditional approach to sufficiency was to support high-cost providers, without regard

to revenue from telephone or other operations. We suggest an altemative approach that looks at

the business case of the supported carrier. That business case must consider all the financial

factors likely to affect the carrier's ability to continue operating, and it must include a prediction

of both revenues and all reasonable major costs, including capital and operating costs' At its
best, a universal service support mechanism approximates the accuracy of the data used for the

business plan of a real company.

Support mechanisms can also impose external constraints on revenues or costs for policy

reasons, such as to promote efficiency or to promote adequate investment. It is important to

remember, howevei, that adding such external constraints can compromise the main objective of
maintaining service in unprofitable areas.

Federal legal distinctions make it more diffrcult to calculate the amount of sufhcient

support. Carriers in the U.S. have come to consider many of their network services as

"piêemptively deregul ated," meaning that federal law prohibits states from regulating the rates,

térms, and conditions for these services. It can be argued that these federal decisions should

make "non-regulated" operations invisible to states for all purposes. That argument is unsound'

however, because USF support is not rate regulation. In this context, Vermont has a legitimate

need to know all the business circumstances of a provider who would receive a discretionary

state subsidy. Willfully blinding the state to one or more categories of operations would reduce

the probability that a high-cost program will be effective.

We recommend that VUSF high-cost support consider costs and revenues incurred by the

network that are likely to affect the continued operation of the supported carrier. Specifically,

we reconìmend that the analysis include basic (local voice) operations, long-distance (toll) ,,.
operations, and broadband operations, even where those services are provided by affiliates."'

132 W" recognize that developing such a comprehensive financial picture is unusual for companies and

can be particularly challenging for regulators who are accustomed to dealing with only a subset of these

Sttpport sltould be sufficient to the task of ensuring service remains
ovailoble everywhere in the state, but tto more'
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We also recommend making an exception for video operations. Certainly, video is an

essential and profitable element in triple-play offerings by cable television companies' If video

is indeed essential to a supported carrier's sound business plan, then the profit and loss from

video operations might also be included in VUSF calculations. Yet we reconìmend disregarding

video for other reasons:

o Video-capable networks can require higher bandwidth capacity and are therefore

more costly. Support demands could increase if the underlying network is

engineered to provide video service.

o Many customers today have dropped their subscription cable service in favor of
Internet video. Cable video service may become even less essential as other

Internet-based video streams mature.

o Most video providers report their principal cost as video content. Yet some of
those content providers are actually competitors in telecommunications.

Comcast, for instance, controls NBC, which provides some popular sports

programming. Wholesale content rates are completely unregulated, and video

programming prices can be a competitive weapon. As a result, small ILECs that

offer video service often lose money on those operations. In the end, a VUSF that

recognizes video losses would risk providing a subsidy to those operations, and

the benefit would likely flow to content providers with market power.

A comprehensive view of a company's business plan also must recognize federal

funding. From a VUSF perspective, federal USF support is just one of many forms of revenue

available to a supported company. In addition, some federal support amounts to capital

contribution. Operating support and capital contributions are equally useful whether from public

or private ,o*"ãr. High-cost support from the VUSF therefore should be provided only after

considering the effect ãf At f.¿.ial support.l33

operations. State regulators traditionally review only the intrastate component of regulated operations.

This approach excludes several classes of financially relevant information.

133 Further, it would be reasonable to consider onetime grants to supported carriers as capital

contributions, to be treated in the same manner as line extension charges prepaid by customers.

VUSF high-cost support calculations should consider all costs incurred by

the network operations of the supported carrier and its affiliates, includirtg

basic local voice, toll, broadband, and federal USF support, but ttot video.
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A realistic business plan also recognizes the effects of competition on ILEC operations.

Competition can reduce overall costs by forcing the ILEC to be more efficient. At the same

time, competition can increase average cost by thinning out the subscriber base without greatly

reducing cbst. Stated another way, competition leaves total costs largely unaffected but divides

the available pool of subscriber revenues into more pieces and thereby reduces profitability. In

sum, when a VUSF-supported carrier loses customers to a competitor, its business prospects

generally worsen.

As the 1996 Congress understood, competition and universal service are competing goals

that are often in conflict. Vermont policymakers should also understand that while competition

remains an important goal, it creates additional problems in rural areas. We therefore

recommend that VUSF high-cost support calculations adjust the reasonably expected revenues of
supported carriers based on the extent of competition faced by those carriers.

D. Financial Limits

Sufficient support can be very costly. We found in Volume II of this study that Vermont

ILECs suffered an aggregate net operating loss'in 2011 on their regulated operations of $11 per

location per month. Th. .o*puoies that experienced these losses - FairPoint, TDS, and VTel -
serve 92Yo of the locations in Vermont.

Looking more broadly at the future, we also predicted that, on an all-in basis, Vermont

ILECs will have anaggregate operating loss of $70 million in20l3. We predicted that only two

of seven owners *onid make a profit in20l3. 'We 
see little reason to think that the finances of

these companies will improve thereafter.l3a The $70 million figure suggests a possible scale for

the universal service task.

An important goal for a state universal service mechanism is to work within realistic

financial parameters, ðonsidering limits to the contribution mechanism that provides the funding.

Budgeting USF support is not a new idea. The FCC has explicitly established budget limits for

federal hþh-cost piógru-r. Many states have adopted de facto budgets as well, although the

limits can be implicit and are often enforced through legislative votes.

134 In oo. opinion this conclusion will not change materially even if FairPoint receives additional federal

support undei the FCC's CAF II model program. Continued revenue erosion will be more likely if the

"orr.t. 
sustain the FCC's 2011 USF/ICC Transþrmation Order that mandated lower access charges. An

appeal is pending.
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Vermont statute limits the VUSF rate at2Yo, although it applies broadly to both intrastate

and interstate revenues. This is much lower than the federal rate, which is currently about I5Yo

on interstate end-user charges.l3s Nebraska, which has a well-funded state high-cost program,

has a surcharge rate of 6.9i% on intrastate end-user charges. Many other states impose much

lower surcharge rates. Approximately half the states have no explicit high-cost programs at aIl.

Vermont currently imposes a VUSF surcharge with a maximum tate of 2o/o' The

maximum plausible VUSF surcharge rate is a political question on which we cannot offer expert

advice. Fròm a variety of sources, however, we understand that the practical upper limit for the

VUSF rate, including high-cost support, is 4%o. We also discuss below the possibilþ that the

revenue base could be e*panded by requiring contributions from broadband. Such an expanded

base could produce consiãerably more support. Whatever Vermont decides about the future rate,

we recommend that the Legislature continue to set a maximum rate in statute.

If Vermont continues to levy VUSF surcharges solely on retail telecommunications

from2%oto ProximatelY
funding.136 ortion of the

sses in 2013 level, Verm

some hard decisions about what its high-cost pr an achieve.

exist (discussed in Section IV below) that can reduce budgetary needs. These include

compìomises with reliability (for example relying on alternate technologies) and compromises

with ubiquity (such as declaring some areas ineligible for support).

E. Carrier Efficiency and Investment

Universal service programs create carrier incentives. A well-designed program will
encourage carriers to opeiateifhciently, but also to spend adequately on capital to modernize

and adeq:uately maintain the network. Efficiency and adequate investment are important but

competing goals.

13s The federal USF rate for the third quarter of 2013 is 15.1%. Historically, the highest assessment

factor was 17.9%o in the first quarter of 2012. Interstate end-user charges are only a portion of a

customer's monthly bill for local service, typically consisting of the SLC charge and the ARC charge.

t36 Th" current contribution base for the VUSF is $354,381,000 of annual assessable revenues.

VUSF sLtpport should be subject to financial limíts set by law, sucl't as the

amount of money generated by a 4% VUSF surchorge in

tele commLrnicatio ns services, and p o ssibly in cluding broadb and serv ices.
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Classical rate-of-return regulation has often been criticizedfor encouraging wasteful

operating expenditures and wasteful capital investments. For many years, the FCC and the

Vermont Public Service Board have used price-cap plans to encourage greater carrier efficiency.

A price-cap plan in its pure form allows a carrier to change its rates each year equal to the net

chànge in long-run industry costs, which reflects both industry productivity changes and industry

cost õhanges.l37 If the carrier can keep its costs below the industry trend, its profits increase.

This profit incentive rewards carriers that eliminate inefficiencies.

Price-cap regulation has often been criticized as having the unintended consequence of
reducing both service quality and investment. The same strategies that reduce and increase

profits under a price-cáp plan can also produce insufficient investment and maintenance. Indeed,

many states have foundthat the geographic areas with the oldest networks and least-developed

broadband service are precisely those areas where the FCC has kept the local ILEC under a

price-cap plan for the last 20 years.138

A well-designed universal service fund seeks to promote useful investment while also

discouraging wasteful expenditures. To achieve this, the USF plan must be carefully coordinated

with the iatã regulation plans that apply to each supported carrier. 'We specifically recommend

that Vermont's universal service support mechanism should, working in tandem with the state's

system ofrate regulation, create incentives to discourage waste but also to encourage adequate

maintenance and network modernization. If a carrier has a price-cap plan, the VUSF mechanism

may need to create incentives for new investment.

F. Economic Development

The principal goal of universal service is affordable rates and universal subscribership.

These benehts flow to all users of the public switched network. With a ubiquitous network,

every citizencan make or receive calls and can send and receive data, even from rural areas.

Economic development can be a second important goal. As a rural state, Vermont is well

aware of the need to deploy infrastructure evenly throughout the state. Areas without adequate

137 
Drre to the difficuþ in determining productivity growth, some regulators freeze prices, relying on

the assumption that productivity growth equals inflation.

138 Vermont's only price-cap carrier, FairPoint, is under a state price-cap plan that has an additional

feature called a retail service quality plan.

Support shonld create incentives to discourage woste but also to encourage

adequate maintenance and network modernization'
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bridges and highways cannot hope to compete economically. Likewise, areas without good

broadband will be economically disadvantaged. Telecommunications may be even more

fundamental because it makes some home occupations and small business activity possible even

in areas with poor roads and few large employers.

Vy'e recommend that Vermont articulate uniform economic development goals for its

universal service programs.

IV. Threshold Policy Issues

We have been asked to examine policy options by which the cost to customers may be

managed so as not to jeopardize universal service and uniform economic development

oppo.t-ities. There are hundreds of possible permutations of universal service programs, and it
is impracticable to list them all. Instead, in this section we present several preliminary issues. If
Vermont policymakers answer these questions first, they can more easily select the most

appropriate support mechanism and decide how much funding will be needed for high-cost

support.

A. Coverage Goals

Rural exchanges usually have few customers, and those customers have long loops that

sometimes use miles of dedicated copper wire. Moreover, rural exchanges tend to have higher

aveïage cost for electronics equipment in the central office, because smaller boxes often cost

more per subscriber served.

The result is that ubiquitous coverage can be costly. 'We explained in Volume II that

there are some exchanges in Vermont that have quite high costs, above $100 per subscriber per

month. A wireline network that serves 100% of Vermont locations is much more costly than a

wireline network that serves only 95Yo of locations.

It is worth noting that after a century building landline networks to provide voice service,

Vermont's ILECs have achieved full coverage only approximately. Vermonters who have built
houses on rural, class 4 roads often find that after a few years of living off the grid they want to

acquire electric and wireline telecommunications services. These customers can be surprised by

the large line extension charges they must pay to their local electric utility or ILEC before they

can receive service.

Vermont sl'toulcl articulate uniform economic development as a goal for its
universal service Programs.
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On the other hand, new technologies reduce the cost of ubiquitous coverage. Terrestrial

wireless and satellite technologies can substitute for landlines and can reduce costs. The cost of
maintaining the most efficient network platform everywhere could be considerably lower than

the cost of supporting the ILEC network everywhere.

'We recommend that Vermont explicitly decide whether universal coverage is a state

goal.l3e Further, we recommend a goal that service will be available in 100% of Vermont's

business and residential locations. This goal does not imply that any particular technology,

platform, or provider is inherently prefened'

B. Defining the Supported Services - Voice and Broadband

A second key question for Vermont universal service policy is whether Vermont's

ubiquitous network should be capable of providing voice service, broadband service, or both. As

discussed above, basic voice service, excluding toll service, was the key objective of the 1994

legislature that created the Vermont Universal Service Fun{, It also was apparently the chief

"orr""rn 
of the 2012Legislature that authorized this study.laO

Since lgg4,voice and broadband have virtually changed places. Broadband has become

an essential service to residences and businesses alike. While still important to consumers, voice

service can ride on top of broadband, like a small surfer on a large broadband wave. Voice can

thus be viewed today as merely a broadband application, one that is not fundamentally more

difficult for a provider than giving access to Google or Facebook.

We recommend that the next revisions to Vermont's universal service statute define

essential service to include both broadband and voice. Customers are increasingly demanding

t3e Uniu.rrul coverage is already an established goal in Vermont. See 30 V.S.A. $ 7501(a)' Because of
its importance, we nevertheless recommend expressing this goal in any VUSF bill passed by the

Legislature.
taO Th" statute expresses concern for "telephone service" and for "local exchange service" provided by

"incumbent local exchange carriers (the providers of last resort)." Vermont Acts of 2012, No. 169, Secs.

1(aX1).

Vermont should set a goal that service will be available in L000/o of
the business and residential locations in Vermont.
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broadband from their telecommunications providers. As noted above,78o/o of adults use the

Internet, l4l and tens of millions of thor" .rr... use broadb and.ra2

Financial reasons also suggest including broadband in the definition of essential service.

No telecommunications company today is likely to survive by providing only voice service.

Therefore no universal service progr¿ìm is likely to be successful if it ignores the costs and

revenues available from broadband.

This recommendation appears consistent with recent actions by the Vermont Legislature

and two Governors.

In2006, Vermont Act 172 established the policy that the state would "take an

active role, through policy and funding, to promote development of broadband

infrastructure and access to advanced telecommunications services in rural as well

as urban communities in Vermont." The same act mandated a statewide review

and inventory of regulations and procedures" that affected broadband deployment

as well as "changes that are likely to stimulate broadband deployment throughout

Vermont."143

1n2007, a Vermont Department of Public Service report stated that Vermont was
,,committed, through law and policy, to the goal of providing ubiquitous

broadband availability to Vermonters." That report cited an atìnouncement by

Governor Douglas that Vermont was committed to the goal of providing universal

broadband service to Vermonters by 2010'144

Substantial federal and state grant and loan dollars have been devoted to

expanding broadband service. 
laI

Vermont's 2011 Telecommunications Plan made "universal adoption and use of
broadband at home and at work" a key policy outcome desired by year's end

2013.

a

a

a

'o' K. Zi"k hr and A. Smith, Internet Adoption over Time,Pew Internet Report, available at

, accessed ll.laY 22,2013'

ra2 Th" FCC reports that the United States had 99 million fixed broadband connections at the end of
2011, andanother 142 million wireless broadband connections. FCC, Internet Access Services: Status as

of December 3 I, 20 I I (2013) (20 I 3 Internet Access Report),Table l.
143 Ver-ont Acts of 2006, No. 172, Sec. 1.

144 Vermont Department of Public Service, Access for All: Meeting Vermont's Broadband and Wireless

Goals, a Report Pursuant to Act 172 of the 2005-2006 Session of the Vermont General Assembly, Feb.

2007,p. l.
145 Vermont provided $8.9 million in state funds to the Vermont Telecommunications Authority for

capital investments from 2007 through 2072. Yermont Acts of 2012,No. 53, Sec.78.
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o In 2012, Governor Shumlin, announced that Vermont's high-speed broadband

network had expanded to reach an estimated282,000locations since 2010, and ...
expected to serve every household and business ín Vermonj.þY the end of 2013.146

Governor Shumlin reaffirmed this goal in January of 2013.ra7

In light of these developments in Vermont, the only possible recoÍtmendation is to

support boíh voice and broadband as essential services. To recommend support for only voice

service would ignore this history and the fact that voice is now only a small part of today's

telecommunications market. Even more important, a voice-only recommendation would

necessarily encourage Vermont to adopt a VUSF support mechanism that is based on an

implausible business plan to provide only voice service.

Broadband speed expectations are evolving. A decade ago, broadband simply meant a

service better than the speeds available on voice lines, such as 28 kbps. In2}ll the Vermont

Telecommunications Plan proposed def,rning "basic broadband" as non-satellite data

transmission technology that provides two-way data transmission to and from the Internet with
advertised speeds of at least 76.8 kbps (0.763 Mbps) downstream and at least 200 kbps (0.200

Mbps) upstream to end rrse.s.t48

Many DSL networks are asymmetric, meaning that they were designed to perform better

when moving data to the customer (downstream), than when accepting data from that customer

(upstream). Upstream speed is a major constraint for the DSL service offered by ILECs.

Sometimes a DSL provider can offer a customer a downstream speed of 6 Mbps but an upstream

speed of only 0.8 Mbps.

Actual broadband speeds have risen markedly in recent years. A2013 FCC study

reported that the average subscribed speed for broadband in the United States is now 15.6 Mbps

t46 Pr".. release, Gov. Shumlin, Karen Marshall Outline Progress Expanding Broadband Access in

Vermont, Dec.28,2012,
ermont.

147 P..r3, release, Governor Shumlin Announces Transitionfor Connect Vermont, Jan.22,2013,

The Vennont Legislature shoulcl define essential service to include both

broadband and volce,

7

148 Vermont Department of Public Service, Vermont Telecommunications Plan 201 1: Broadband, at 6'
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and that this sped is increasing at the rate of 20o/op.. y.ur.ton As of the end of 2012, the FCC

reports thaf 70Yo of residences in the United States are located in census blocks served by speeds

of at least 3 Mbps, and 44Yoin census blocks served by speeds of at least 6 Mbps.ls0

The upper limit of residential broadb A few cable

television nelworks now offer 100 Mbps.l5l are still faster.

Verizon recently announced a landline service ow offer I
Gigabit (1,000 Megabit) service.

Federal and state precedents do not seem to coalesce around a single obvious speed

standard that could be adopted as a condition for future VUSF support.

o The 201I Plan from the Department of Public Service proposed a goal that by
2020 every household and business location in Vermont ought to have access to

affordable broadband service with actual speeds of at least 4 Mbps on download

and I Mbps on upload.ls3

. Since 20I2,the Vermont Telecommunications Authority has required download

speeds of 5 Mbps for grant purposestto

o The FCC has established a standard of 4 Mbps downstream and 1 Mbps upstream

for certain kinds of future federal USF funding.lss

to9 FCC, 2013 Measuring Broadband America: A Report on Consumer Wireline Broadband

Perþrmance in the US., February 2013, available at:

2013.pdf.

1s0 FCC, Internet Access Services: Status as of December 3l,, 2012, at3, available at
h+f^. /Æ.o-oìfinn f^^ -^.'/r.l^;1.' Þ^l^."-"/T-ìoi1.¡ Þ,,-:-^.-/tt'ì 131db052n/rlr\a 1a1^-tÁ. 

^ 
1 ^¡'Ê

ttt U.r., Daily Tech, Videotron Launches 12LMbps Broadband Service in Canada,ïept.24,2010.

htm.

152 Verizon announced that the 500 Mbps service will be provided to all its areas that have Verizon

FTTH service by 2014. Telecompetitor (email newsletter), July 23,2013-

l53Ve.montDepartmentofPublicservice, VermontTelecommunicationsPtan20ll; Broadband,at6-
7.

154 Vermont Telecommunications Authority press release, Vermont Telecom Authority Awards

Broadband Grant to FairPoinf, September 4,2072, http://www.telecomvt.org/node/166, accessed May

30,2013.
155 Rate-of-return carriers receiving legacy universal service support or CAF support to offset lost ICC

revenues must offer broadband service meeting initial CAF requirements, with actual speeds of at least 4

Mbps downstream and 1 Mbps upstream, upon their customers' reasonable request. The FCC adopted the
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o For some pu{poses, the federal government uses a definition of broadband as at

least 3 Mbps ãownstream an¿ O.ZOS Mbps upstream.ls6

o According to the FCC's 2010 National Broadband Plan, by 2020 the United

States should have at least 100 million U.S. homes with affordable access to
. actual download speeds of at least 100 Mbps and actual upload speeds of at least

50 Mbps. In rural areas, the FCC's goals did not specify any speed, only that ,."
every American should have "affordable access to robust broadband service.""'

We recommend that Vermont establish 4 Mbps downstream and 1 Mbps upstream as a

minimum speed standard for VUSF support eligibility.tss While this speed goal presents a

financial challenge for some DSL systems and many wireless systems, we believe it is
achievable in most areas of Vermont, particularly using newer technologies. It is a conservative

goal that is below the current national average broadband delivery rate, it is well below the rates

currently offered on cable networks.

We also recoÍtmend giving the Vermont Public Service Board authority to grant waivers

to this speed requirement if the public interest so requires. A temporary waiver might be

necessary as a carrier plans and deploys new facilities. A statewide waiver might be needed to

keep VUSF high-cost support within its budget.

same speed benchmarks for CAF recipients. FCC, WC Docket No. 10-90, Connect America Fund,

Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FÇC 11-161 (rel. Nov. 18, 2011), paras.

22,26,94.
1s6 S"" FCC,20I3 Internet Access Report; see also National Telecommunications Information Agency,

Br o adb and Av ail ab ility b eyond the Rural/Urban Divide, Broadband BriefNo. 2,May 2013,

(3 Mbps download speed defines "basic broadband").

157 FCC, Connecting America, the National Broadband Plan (2010), at 9-10'

158 V".-ont law delegates to the Department of Public Service the responsibility of defining "minimum

technical service characteristics which ought to be available as part of broadband services commonly sold

to residential and small business users throughout the State." 30 V.S.A. S 8077.

The Verrnont Le-qislature should establish 4 Mbps downstream and I Mbps

upstrearll as the minirnurn speed for supported broadband service. The PSB

should be able to grant temporary waivers.
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C. Landline versus Wireless

Assuming that Vermont has defined the proportion of the state in which it wants

ubiquitous service, the next task is to define acceptable technologies, or platforms. Foremost is

the question whether Vermont wants landline service (wires or fibers). Stated the other way,

Vermont must decide whether it is an acceptable outcome that the only telecommunications

service available in some parts of the state will be terrestrial wireless service, satellite service, or

both.

This question is complex and requires consideration of a range of factors discussed in the

following sections. Especially given the severe financial constraints imposed by likely USF

budgets, the ultimate answer probably cannot be a simple yes or no. Vermont could rationally

decide, for exampl e, fhat 100% landline coverage is too costly and that SYo (or 50%) of Vermont

locations can be adequately served by fixed or mobile wireless service.

The following sections discuss nine factors that Vermont should consider in evaluating

whether wireless services can meet the state's universal service goals.

1. UbiquifY

ILECs have had a century to buitd a ubiquitous network, and they have built a network

that serves nearly every established residential and business location in Vermont. Replacing this

network would be a complex task. Signal strength varies by location, season, and weather.

Radio signals can be strong in one place and weak a short distance away. It often requires

advanced engineering techniques to know how a radio signal will behave, and even then the

predictions can prove wrong. The challenge is-especially great in Vermont, which has many

hills and trees that can affect wireless signals.lse

2. Convenience

Wireless service is often a mobile service.160 Mobile service is more convenient than

landline service in many circumstances, which is undoubtedly why so many households and so

many younger consumers have cut the cord and become wireless-only customers. Wireless also

has notable advantages during local emergencies. Injured loggers, hunters, and motorists can

make wireless 911 calls from locations without any accessible landline.

lse Th" latest wireless products operate at lower frequencies (such as 700 MHz), and they may be less

sensitive to Vermont' s challenging conditions.

t60 So-" wireless services are fixed.



3. Network Congestion

Wireline customers are accustomed to highly reliable service. Except for the occasional

cable cut by an errant backhoe, wireline networks are now more reliable than ever before.

Electronic ôomponents have improved over time, and networks now even use self-healing

routing technology that automatically routes trafhc even around cable cuts. The wireline

netwoik traditionálly has aspired to à reHability of 99.999%,16r although even wireline networks

increasingly rely on remote electronics that depend on batteries during a power failure.

Even with good signal strength, many mobile wireless users have experienced reduced

voice quality and, õn occasion, dropped calls during times of network congestion. The new 4G

serviceì offer customers large data capacities, further stressing existing facilities.

Spectral efficiency limits,bgw many

spectrum for a wireless antenna.'o' A cell t
icapacity of only 7.5 Mbps per antenna. 

163

Two such 4G users cannot simultaneously get 4

Mbps.

In wireless networks the oversubscription ratio describes the ratio of total subscriber

potential demand to the tower's total data streaming capacity. The wireless industry uses

ielatively high oversubscription ratios..For example, a major FCC paper issued in 2010 assumed

a wireless oversubscription ratio of 25. 
164 On such a network, every unit of cap acity has 25

possible claimants. The higher the oversubscription ratio, the greater is the probability that a

user will be denied service during a peak hour of a peak day or will experience degraded service.

As a result, wireless systems can be overwhelmed by an unexpected event that either

concentrates many users in a single place or that causes mass simultaneous use' Usually these
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16t In t"l""ommunications parlance, this is called the "five-nines" standard.

162 A typi"ul cell tower might have 5 MHz of downstream spectrum (and a different 5 MHz allocation

for upstream use). Some wireless networks use unlicensed spectrum, but these networks also face upper

limiti on the available bandwidth as well as interference from other unlicensed emitters. Directional

antennas can increase the number of users supported by a given bandwidth allocation.

t63 A typi"ul value for maximum spectral efficiency is 1.5 Mbps of data capacity per MHz of spectrum.

This gives a tower with a 5 MHz allocation the ability to download 7.5 Mbps to all customers.

16o B.rry hour offered load (BHOL) is the expected network demand by typical customers during the

busy houi on the average day. In the 2010 FCC study, the FCC assumed that wireless carriers would

buiid networks with a BHOL of 160 kbps per customer in 2015. If the carrier advertises service at 4

Mbps, this would allow the carrier to sell 25 Mbps of capacity for every 1 Mbps of its network's actual

capàcity. See FCC, TheBroadbandAvailabilityGap(OBITechnicalPaperNo. 1),(2010)p. 111;

authors' calculations.
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disturbances are temporary and are resolved routinely.l6s Nevertheless, because of these

limitations, wireless ietworks must reduce the data delivery rate (or degrade or drop voice calls)

when too many users seek service at the same time'

4. Future CaPacitY

Closely related to congestion is the question of whether wireless service is likely to match

future customer demand. Currently, the FCC does not report on the data speeds typically

provided by wireless broadband.t66 B,.rt another federal agelÌ9y reports that wireless data speeds

ãre alreadysignificantly lower than the fastest wired speeds.16T There is little reason to think this

wireless/wireline gap will close in the future, particularly since wireless networks face the unique

physical limitations discussed above'

Customer demand seems likely to grow in the future, creating expectations for much

higher speed. As noted above, the FCC has.set a goal of having 100 Mbps download speeds

u,ruitu¡tè for 100 million homes in the U.S. 168

Of course, wireless companies work vigorously to acquire more spectrum. In 2012,

AT&T's chief executive officer told analysts that:

The #1 issue for [AT&T and the industry] as we move forward . . .

continues to be spectrum. This industry continues to see just explosive

mobile broadband growth and is providing one of the few bright spots in
the u.s. economy, but I think we all understand this growth cannot

continue withoutmore spectrum being cleared and brought to market. 16e

The federal government is making increased efforts to accommodate this spectrum

demand, 
t70 but it remains to be seen whether a wireless network could ever provide a ubiquitous,

t6t Alro, wireless companies anticipating unusual user concentrations at a planned event can augment

their capacity using portable cell towers.

166 Th" FCC plans to include wireless broadband reporting in the future. FCC, Connecting America:

The Nationøl Broadband Plan (2010), p. 53.

167 National Telecommunications Information Agency, U.S. Brocdband Availability: June 2010 - June

2012,lN4ay 2013,
t68 FCC, Connecting America: The National Broadband Plan (2010),p.9'

l6e Fourth quarter 2011 earnings report to analysts, January 26,z\lz,transcript available at

4-20

transcript?part:qanda.
r70 president Obama issued a memorandum of June 28,2010, directing federal ofhcials to make 500

MHz of federal and nonfederal spectrum available for wireless broadband use within 10 years. He issued

another memorandum on June 14,2013, directing federal agencies to better coordinate the use of
spectrum to "expedite the repurposing of spectrum and otherwise enable innovative and flexible
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reliable, and widely used broadband service throughout Vermont at 4 Mbps, much less at 100

Mbps.

In sum, wireless data networks present factually complex but important questions about

whether they can meet present and future demand for data services. For each area in Vermont,

the answer will depend on spectrum allocation, on the number of likely users in the area, and on

the provider's plans for oversubscription ratios.

5. AtmosPheric ReliabilitY

Copper wireline networks also are susceptible to moisture, and keeping cables dry is a

continuing õotr."rn for wireline providers. Moisture problems are less serious with fiber

facilities, as light fibers are not harmed by moisture in the same way as copper wires. In
contrast, wirelèss services have different kinds of weather problems. They are susceptible to

service disruptions in severe weather involving heavy rain or sno\ry.

The effects can vary based on the frequency used by the cell phone or fixed wireless

device. Some areas use V/i-Fi networks, which rely on a very high frequency signal that is

strongly affected by rain and snow. The industry is today seeking access to lower frequencies,

such ás those used historically for broadcast television. If these lower-frequency signals become

widely available, wireless service can become more weather resistant.

6. Disaster Resistance

Natural disasters interfere with all networks. Wireline and wireless services each have

characteristic strengths and weaknesses that become important during natural disasters.

A traditional copper loop transmits both information and power, and most central offices

have generators that can run indefinitely during an electric grid failure. These central offices are

oftenãirectly connected to telephones within a mile or two of the central office. Under ideal

circumstances, these customers will continue receiving telephone service during a porwer outage

because the central offices generally have power generators. Central office power backup can be

an important benefit in case of widespread natural disaster or emergency, such as a hurricane,

that eiiminates grid power for an exténded period'l7r

Many ILEC customers do not have the benefit of this indefinite voice service during a

power outage. First, cordless phones don't work without grid power, even when the telephone

õo*puny dial tone is intact. Second, many wireline telephone customers today are served from

commercial uses of spectrum, including broadband, to be deployed as rapidly as possible." See

l7l Central office power also allows customers to report localized power outages to the power company

using their telephones.
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remote platforms that have batteries but not generators. Telephone companies generally cannot

keep thèir remote platforms operating indefinitely following a grid power failure.

Wireline services have sometimes been prone to failure during flooding episodes, in part

because wireline central offices are often located in low-lying downtown areas. Sometimes

wireless facilities are located on higher ground and escape flood waters that affect landline
. 172laclllues.

Wireless services also have backup power, but it is often limited. Stand-alone cell towers

typically have backup batteries,lT'Uut tt.yào not always have hxed generators.lT4 Moreover,

rotn" 
"é11 

towêrs are located on buildings where it is difficult or impossible to install a generator

or backup batteries. Wireless providers generally are able to reroute traffic flows to recover from

localized failures. 175

Cellphones and smartphones have batteries, but they also rely on commercial power for

recharges. Èven where the network is operating, there have been cases where mobile phone

customers have had to drive to another tãwn toiecharge a cellphone battery-176

7. Existing Investment

- Existing investment is another factor the Vermont Legislature should consider in

deciding whether it wants landline service in all areas. In areas with existing adequate

investment, the cost of supporting continued essential service will be lower.

As we explained above, wireline networks today serve almost every settled part of
Vermont. In some areas like Topsham, these wireline networks are relatively new and have high

capacity. Other areas have long loops and use older broadband technologies, if any.

17' Aft", Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans in 2005, for instance, cell phones worked in some areas

where landline service did not.

t73 4ft". Hurricane Katrina the FCC considered requiring wireless carriers to provide 8-hour battery

backups. The FCC never acted on that proposal. Gabel and Burns, The Transitionfrom the Legacy
publii Switched Telephone Network to Modern Technologies, National Regulatory Research Institute,

2012,p.21.
r74 V"ritonWireless has claimed that "more thang}Yo of Verizon Wireless' cell sites throughout New

England have both backup batteries and permanent generators." Gabel and Burns, p. 22.

l7s A *ireless network can temporarily transfer a customer's handset from a failed cell tower to a

nearby working tower.
176 During the 2011 Halloween nor'easter storm in New England, many people without electricity were

forced into libraries and coffee shops to find power to keep their mobile devices working until power was

restored to their homes. Gabel and Burns, p. 23'
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Vermont has made a commitment to fixed wireless service. VTel Wireless has received

substantial grants to expand wireless broadband service,lTT and wireless broadband may indeed

cover most parts of the state in the near future. This commitment to a statewide 4G wireless

network r.drr"". the cost of building a new overlapping wireless network to provide broadband

and voice, and it could therefore reduce the needeã size of the VUSF.178

8. Network IndePendence

The Vermont legislature should consider network independence as another factor in

deciding whether it wants landline service in all areas. As explained above, wireless networks

often depend on wholesale service from wireline companies. Most cell towers, for example, are

connectéd to backbone facilities using special-access lines rented from the local ILEC. If these

rented backhaul circuits fail, the wireless company cannot get its signals between its backbone

network and its cell towers. Also, some wireless carriers depend on the local ILEC for middle-

mile transport of their signals.

If Vermont decides that wireless service in some or all of the state can meet the state's

telecommunications requirements, it should evaluate the effects of a financial and service failure

by the local ILEC. A wireless provider that seeks universal service funding should be able to

dômonstrate that it can continue providing essential service following such a failure.

9. Reasonable Rates

Price is another variable in deciding whether Vermont should declare wireless service

eligible for universal service support. Unfortunately, differences in product design make it
difficult to compare prices across platforms. Nevertheless, important differences in price do

exist. Appendix A compares customer bills for typical wireline and wireless offerings. It
contrasts ri-ilu. plans from one ILEC (FairPoint), one cable provider (Comcast), one wireless

company (Verizon Wireless), and Walmart. The table shows total bills offered to customers

seeking four common service levels.

t77 In21l1,Vermont Telephone Company said a federal grant would enable the company to build a

fourth-generation wireless technology "Internet system to nearly all of Vermont's unserved homes,

businesses and anchor institutions; a one gigabit fiber network to VTel's existing customers'"

Congressman Welch press release of August 4,2010, available at
VTel has

also received state funds from the Vermont Telecommunications Authorþ to reach the most rural

locations. VTel press release of Sept. 4,2012, available at

"' W" understand that voice ."*i." is not currently available as a native service on 4G networks.

Voice service can be provided over the top by nomadic systems such as Vonage. Therefore, we have no

opinion as to whetheithe anticipated 4G VTel network will be capable of providing essential USF service

in Vermont.
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Appendix A shows some price differences among these typical Vermont providers:

. For traditional basic telephone (dial tone) service, Walmart offers the lowest

. price, since its $15 wireless.Straight Talk plan includes all the traditional elements

of basic service, plus more.lTe Nearly tied in second place, Verizon Wireless

offers a Home Phone Connect plan at $20, and FairPoint offers a Low Use plan at

$23.180 The plans offered by Comcast and Verizon'Wireless's mobile plan are

more costly,ãt about $35, although both services have distinctive features and

may upp.ut to some customers.lsl

o For a voice bundle that includes local and toll calling, Walmart's Straight Talk

service has the lowest price, at $15 per month. Verizon Wireless's Home Phone

Connect service is in second place at $20. These services will be attractive to

customers who seek only voice service and who are located where wireless

signals are strong. Comcast's and Verizon Wireless's voice bundle is more

"oitly, 
about $50 per month. FairPoint's voice bundle price is highest of all at

$67'

o For a bundle of voice and broadband data that provides 10 GB of data per

month,ls2 FairPoint's offering at $66 is least costly. Comcast's product at$76

costs slightly more. Verizon Wireless's two products are much more costly, at

$110 and 5142.

o For a bundle of voice and broadband data that provides 50 GB of data per month,

the FairPoint and Comcast charges are the same as above. For the wireless

options, however, the costs escalate. The monthly charges from Verizon Wireless

are about $300 higher than the wireline charges.

Appendix A supports two broad conclusions. First, although basic telephone (dial tone)

service is lhe central gõal of the current Vermont USF statute, it has in some contexts become

1t9 Th" Walmart service is not compatible with data services such as home security systems, fax

machines, DVR services, credit card images, or medical alert systems'

180 Th" Fairpoint Low Use plan allows customers to receive calls without any additional charge, and it

gives access to emergency services. Every minute of usage, whether local or toll, can generate additional

charges, although the maximum monthly charge is $39.40.

181 Comcast's Xfinity Voice - Local with More plan includes unlimited direct-dialed local calling but

imposes additional chárges for toll calls. Verizon Wireless's basic prepaid plan includes 500 minutes of
airtime that can be used for calls that, on landline, could be either local or toll.

182 The FCC reported that 2009 average wired broadband usage was 10 Gb per month, and that annual

per user growth has been between 30 and 35o/o per year. USF/ICC Transformation Order,ngg. Wireless

networks typically have lower data usage, in part because smartphones rely on a mixture of cell networks

and Wi-Fi networks. On a wireless 4G netwórk, 10 Gb would bè used by someone who does 4G video

streaming one hour per day (@ 350 Mb/hr) or audio streaming for 5 hours per day (@ 60 Mb/hr)'
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largely obsolete. As discussed above, some cable companies and VoIP providers.today sell only

this kind of bundled voice service, but do not offer basic telephone t.*it. alone.l83 Mobile

wireless services have developed quite different classifications that do not match to the landline

toll-local distinction. Since the newest toll bundles cost less than the traditional local services,

consumers gain little by having the state maintain the traditional distinction between local and

long-distance.

Second, wireless services are prohibitively costly for heavy data users. Given the

soectrum limitations on s little reason to anticipate lower data charges in

the future.lsa A final co s, including Vermont, have been preempted from

regulating prices for mo

These rates raise a serious question of whether wireless can provide the essential

universal telecommunications service needed in Vermont. Rates will become an even more

serious issue in the future if Internet demand continues to increase, particularly if the Internet

replaces cable as the preferred video source. A customer who uses Hulu or Netflix for video

entertainment could quite plausibly generate a monthly demand of more than 100 Gb.186

One view of wireless networks is that they are a supplement to, rather than a replacement

for, wireline service. If wireless providers view themselves in this light, they may voluntarily

refrain from seeking universal service status. For example, while preparing the prices listed in

Appendix A, we discussed with Verizon Wireless the possibility of listing rates for a broadband

customer who uses 100 Gb of data per month. Verizon Wireless explained that:

The [Verizon Wireless] network today is not engineered and our plans and

actual usage by consumers do not currently support the user types

identified. The market will dictate if or how these users could be addressed

183 In V"r-onq basic telephone service is still offered by ILECs and Comcast' CLECs and cable

providers in some other states do not offer it as a stand-alone product. See, e.g.,

, accessed M:aY 27,2013.

t84 5", Michael Balhoff and Bradley Williams, State USF Wite Paper: New Rural Investment

Challenges, June 2013, p. 1 (wireless is not a replacement broadband service in part because wireless

broadbaãd pricing is increasingly volume-based and is expected to remain prohibitively high compared

with far more affordable terrestrial services)

t8s 47 U.S.C. g 332(c)(3)(A) (preempts state regulation of commercial mobile service).

t86 W" considered the demand from a customer who in a month watches eight movies (@ 90 minutes),

four sporting events (@ 3 hours), 10 hours of news, 10 hours of children's progr¿Ìmming, and l0 hours of
other video. The totaÑideo usage would be 54 hours. We conservatively assumed 2 Gb per hour for HD

viewing, which would mean thala 90-minute movie would use 3 Gb. The customer would use 108 Gb

p.. -ofh. This estimate excludes other kinds of Internet transactions, such as streaming audio, YouTube

viewing, gaming, file sharing, and web browsing.
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in the future but, today, these assuqptions are best served by the

application of land line solutionr.ttt

10. Conclusion

'We recommend that Vêrmont explicitly decide whether to create a goal of providing

ubiquitous landline voice and broadband service in some or all parts of the state. Ideally, the

question would be decided by the Vermont Legislature, based on a factual record addressing the

issues raised in the preceding sections.

D. Terrestrial versus Satellite

Satellite broadband service is now available throughout most of the U.S. Satellite

companies are launching new high-capacity satellites almost every year. In 2011, the satellite

induitry began launching a new generation of satellites offering performance as much as 100

times *p".ior to the previous generation, leading to the entry of new satellite-based broadband

provideri. It is possible that some or all very remote areas of Vermont can most effrciently be

served, within the limits of available funding, using satellite technology.

o Satellite technology raises several issues, many of which are similar to those

issues raised in our discussion of wireline and wireless networks.Generally,

satellite is more easily made ubiquitous than terrestrial systems. All or almost all

Vermont locations can receive a signal.

o Satellite can be as convenient as wireline, assuming the customer uses a fixed
dish. Signal coverage in remote and hilly areas can be better than terrestrial

wireless.

Network congestion is a smaller risk than for terrestrial wireless under conditions

of localized demand. Satellite beams tend to cover larger areas than do cell

Vermont sl'tould decide whether wireless service can meet Vermont's

Ltniversal service standards in some or oll parts of the state. Ideally, this

clecision would be based on a foctual record that considers such issues os

ttbiquity, ConvenieITCe, network Congestiott, future Capacity, atrnospheric

reliability, clisaster resistance, reasonable rates, and the effects of wireline
abandonment.

r87 E-mail from Verizon Wireless of Sept. 19,2013
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towers, reducing the effects of local events. Also, satellites support multiple

communication beams, and the providers can refocus those beams into areas of
high demand. The FCC recently reported that sustained download rates from

satellites exceed advertised ,p.édt by 37Vo'188

o Future capacity is probably not a problem, as new satellites are being launched to

match demand.

o Disaster resistance can be better than terrestrial service, so long as the customer

has power to his or her own equipment. Floods do not affect satellites.

o Satellite rates are generally comparable to other services or a little more costly.

Like wireless services, satellite services can have monthly data caps.

o Shifting to satellite could harm ILECs more than shifting to terrestrial wireless.

Wireless companies generally buy backhaul from cell towers, but satellite

companies do not.

Latency and atmospheric conditions are the principal problems with satellites. Satellite

broadband service generally means service from geostationary satellites. These services usually

allow users to set up a small dish and continue receiving signals so long as the dish isn't
disturbed. But geostationary satellites are located 23,000 ates a

latency, or delay, of about % second or more.l8e Latency alls, and

it can prevent users from enjoying some latency'sensitive

Atmospheric conditions affect both wireless and satellite services, but the problem may

be worse for satellite because signals must travel through the entire atmosphere on both the

uplink and downlink. Many customers have experienced degradation of their satellite video

sþnals during periods of fog, rain, and snow, although modern satellites can compensate for

regional weather patterns by reassigning spectrum and slowing transmission rates.

Vermont has already decided that satellite service is not a viable solution for reaching

unserved areas, and thus satellite is not an option for providing universal service.leO Because of
this decision, we do not offer a recoÍìmendation here.

188 S"" FCC, 2013 Measuring Broadband America February Report: A Report on Consumer IIlireline

Broadband Performance in the U.5., p.7.
tt9 Oth". latency delays may occur as the satellite and the ground equipment clear a communications

path. The necessary signaling between the set-top box and the satellite controller, to request assignment

òf u 
"o-..rnication 

channel, can increase latency to a full second. The average latency found in FCC

surveys for terrestrial technologies is less than 0.07 seconds. FCC, 2013 Measuring Broadband America

February Report: A Report on Consumer Wireline Broadband Pedormance in the U.5., pp. 13-14.

190 Vermont Department of Public Service, Vermont Telecommunications Plan 2011, at6.
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E. Telephone Service and Cable Service

Another key policy question is whether it would be an acceptable outcome that the only

landline telecommunications service available in some areas will be provided by the local cable

television provider.

Cable television providers have been providing Intemet service for more than a decade,

and they began offering voice services in Vermont in approximately 2008. Cable's stand-alone

prices are generally not the lowest listed in Appendix Atrþut these companies typically offer

discounts when voice or data are combined with video'"'

Cable-based voice systems generally offer good service quality for both voice and data.

Customers generally get fast and reliable Internet connections over cable's coaxial wiring

systems, oftin at rp..ãr considerably faster than the ILEC's DSL service. The cable provider's

voice service quality may be nearly indistinguishable from the ILEC's'

The services offered by cable companies can differ in some ways from services offered

by telephone companies.

o Cable companies sometimes require their voice customers to hrst subscribe to

video programming. Comcast does offer a stand-alone voice product.

o Cable service can be generally less reliable during a commercial power failure

because the cable modem at the customer's premises requires grid power.

o Many cable modems have a capability for battery backup, but not all cable

companies provide battery backup at comp.any expense. Charter, for

example, 
"h*g", 

extra for battery backup.le2 When customers are

required to pay for battery backup, only a small percentage of customers

typically will pay the extra charge.

o Even with battery backup, a cable modem's operating time is limited. A
srid failure of four hours or more can exceed the effective life of a cable

äodem battery.re3

o Cable service can handle emergency response issues differently. For example,

Reverse 911 may not work with some pioviders.lea

191 Appendi* A illustrates Comcast's Vermont rates for four typical service levels

t92 Gub"l and Burns, above, at 18; see also
1351 Ba

ckup.

t9' Gub"l and Burns, above, at 18.

t9o R"u"r.. 911 is a system that places warning calls to subscribers in the event of an emergency such as

a flood or fire.
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. Only telephone companies are subject to the PSB's Continuous Emergency

Access (CEA) rules. This rule requires telephone companies to provide left-in
dial tone to otherwise disconnected telephones, thereby allowing anyone to use an

otherwise disconnected telephone to reaìh emergency'services. 
les

To provide a basis for discussion, we suggest that Vermont should allow either a

telephone company or a cable television company to be eligible for support, provided the

designee is willing to undertake COLR obligations in specified geographically mixed zones.

Those mixed zones should include a reasonable share of low-density areas, not merely areas

where cable companies have already built facilities.

Consistent with our recommendation above that support go only to one provider, this

means that the ILEC would not be eligible for support in any area where a cable television
provider has been designated.

V/hile this issue is controversial, it may have little real significance. Cable television

companies have generally not built facilities into the most distant and costly portions of rural

areas. Therefore, it is unlikely that a cable television company would accept an obligatioltto
extend its facilities to serve large zones that include very rural neighborhoods and roads.''o

1e5 S"" PSB Rule 7.102.

le6 If th" statute were to declare that only telephone companies could receive support, it is highly likely
that VUSF service areas would consist of aggregations of existing telephone exchange areas' By making

cable television providers eligible for support, however, Vermont would have to allow for the possibility

of other kinds of service areas. A cable company might, for example, ask for designation of a village or

hamlet area embedded within a larger telephone exchange.

Designating service areas is a traditional function of the PSB. The statute should specif,
standards that allow the deciding body to promote the general good. At minimum, the PSB would need to

a¡ralyze external effects, including the effect on the supported carrier that serves the remainder of the

telephone exchange. If the tot¿l support cost in both areas would increase, the proposed smaller study

area should be denied.

Vermont should decide whether both ILECs and cable television componies

will be etigibte for support, provided they accept oppropriate universsl
service obligations in geogrophically rnixed zones'
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F. Municipal Telecommunications Companies

Municipal utility service has a long history in Vermont. Several Vermont communities

have municipal electric companies. Burlington has a city telecommunications company that has

installed a fiber-to-the-home network in a large part of that city.

Competition from municipal systems can spur investment by incumbent utilities. In other

countries, municipal system investments h¿ve spurred general network modernization by
incumbent utilities that serve other areas.leT

Municipal systems can also create secondary harmful effects. To the municipality, the

inherent advantage of a municipal system is low average cost. But these are the same low-cost

customers who often make the greatest contributions to the common costs of the local ILEC.

ILECs therefore tend to view municipal competition as a way to cherry pick their most desirable

customers, leaving the local ILEC with less revenue and higher average costs. Given these

external effects, the decision to charter a municipal telecommunicatio!,s utility can generate

increased claims for VUSF support in areas outside the municipality.les

Current Vermont law acknowledges the possibility of municipal communication systems,

and it imposes some limits. Municipal telecommunications systems can issue only revenue-

backed bonds, and they must ensure that any telecommunications operating losses are not borne

by the municipality's taxpayers.'en

Before the Vermont Legislature defines a support mechanism for privately owned

carriers, it should decide whether it wishes to charter any new municipal systems. We do not

recommend for or against any such new charters, only that the question bedecided before

undertaking to calculate USF support to existing investor-owned utilities.'""

197 In the Netherlands, for example, municipal investment spurred considerable private investment in

broadband. The municipal entity, however, provided only pipeline service to other carriers and did not

establish direct relationships with retail customers.

le8 A secood risk is that municipalities may try.to use cþ funds or municipal electric funds to subsidize

losses in their new telecommunications operations.

tee 
24 v.s.A. g 1913(c), (e).

200 Legislatures in other states have considered bills that wotlld prohibit mtnicipal telecommunications

systems. Bills have been introduced or passed in Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina. The

FCC's former chairman opposed these laws, saying, "If a community can't gain access to broadband

services that meet its needs, then it should be able to serve its own residents directly. Proposals that would

tie the hands of innovative communities that want to build their own high-speed networks will slow

progress to our nation's broadband goals and will hurt economic development and job creation in those

àreãs." Lynn Stanton, "Genachowski Opposes State Bans on Muni Broadband Networks," 7? Daily, Feb'

15,2073.
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G. "Targeting" - Adjusting Support for Competitive Areas

The FCC and some other states with cost-based support systems have sought to target

high-cost support to high-cost areas. This means support is reduced or eliminated in areas with
low costs, established competition, or both.

The theory of targeting is that in urban areas with low cost or where a competitor fully
provides the essential universal services, COLR service from the ILEC is not essential, and

therefore no support is needed. The motive for targeting is largely financial, to reduce the

overall budget for high-cost support.

The targeting debate has generated its own parlance. Noncompetitive areas are typically

at the edges of a telephone exchange. In USF parlance these outlying areas are called "donuts."

Conversely, the low-cost or competitive areas near the central ofhce are often called "donut

holes."

Support can be targeted through a use limitation, although the effects are likely to be

minimal. Under this method, the supported provider must ç$ify periodically that it has actually

spent all support funds properly, a"d ãnly irrtargeted *.u..'0t To implement a use requirement,

the supported carrier must trace the dollars in its revenue stream, from their source through their

use. Dollar tracing is often largely poi pool all revenues into

their treasuries.2o2 So long as a carrier eligible areas than it
receives from the FCC, a use limitation is unlik

201 Tuking this path, the FCC has announced an intention to condition all future support on the recipient

"not spending the funds to serve customers in areas already served by an unsubsidized competitor."

USF/ICC Transformation Order IT 103, 149.

202 T1"FCC has made its o\¡/n use limitation even more complex by acknowledging that providers can

properly use support dollars in donut-hole areas for facilities that service the outlying donut areas. 1d.,

note 238.

'o' Fo, many years, carriers receiving universal service support have routinely certified annually that

every dollar of federal support they receive has been used for the purposes intended. It would not be

1¡u"L -o." difficult for them to certiff that they have also done so in certain areas where costs are highest

and where competitors are absent.

lf the Vermont Legisloture will consider chartering any new nlunicipal
telecomnlLtnicotiot"ts systems, it should ntake that decision before defining a

sltpport mechan ism for investor-owned carriers'
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Targeting can also be accomplishe4 by reducing support for donut holes, while still
providing suffrcient support for the donut.20a To accomplish this kind of targeting, the state

would have to map the donut holes, and it would have to adjust support as appropriate. Both

tasks are diffrcult.

The boundary of a competitive donut hole is usually complex because competitive
service areas are not well defined. Cable networks often terminate their cable runs in rural areas

at an otherwise unremarkable utility pole. Wireless is similar. As one drives a country road,

wireless signals can come and go.

The task of adjusting support is also daunting. To support only the donut, one must

produce a cost estimate for the network that would serve only that donut. But that network is, by

definition, hypothetical, and probably would never be built.

Adjusting support to exclude targeted donut holes can also lead to surprising results.

o The hypothetical network serving only the donut would have longer loops and

might lose some efficiencies of scale because it serves fewer customers. The total

cost to serve only the donut would be only slightly lower than the cost of serving

the entire area. The average cost (per location served) would almost certainly be

higher than for the entire area.

¡ Excluding the donut hole would eliminate revenue from many customers. These

are precisely the customers who often make a net contribution to an ILEC's
coÍrmon costs. In more common terminology, they produce a surplus.20s

In sum, excluding the donut hole can increase average cost and reduce contributions to

conìmon cost. Therefore the surprising result is that excluding a donut hole from a support

calculation can increase the need for support. In economic terms, the net effect would be that

explicit USF support would have to replace what previously was an implicit contribution from
donut-hole customers.

A variant of the targeting approach is to define the donut hole as aî areano smaller than

an entire exchange. In other words, support would be denied to any whole exchange that is

deemed competitive. This larger-scale targeting could decrease demands on the VUSF budget,

although the likely effect will be small. Any exchange area with ubiquitous competition is

unlikely to be an areathat generates support in any case.

204 Thi, approach presupposes that Vermont wishes to adopt a cost-based or business-model-based

support mechanism, a matter discussed below. The FCC has also adopted this targeting approach in

concept. USF/ICC Transþrmation Order T 281.

20s Volu-" II of this report demonstrated that in areas where ILECs face cable competition, their take

rate and revenues both have declined.
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If Vermont adopts a cost-based support mechanism,'ou W. recommend that Vermont

disregard the presence of competitors in donut holes. In the alternative, Vermont might establish

an administrative prooedure by which the PSB could exclude particular donut holes from

consideration in the support calculations. The administrative procedure should require

examination of whether a competing provider currently serves the entire area and whether the

state has sufficient legal authority to require continued provision of the essential service. If the

petition is granted, the supported provider's annual support calculation would be adjusted for

both the costs and revenues generated in the excluded donut hole'

H. Public and Private Capital

In recent years, Vermont state government and the federal government have made direct

grants of public funds for capital investment. These included multiple recent federal and state

lrants to iacilitate construction of wireless broadband facilities.'ot So*. of the money went to

ILECs or their affiliates.

Capital grants from public funds offer distinct advantages. They create a perception of
progress and give both grantee companies and public officials an opportunity to publicize their

initiatives. Capital grants also bypass the need to raise private capital. Carriers can proceed

quickly from the grant award ceremony to new construction, and market expectations are

relatively unimportant.

Ubiquitous networks can be difficult to achieve through capital grants. Grantees

sometimes cannot be found to serve the most remote areas, even using public capital, and holes

can persist in service coverage maps. Public announcement of grants often recite the details of
where service will soon be provided, but these announcements seldom discuss the areas left

behind.

206 S"" section V.C. below.

207 W" noted above several grants that have been made recently, primarily to wireless recipients, in

order to promote broadband dissemination.

If Verntont adopts a cost-based support mechonism, it should either
disregard the ¡tresence of cornpetitors in donut holes or it shoLtld authoríze

the PSB to declare the bout'tdaries of donut holes and to adiust both cost

estimates and revenue expectations for those competitive areas.
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Performance conditions attached to capital grants can be difficult to enforce. Once a

grant has been awarded and spent, it can be diffrcult to enforce the grantee's original promises

about coverage or service quality.

Historically, ILECs in Vermont and elsewhere have built their networks mostly with
private capital.208 To make that capital available from the markets, the PSB historically has

regulated rates in away that gave carriers an opportunity to earn a reasonable retum on prudent

net investment. The market's expectation that utilities could earn that return was essential to

raising that capital.

Leverage is the great advantage of private capital. A dollar of support predictably

delivered every year caîgenerate many dollars of private capital investment. But that private

capital will only be available if the telecommunications carrier can make a credible argument

before capital markets that it will be able to repay the loan and produce dividends on equity

investment.

If an ILEC faces a series of financial losses, private capital will not be available unless

the ILEC can show that the state or the FCC has made a continuing commitment to provide

financial support over a reasonable period of capital .".ou..y.'oe The PSB has routinely created

such long-term capital recovery expectations in the past, but the context has changed. The issue

here is not what rates customers should pay but how much support the state should commit over

a long term. This suggests that the state should enact some kind of administrative system that

makes more credible the promise of long-term support for long-term investments.

There is also the question about how best to mix these two systems, public capital and

private capital. If they are not carefully coordinated, support could be excessive and could lead

to excess profits. At minimum, a cost-of-capital subsidy would need to take account of past

grants of capital from public funds. We suggest that if Vermont does create a VUSF cost-of-

capital subsidy, it should treat past capital contributions from public sources as reducing the need

for current support.

In traditional ratemaking practice, a capital contribution from public funds2l0 reduces the

net capital upon which the utility generates a return for shareholders. So, if a utility gets a capital

grant of $1 million, its cost of capital generally declines by something like $0.2 or $0.3 million
per yeat.ttt Similarly, if a new VUSF high-cost support mechanism is created that covers the

208 Private capital \¡/as augmented by federally guaranteed loan and grant programs, especially in areas

served by electric municipal and cooperative utilities and by federal loans from the Rural Utilities Service

(originally the Rural Electrification Administration) to small telephone companies.

20e Fo, example, if the state wants private capital to build telecommunications facilities with an average

life of 20 years, the public subsidy must be generally understood as likely to continue fot 20 years'

210 C.rstomer-contributed capital from line extension charges is treated similarly in regulatory practice.

2t l Thi, is a rough rule of thumb that accounts for both return on capital and income taxes.
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cost of capital, it would reduce support payments by something like 20Yo of the capital that was

derived from sources other th r shareholdets."'"

I. Rate Standards

We suggested above that universal service should make rates affordable. We also

suggested thatthe fund would be sufficient and effective if it maintains service availability.

Each goal implies a standard for the revenue that supported carriers should generate from

subscribers. We recommend that Vermont establish a series of rate benchmarks for the most

common sets of services typically purchased by telecommunications consumers. Rate standards

could be used in two ways:

o If Vermont establishes a customer credit mechanism, the standard could become

the target net rate.

o If Vermont establishes a cost-based support mechanism, the standard:

o Could be used to calculate revenue of supported carriers, in lieu of actual

revenue, and

o Could be imposed as maximum rates allowable for that service to be

charged by any supported carrier.

In general, we suggest that rate standards should have a defined relationship to typical or

average rates in the rest of the country. Such a VUSF support mechanism could produce support

that is sufficient to achieve affordable rates, while also creating a yardstick to determine whether

rural rates are reasonably comparable to urban rates.213 The rate standard for rural areas need not

be equal to the national average. Instead, the target rate could be some increment above that

average, such as l0o/o or 25Yo.

"'Th" federal government's activities complicate designing the niche into which state USF policy can

drop. The FCC does not offer any useful guidance on how best to complement these many federal

proglams.

"' S." 47 U.S.C. $ 254(bX3).

Vermont sltoulcl clecide whether to provide supportfor some of the costs of
privotely acquired capita[ and if so, Ilow to adjust support for past

contribLttions of public capital.
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Rate standards powerfully affect support budgets. A higher rate standard for consumer

payments increases the burden on rural customers and reduces the burden on the VUSF budget.
-Conversely, 

a low rate standard reduces rates for rural customers but requires more VUSF

funding, which would place greater demands on all contributors to the VUSF. Because of this

strongielationship between rate standards and budgets, Vermont may want to examine several

scenarios, looking at the budgetary consequences ofvarious rate standards.

National average rate datashould be used carefully in setting revenue expectations, 
",,

because national average rates currently are changing for reasons unrelated to affordability. "'
In some states local rates have increased substantially after enactment of state laws that

deregulated rates. Notable examples are AT&T rates in California and Texas.2ls In addition,

some low-rate carriers have increased their rates to avoid a new FCC-authorized support

penalty.2r6 Finally, millions of customers are paying a new FCC-authorized ARC charge each

month. We expect the national average rate will soon be approximately $18.00.

In order to initiate the financial discussion with a specific proposal, we suggest that

Vermont establish distinct standard rate targets for the following services.

1. Basic telephone service (dial tone), including toll interconnection but without any

included right to make free toll calls.

2. Voice service that includes basic telephone (dial tone) and unlimited toll calling in

the U.S.

3. Broadband service that meets Vermont's minimum requirements for download

and upload speeds.2l7

2t4 A. of October 2007,thenational average flat-rated service rate was $15.62, plus $10.00 of add-on

charges, for a total monthly charge of 525.62. FCC, Reference Book of Rates, Price Indices, and

Hoiseh.old Expenditures for Tellphone Service, 2008, Table 1 . 1 : Residential Rates for Local Telephone

Service in Urban Areas (as of October 15,2007).

"5 S"" note 111 above.

216 S"" USF/ICC Transformation Ordernng.
2t7 Wh"n offered by telephone companies, this service is sometimes called "naked DSL" because there

is no voice component.

Vermont should establish a set of standard rates for specified voice ond

broqdbattd service bundles. These standards will powerfully affect the size

of the VUSF budget.
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4. Double-play broadband and voice service, including toll.

J. Deaveraging Rates

Rates differ among different ILECs, but none charges a higher rate within its own rural

areas than its own urban areas. This means that each ILEC averages its costs and rates. One

USF strategy is to allow carriers to deaverage ILEC rates. ILECs qould charge higher rates in
rural high-õóst areas and lower rates in urban or competitive areas.2tt D.urr"tuging generally

reduces the need for support but increases the burden on rural customers.

Deaveraging retail rates allows carriers to remain more competitive in areas where they

face competitive challenges. Lower urban rates can allow ILECs to retain more customers in
those areas.

Deaveraging is an example of Ramsey pricing. Some economists have a^r,grred that

Ramsey pricing promotes overill economic *elfur" better than uniform pricing.2le Ramsey

pricing has not been widely adopted by ILECs in Vermont or in elsewhere.

The disadvarfiage of deaveraging is that it could produce unreasonably high rates in some

parts of the state. As a result, telecommunications service might become unaffordable, and there

could be harm to economic development of rural areas. Deaveraging could also be technically

challenging.220 Finally, deaveraging and can induce rural customers to "cut the cord" and take

wirelesi-only service or to switch to cable modem service. This could precipitate a death spiral

for the ILEC.

'We recommend that Vermont provisionally refrain from authorizingrate deaveraging.

Lafer, after more detailed analysis, deaveraging may prove a necessary, if distasteful, option to

providing sufficient support without exceeding budgetary goals.

2t8 N"* England Telephoneilr{YNEX/Verizon atone time charged customers more if they were served

by long loops. Verizon imposed an added mileage charge for customers who were located outside of a

base zone surrounding every central office. That mileage charge was dropped several years ago.

tt9 Und", Ramsey pricing, for any monopoly, the price markup to any customer group should be inverse

to the price elasticity of demand: the more elastic demand for the product, the smaller the price markup.

Ramséy pricing is controversial in the regulatory community, in part because it is often seen as improper

price disòrimination. This is also the strategy of a profit-maximizing company that can price discriminate

between markets. Allowing such a strategy could diminish welfare by harming competition. Moreover,

in a multiproduct environment, the proper application of Ramsey pricing may be to decrease the price of
basic service. See Jean Tirole, Theory of Industrial Organization (Canbridge, MA: MIT Press, 1988), p'

70.
220 FuirPoint's regulatory plan with the PSB currently prohibits de-averaging. Fairpoint has said that

deaveraging would complicate advertising and billing systems.
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K. Options for the Contribution Base

Universal service was conceived in 1994 as a program that expanded the public telephone

network and was supported by that same network. But today broadband is also an essential

service. We recommended above that Vermont support broadband in high-cost areas. But the

two networks are largely the same and are becoming more so. ILEC networks increasingly are

becoming private (non-Internet) IP networks. And these networks increasingly support both

voice and broadband services.

Vy'e recommend that Vermont consider enlarging the contribution base to include retail

broadbarrd service. This will increase the symmetry between those who benefit from VUSF

support and those who contribute that support, thereby restoring the fiscal balance achieved in
théãriginal lg94 statute. The change would also reduce the risk that voice customers will be

burdened to subsidize broadband facilities that they do not use.

There is some litigation risk in this change, but we believe it is within the authority of the

Vermont Legislature.22l Frrrther, it is consistent with a recent recommendation from the Federal-

State Joint Board on Universal Service.222

221 Vermont is a tax state, meaning that it uses the state's taxing authority, rather than delegated

authority under the Telecommunications Act of 1996, as the basis for imposing USF surcharges. This

allows Vermont to apply its VUSF surcharge to both intrastate and interstate retail voice services. See

Goldberg v. Sweet,488 U.S. 252 (1989). Also, the Internet Tax Freedom Act explicitly allows certain

state universal service funds to impose otherwise prohibited taxes on Internet services. Internet Tax

Freedom Act (pÅnted in U.S. Code following4T U.S.C. $ 151) $ 1107(a).

"'Io2071, the Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service filed comments with the FCC supporting

an expansion of the federal iontribution base to include all broadband services such as DSL, cable

moderns, and wireless broadband. The Joint Board recommended inclusion of ISP service, which is

traditionally bundled with those broadband services, but did not recommend a surcharge oh pure conteflt

delivered by non-telecommunications carriers . Connect America Fund, WC Docket No. 10-90,

Comments by State Members of the Federal State Joint Board on Universal Service, filed May 2,2017,p.

119. Vermont Public Service Board Member John Burke was a member of that board.
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V. Support Mechanisms for Incumbent Carriers

We have been asked to "propose mechanisms to support universal service and rural

economic development while securing the benefits of telecommunications competition for

Vermont households and businesses." This section reviews the three principal options for

supporting incumbent carriers. Section VI below discusses options relating to support for

competitive carriers.

A. Option 1 - Customer Credits or Vouchers

1. Background

The Vermont statute chartering this study requires consideration of the following option:

[E]stablishing a maximum price for basic telecommunications service,

beyond which customers would have access, without regard to income, to

credits or vouchers negotiable for local exchange serviçe from a local

exchange provider or competitive access provider'

Such a vouche¡ system is a simple and direct mechanism. As an example, suppose

Vermont were to establish aratebenchmark of $50 for voice service. Customer Jones takes

voice service from an ILEC that charges $75 per month. Under the voucher system, Jones would

receive an explicit bill credit of $25. Now suppose customer Smith is served by another carrier

that imposes a gross bill of $90. Smith would receive a credit of $40. Both Jones and Smith

would have netbills of $50, an amount equal to the statewide benchmark. Later, the VUSF high-

cost fund would reimburse Jones's carrier for the $25 and Smith's carrier for the $40 customer

credits.

In1996 the Vermont Public Service Board issued a report to the Legislature regarding

universal service. In that report, the Board recommended that the Legislature authorize ahigh-
cost voucher mechani sm.223

tt3 Und.. legislative direction, the Public Service Board would have set standards and rate thresholds

for service in rural areas. When and if rates exceeded those thresholds, the Board would have approved

high-cost program expenditures, and the Board would have adjusted the VUSF surcharge rate to generate

Vern'tont shoulcl cot'tsider enlorging the contribution base to include retail
brosclband service, thereby restoring the symmetry between contributing

services a nd su pported fa cil ities.
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2. Evaluating the Option

A voucher system makes program benefits visible to customers. Rather than having the

support invisibly absorbed by the telephone company, the support is apparent on customer bills.
In this way, both the benefit and the burden of the USF program are equally visible. The

interested customer in a high-cost area sees not only the VUSF surcharge but also the credit that

reduces the bill. The visibility of the benefit can increase popular support for the program.

The arithmetic of a voucher system is also simple. Carriers could quickly calculate the

amount of a customer's credit each month. The VUSF administrator could easily reimburse the

carrier for credits that have actually and properly been granted to customers. Audits would be

relatively simple.

Vouchers do have a downside, however. They create risks of inefftciency,
ineffectivene ss, ove{p ayment, and complexity.

The most serious risk is inefficiency. A vöucher mechanism assumes that rates are fixed,

and the voucher credit is calculated from the rate. In other words, vouchers assume that rates are

determined independently of the credit amount. If rates are dependent on the voucher, a vicious

cycle can arise in which carriers can raise gross rates, hold net bills to customers constant, and

increase claims for VUSF support.22a This would make the voucher program inefficient at

promoting universal service. In our opinion, any such system would quickly become hnancially

unsustainable.

Rate independence can be achieved in two ways. First, rates might be regulated, either

by the Public Service Board or another body, based on cost. But Vermont's current rate

regul4tion system does not satisff this prerequisite. Broadband service rates are preemptively

deregulated by the FCC, and voice service is lightly regulated, much more lightly than when the

PSB recommended vouchers in 1996. As discussed above in section 1.8.2, Vermont has separate

regulatory systems for FairPoint and for the other ILECs, but neither system can impose enough

limitations on rates to make them independent of voucher payments.

sufficient revenue. The Board would also have ensured that benefits followed customers who would have

been free to select from among competitive providers. Vermont Public Service Board, Universal Service

in a Competitive Era,1996.

"o Fo, example, suppose Carrier A today charges $80 for a double-play bundle and the VUSF sets a

final net bill of $60. A customer bill would show the $80 gross charge, a VUSF credit of $20, and a net

bill of $60. The VUSF would later reimburse A for the $20 credit paid to the customer.

But now suppose Carrier A raises its gross rate to $100. The carrier will continue collecting $60

from the customer, but its VUSF payment will be $40. In short, Carrier A will have raised its rate, and

the VUSF will provide all the incremental revenue to A. The credit thus will increase Carrier A's profit

þut will not provide any added consumer benef,rt.
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Rate independence can also arise from market forces, but a voucher mechanism itself
changes how those market forces operate. With a voucher in place, a carrier can raise its gross

rates without affecting customers. The voucher thus moves the incremental burden from arate
increase from the retail customer to the VUSF. zzs By eliminating that incremental customer

cost, the voucher system eliminates most or all of any existing market-based constraint.

In sum, it appears likely that if the VUSF offered a customer voucher or credit, neither

regulatory forces nor market forces would constrain future rate increases. Because a voucher

system automatically increases support when rates rise, the mechanism would not efficiently
allocate support and would quickly become financially unsustainable over time.

Voucher systems risk ineffectiveness because they do not ensure the support is sufficient
to ensure that the carrier can continue providing service. Voucher systems reimburse carriers

only on a per-customer basis. Even with such a system in place, an ILEC that is losing
customers to a strong competitor might not remain economically viable.

A voucher plan also risks overpayment if it pays benefits to multiple providers in a single

area. One charm of a voucher program is that the state gets to be agnostic about which carriers

receive funding. Vouchers are given to all carriers that meet minimal qualifications. The

disadvantage is that several providers will generally have a higher total cost of providing service

than a single network. Not only do multi-provider voucher systems subsidize the costs of
multiple networks, but they do so in high-cost areas where a single network is prohibitively
expensive. The question of payments to multiple providers is considered below in Section VLB.
Overpayment is particularly troublesome if it is combined with ineffectiveness.

Finally, voucher plans have not proven simple to administer. Wyoming provides a case

study. In 1995 Wyoming adopted a bill credit system for "essential services," which it defined

as local voice service but not including toll. The Wyoming Public Service Commission was

tasked to periodically adjust the rate threshold based on shifts in the statewide average rate.n6

Wyoming's system has become difficult to administer because key statutory terms, such as the

average rate for essential service, have become increasingly synthetic. The V/yoming
Commission has had to invent creative techniques to allow continued use of this largely obsolete

statutory term.227 Furthermore, different Wyoming carriers calculate and display the credit in

22s Another option to impose pricing restraint would be to have set the voucher at something less than

100% of the difference between the gross rate and the rate target. This would leave customers with a

financial interest in low rates and would thereby preserve at least a share of whatever market restraint
now exists. Unfortunately, this strategy would leave customers in very high-cost areas without any

guarantee of a maximum rate, and it would allow net rates in areas with the very highest gross rates to be

higher than net rates in other areas.

226 Wyo-ing tries to ensure that consumers pay no more than 130Yo of the state average rate for
"essential service."

227 Most Wyoming customers do not buy only essential service. Even worse, some Wyoming carriers

do not offer essential service on a stand-alone basis.
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different ways. Wyoming is currently reviewing whether to revise its credit mechanism and USF

system.

V/yoming has not yet faced the more diffrcult task of designing a customer credit

mechanism that would apply to a range of service packages. If Vermont adopted a universal

service voucher mechanism, it would likely need separate benchmarks for different kinds of
product bundles purchased in large quantities by customers.

Business customers also complicate voucher mechanisms. The simplest option is to offer
credits only to residential customers,228 brrt this leaves business rates high and creates economic

development risks. A business facing high telecommunications costs in a rural area has an

incentive to relocate the business to an urban area in Vermont or even to another state.

In sum, an explicit consumer credit appears unworkable without some mechanism that

makes gross rates independent of the credit itself. At minimum, the articulation with PSB price-

cap ratemaking should be clarified. Moreover, a credit mechanism risks ineffectiveness and

overpayments, and it would be moderately complex to administer.

B. Option 2 - Broadening Lifeline

1. Background

The Vermont statute chartering this study requires consideration of broadening eligibility
for the Lifeline program. The Lifeline program promotes increased telephone subscribership by

providing low-income households with discounts on the monthly cost of telephone service. The

discounts are provided as credits on consumer bills. In a nutshell, Lifeline can be thought of as a

voucher program that applies only to low-income households.

228 Th" distinction between a residence and a business is often difficult to police, particularly when

many residences contain home occupations.

An explicit consumer credit oppeors unworkable without some assuronce

that gross rates ore set inde¡tendently of the credit itself. A voucher plan

might be ineffective at ensuring continued service, might provide excessive

support to multiple providers, and would be moderately complex to
administer.
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The amount of the Lifeline beneht to participating Vermont customers is set by state

statute.22e Toll (long-distance) calling is not covered. Lifeline reduces the net monthly Vermont

telephone bill for local service by about $13.50. In May of 2013,17,401subscribers were

enrolled in the Vermont Lifeline program.

The FCC and the VUSF each subsidize a portion of the benefits that carriers provide to

eligible Lifeline customers. In20I1 the average federal benefit was $9.87 per subscriber per

,rrorrth, for a total of $2.3 million paid to Vermont carriers throughout the year.230

The VUSF also contributes support to reimburse each carrier's Lifeline credits. Between

the federal and VUSF support amounts, carriers are made whole by reimbursing them

retroactively for all the credits set by state law. In fiscal year 2011, VUSF contributed an

average of $3.58 per Lifeline customer per month.

Previously, the FCC offered matching Lf"l"d federal support, with greater support

awarded to states that offered greater benefits.23l The current Vermont statutory benefit was

designed with that matching feature in mind. In20l2, the FCC simplif,red its rules, establishing

a uniform federal support level of $9.25 p-er s slightly reducing
federal support to môst Vermont canierc.232 eneht remained

constant under Vermont law, the average month customer increased'233

Vermont's Lifeline eligibility rules generously provide two entry paths. The first is
through public assistance and covers telephone subscribers who meet the means tests for
eligibility for public assistance from the Department for Children and Families or actually

?tn S"" 30 V.S.A. $ 21S(c). The total Vermont benefit is equal to the amount of the federal subscriber

line charge, plus an amount equal to the larger of: (A) 50 percent of the monthly basic service charge,

including 50 percent ofall mileage charges and, ifthe board so authorizes, 50 percent ofthe usage cost

arising from a fixed amount of monthly local usage; and (B) $7.00 per month. The benefit cannot exceed

the monthly basic service charge, including any standard usage and mileage charges. 30 V.S.A. $ 218(c).

230 The national average reimbursement was $9.25. FCC, Universal Service Monitoring Report, 2012

(data through October, 2012), T able 2.4.

231 Federal rules established four tiers of support, with varying federal participation. Vermont's Lifeline

statute was tailored to take advantage of this incentive structure. For example, where a state offered an

additional benefit of $3.50, the FCC matched 50% of that additional state cost.

232 
47 C.F.R. g 5a.a03(a)(1). FCC, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking,

FCC 12-11, rel. Feb. 6,2012, para. 58.

233 In May of 2013,the average VUSF Lifeline cost per customer had risen to $4. I 5.
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receive assistance from that department.23a The second path is through the Department of Taxes

and covers subscribers whose incomes are less than 150% of the federalpoverty level.23s

2. Evaluating the OPtion

Broadening Lifeline eligibility and benefits might be administratively simple, depending

on how much is changed. The Lifeline credit mechanism is already in place. Both the

enrollment and the amount of the benefit could be increased with relatively little additional work

by the VUSF administrator or state agencies.

Lifeline also targets support to poor households. Other mechanisms for high-cost support

are criticized because they lower telephone rates generally, for rich and poor customers alike.

Lifeline, however, has a means test that ensures that VUSF funds are focused most efficiently on

residential households that need financial assistance.

Expanding Lifeline also creates challenges. The program would need to be redesigned to

include broadband services, and that complicates administration. For example, an expanded

Lifeline program should provide varying levels of benefits to customers who subscribe to

different kinds of service bundles such as voice, voice with Internet, and so on.

Carrier eligibility is also an issue. The FCC currently offers a relaxed set of requirements

for carriers that seek federal USF support only for Lifeline benefits. These Lifeline-only carriers

need not make any sort of promise to provide facilities in a manner similar to a COLR. Vermont

would probably want to narïow the set of carriers currently eligible for a Lifeline program, so as

to ensure that the VUSF support is used effectively to maintain essential facilities.

By offering benefits to a broad class of competitors, an expanded Lifeline mechanism

could be viewed as more competitively neutral than some other USF mechanisms. By the same

token, VUSF funding might be distributed to multiple carriers in a single area. As with
vouchers, this practice might produce overpayments without effectively ensuring continued

service.

We suggested above that consistent economic development is a legitimate goal of high-

cost USF programs. A Lifeline mechanism does not address this goal. First, it provides benefits

only to low-income residential households but not to business customers. Those business

..rrio-... might have to pay high rates for their voice and broadband services. As was also true

for vouchers, a Lifeline expansion mechanism therefore would not ameliorate the pressure for

business customers to avoid rural areas.

234 3ov.s.A. g 218(cX2).

23s 
30 V.S.A. g 218(c)(3) ("4 person shall be eligible whose modified adjusted gross income . . . was

less than 150 percent of the official poverty line established by.the federal Department of Health and

Human Services for a family of two published as of October I of the preceding taxable year.") Persons

65 years of age and older are eligible at a slightly higher income multiple, 175%.
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A Lifeline mechanism may not create useful incentives. If a VUSF program is to keep

high-cost rural areas economically competitive, it must induce carriers to invest. That means

VUSF support must be predictable and sufficie¡rt. Lifeline, however, depends on consumer

participation and provides no protection against subscriber loss. Mechanisms other than Lifeline

àr" -o.e likely to produce predictable and sufficient support and therefore to induce caniers to

make sufficient investments in new network facilities'

Lifeline often seems intrusive to customers. Most applicants demonstrate eligibility by

disclosing their income. This can create a social stigma that prevents fulI participation. Some

eligible customers ignore Lifeline because they disdain benefits that are targeted to low-income

households.

Eligibility determinations for Lifeline can consume considerable time by provider staff or

state employees. If Lifeline were expanded, this administrative burden would increase.

Avoiding waste and abuse has been a national problem for Lifeline. For example, federal

rules currently prohibit eligible low-income consumers from receiving more than one Lifeline

discount per household. An eligible household may receive a discount on either a wireline or

wireless iervice but not both. Enforcing this limitation can be complex and costly, particularly

when multiple providers serve a single area.

Administrative burden on the state is also a concern. If Lifeline is expanded

substantially, the burden of certifying initial and continued eligibility will increase. This could

affect the budgets of the Vermont agencies currently involved in administering Lifeline.

Like a voucher program, if gross carrier rates are not limited independently, the Lifeline

mechanism risks inefficiency by subsidizing carrier profits rather than customer benefits. The

risk increases as a higher proportion of Vermont households enroll in Lifeline.

In sum, expanding the Lifeline program would produce a mechanism that is transparent

to consumers, but not necessarily a program that is easy to administer if broadband is added to

voice as a supported service. Further, Lifeline has a degree of stigma and can be intrusive for

customers. It also creates an administrative burden for the state. A Lifeline mechanism may not

adequately induce carriers to invest, although it could marginally increase the ability of carriers

to raise rates.

An expanded Lifeline program would be difficult to apply to broadband'

The mechanism could create intrusive paperwork burdens for customers,

may not achieve high participation retes, and may not adequately induce

carriers to invest.
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C. Option 3 -Business-Model-Based Support to COLRs

The Vermont statute chartering this study requires consideration of the following option:

[E]stablishing a mechanism to adjust the level of support for higher cost

customers over time to reflect legal rights, recover historic costs, and

reflect the advantages of improved technology and increased efficiency.

We interpret this statute as directing us to examine the option of providing support based

on cost but to keep in mind secondary incentives for effrciency. This section discusses the main

elements of a cost-based support mechanism.

Historically, cost-based support mechanisms have amounted to implied bargains between

carriers and the government. On the one hand, the government gets to assign duties to each

supported carrier, including a prescribed level of service coverage that approximates COLR

duties. As consideration, the carrier gets support sufficient to allow it a reasonable opportunity

to recover the cost of its network operations and facilities, with USF support as a last resort.

Cost-based support mechanisms historically have been based on a simple calculation:

support equals cost minus a number called a "benchmark."236 This kind of cost-based

mechanism continues to be under consideration today at the FCC for new USF programs'237

Revenue was always implicit in these older support calculations, as part of the

benchmark. Since the purpose of the USF program was to keep the supported carrier in
operation with reasonable rates, a supported company had an implied obligation to acquire other'

,õ,n"n r.. at least equal to the benchmark. Any further revenue shortage would be made up from

USF funds. In failing to consider actual carrier revenues, the traditional cost-based support

mechanism therefore risked allowing supported carriers to recover more or less than 100% of
their costs.

For the same reason, a mechanism that makes no explicit consideration of revenue cannot

adjust when those revenues change. This kind of support mechanism worked reasonably well

when nearly every household had landline telephone or even two lines. But it becomes

unworkable when markets are competitive and ILECs no longer have anything like one

subscriber per location served. As we showed in Volume II of this report, competition has

t36 Fo, example, the FCC adopted a program in 2000 that had a benchmark set at 135% of the national

average cost, which amounted to about $3 1.50 per line per month. In effect, companies with costs below

$31.50 received no support.

t37 Und", the ABC plan submitted by some carriers to the FCC, a cost benchmark would be shifted up

or down to align the amount of support provided with the budget. For example, in order to meet a$2.2

billion budget constraint, the ABC plan supports two cost benchmarks, $80 and $256. Support would be

provided for census blocks with a cost greater than $80 and less than $256.
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greatly affected ILEC revenues in Vermont, particularly in areas with cable competition. Cost-

based mechanisms cannot appropriately consider these changed market conditions. By holding

all carriers to the same cost benchmark, cost-based mechanisms require all carriers to earn the

same revenue per location señed. That is not a reasonable expectation when competition varies

from one area to another.

Instead, we recommend the use of a business model that explicitly estimates cost and

revenue separately. If the goal of Vermont's support system is to ensure thala supported

provider can continue offering service indefinitely, then one must abandon the simple cost

tenchmark approach. Instead, a high-cost support mechanism should focus on the supported

carrier's revenue gap, the difference between a reasonable revenue objective and the carrier's

reasonable costs.238 This mechanism would allow the supported provider, given its competitive

circumstances, to implement a plausible business plan and to have a reasonable opportunity to

obtain private capital and to eaÍî areasonable prof,rt. Hereafter, we describe this kind of
mechanism as business-model-based rather than cost-based.

1. Components of a Business-Model-Based Support Mechanism

A business-model-based support calculation would require the state to undertake three

tasks:23e

l. Estimate each carrier's cost. This could mean actual accounting-based costs,

forward-looking costs, or a combination of the two. To fully respondto the 2012

Legislature's request to be informed about the costs of providing service in
Vermont, we examined both the embedded and forward-looking costs of Vermont

incumbents.

2. Estimate each carrier's revenue. This would replace the benchmark in the

traditional support calculation. The calculation would take account of the number

of locations in the service area, as well as competitive conditions. It might also

include adjustments to maintain desirable incentives, such as minimum rates,

minimum take rates, and minimum revenue per unit location.

3. Calculate support as a function of the difference between cost and revenue. The

result could be 100% of the difference or a smaller percentage. The calculation

238 A ."rr"nue gap analysis was an essential element of the FCC's initial broadband notice, Connect

America Fund,WC Docket No. 10-90, Notice of Inquiry and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC 10-

58, released Apri|21,2010. The USF/ICC Transþrmation Order, however, reverted back to a simple

cost benchmark.

239 Thir three-part process has common elements with traditional rate-of-return regulation. The

difference is that rather than solving for retail rates sufficient to meet the carrier's revenue requirement,

the business-model-based support process would assume a reasonable retail rate and reasonable retail

revenues. It would then solve for a VUSF support amount.
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might also include adjustments to maintain the VUSF fund budget or to maintain

appropriate carrier incentives.

a. Measuring and Limiting Costs

"Cost" usually means that acarrier has an opportunity to earn sufficient revenue to cover

reasonable operating expenses and to provide a reasonable return on capital (usually net

investment). The original method of actually measuring cost was to rely on utility accounting

records, or embedded costs.

Inefficiency is the most common criticism of embedded cost support mechanisms.

Because all reasonable carrier costs are allowed, carriers can have incentives for waste. Some

precautions are needed to minimizethat risk. If Vermont adopts a business-model-based support

mechanism, we recommend that Vermont also impose some restraints on embedded costs in

order to create an incentive for efhcient operations.

One method of restraining embedded costs is to use forward-looking costs as a substitute.

Forward-looking costs are produced by engineering cost models that estimate the cost of
building a new network capable of providiág the dèsired service.2a0 The models use as inputs the

independently recorded attributes of the service area, such as customer locations and soil and

terrain characteristics. The cost model then constructs a virtual network in that area using

too In 
""onomic 

terms, forward-looking cost is very similar to what economists call long-term

incremental cost. See Volume II,p.4 for a discussion of forward-looking and embedded costs.

If Vermont's support system is to ensure tl'tot a supported provider csn

continue offering service, then the provider must have a plausible business

plan that creates a reasonable opportunity to eant a profit after paying all
its costs, including capital costs. This reqttires that support be calculated in

three steps: measuring and limiting costs, predicting revenues, and
calculating support.

If Vermont adopts a business-model-based support mechanism, it should

impose sotne restraínts on embedded costs'
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accepted engineering principles. Finally, the model produces an estimated cost based on current

mateìials and labor costs.24l

The FCC adopted a cost model in 1999, and it is currently working on a replacement

model.2.az The older model has problems involving placement of facilities along roads or other

recognized rights-of-way2a3 and rega$ing special access. These inaccuracies make the old

model unsuitable for use in Vermont.'oo If Vermont does decide to use an engineering cost

model, it should acquire a newer version, assuming the cost is not excessive.

A second criticism of embedded costs and revenues is that they are available only at the

study-area level. It is not possible to determine embedded costs on a wire. center, donut, donut

hole, or census block basis. Therefore, if Vermont calculates support after considering events at

a scale finer than the exchange, it will need a cost model to perform these cost allocations to

smaller geographic units.

Engineering cost models are controversial because they provide the cost of a hypothetical

network that could have little relation to the real network used by a COLR provider. This can

lead to.insufficient or excessive support. Support could be insufficient if the model does not

recognize exceptional local variables or regional conditions that increase cost. Conversely,

models assume new construction and do not recognize the existence of highly depreciated

plant.2as Vy'here the real network is old and heavily depreciated, the result can be excessive

funding.

Engineering models are costly to operate and maintain. One reason is that they require

massive quantities of geographic data, much of which needs to be periodically updated. Another

reason is that current models are proprietary to private engineering companies and are expensive

241 
Cost models can allocate network costs to very small geographic areas, which can be useful for

calculating support in competitive areas or areas with very high costs or very low costs.

2o'Volrr-" II of this report used a modifred version óf that model to estimate costs in Vermont'

243 Engineering cost models also tend to make grand assumptions about costs whenever detailed local

data are not available. For example, the FCC's 1999 cost model ignored local differences in the actual

arrangements for utility pole cost sharing among electric, cable, and telecommunications utilities. It also

ignorãd regional preferences to place cables in underground trenches or on aerial pole.s and oversimplified

the calculation of how point-to-point services affect the costs of providing service to dial-tone customers'

t44 S"" Volume lI, p.20.
2os Th"FCC is currently considerirrg whether to replace the classic kind of model, Which is called a

"greenfield" model, with a "brownfield" model. In a greenfield model, all of the plant is presumed new

and capable of being located in the least costly locations, with the exception of the central office, which is

given iìs real-worldlocation. In a brownfield model, some existing plant is assumed, and some additional

actual locations for that plant are used as inputs. A brownfield model generally produces a lower cost

estimate than a greenfield model.
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for states to access.246 States that have used forward-looking models for USF purposes have

tended to use a model only once and then recycle the result for many years.

A second method of restraining embedded costs is to use statistical analysis. The FCC

records the actual spending patterns of over 500 carriers nationwide. Recently, the FCC used

this data in a regression model to identifr some companies with extraordinarily high costs. The

model predicted a reasonable but high level of spending for each carrier, after considering

geographic and demographic factors about the carrier's service area. Caniers whose actual costs

exceeded that predicted high cost were capped and now receive reduced federal USF support.

It is possible to use a combination of engineering and regression models. As

implemented in Nebraska, this proved to be an eff,rcient way to calculate state USF support.

Nebraska acquired a cost model and then through a regression study found that density was

closely correlated with cost. In Volume II of this report_we found that location density is a

reliabie predictor of forward-looking cost in Vermont.2aT Therefore, Vermont could safely

follow Nebraska's method, using location density as a proxy for cost, based on a one time

regression study that correlates location density with forward-looking cost. Other limitations on

cost could also be developed using regression methods.

We recommended above that Vermont should impose some restraints on embedded cost.

V/e do not go so far, however, as to recommend ignoring embedded costs entirely. Using

embedded cost in the VUSF support calculation creates a strong incentive to invest. Basing

support on forward-looking cost might restrain waste, but evidence in many other states suggests

that this practice also leads to underinvestment and inadequate maintenance.

If Vermont adopts a business-model-based support mechanism, we recommend a

combination method that incorporates elements of both embedded and forward-looking costs.

Ideally, this dual approach will create incentives for essential capital and operating expenditures,

while restraining any tendency toward waste.

246 Th"FCC has been publicly experimenting with a ne\il model but has not made that model available

to state USF funds.

207 Volrr." Il, p.21. Location density is defined as the number of locations needing service within a

service area, divided by the number of square miles in that service area.

If Vermont adopts a cost-of-service-based support mechanism, it should

estimote costs using both embedded and forward-looking methods.
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Using two kinds of costs sounds dauntingly complex, but that need not be the case'

Nebraska uses both density (which is correlated to forward-looking cost) and embedded cost to

calculate USF support. The Nebraska fund administrator has used a forward-looking loop cost

model to assign a relationship between cost per loop and density. Eachyear the administrator

calculates an initial support amount for each carrier based on the density of that carrier's service

area. The initial support is the difference between the support area's cost and a benchmark times

the number of households in the support area. After that initial support has been calculated,

carriers file annual spending and investment reports. Based on those reports the administrator

then estimates the carrier's embedded cost of service and its estimated embedded earned rate-of-

return on investment, counting the initial USF support as revenue. If that rate-of-return exceeds

atargetearnings ceiling, state USF support is accordingly reduced.2as The companies

understand the resulting incentives. As net investment declines, any given level of earnings

eventually will become excessive and will lead to reduced state USF support. Nebraska's dual

method of measuring cost thus avoids excessive carrier profits while at the same time

maintaining administrative simplicity and ince lives forcontinued network investment.2ae

b. Predicting Revenue

A revenue model for a company would sum four estimates:

1. Subscriber revenue. This estimate will depend upon the number of subscribers,

which depends on competitive conditions. It also depends on the average

revenue obtained from each subscriber, which can be defined by the rate

standards discussed above, in Sgction IV'I.250

2. Intercarrier revenue. This estimate will depend on how much traffic the company

can reasonably expect ofeach type and the average revenue obtained from that

source. It would include net toll access revenue, net intercarrier compensation

revenue, and special access revenue. Much of this information is routinely
reported now to state regulators.

3. Federal revenue. This estimate will consist of USF support and net pool

settlements revenue, if any. Connect America Fund revenue is a special case

discussed below.

4. Nonregulated network revenue. This estimate would include revenue from
Internet operations that operate through the same telecommunications network as

the USF-supported services.

248 N"b.a.ka Public Service Commission , Annucl Report to the Legislature on the Status of the

N e b r as lra T e I e c o mmuni c at i ons Indus try, S eptember 3 0, 20 13 .

'49 Thi5, mechanism does require an annual filing by supported companies, but many companies

consider the filings to be routine.
t50 Thi, revenue would be unseparated in that it would include both interstate and intrastate revenue.
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This explicit revenue model in a business-model-based mechanism is the only major

change from traditional cost-based support mechanisms. While the revenue model may be an

unwelcome complication to some, we believe it is essential in a competitive environment. In the

traditional cost-based model, the same benchmark is subtracted from the cost of each carrier,

thus assuming each carrier is equally capable of deriving other kinds of revenue, notably

subscriber revenue, per location served. For example, the current FCC model assumes that every

carrier can get subscìiber revenue from 80% of thslocations passed.2sl That assumption is not

appropriate in the kind of competitive local exchange environment now present in Vermont.

V/e found in Volume II of our report that important differences exist among Vermont's

ten study areas and those difference affect both the number of subscribers and the total

subscriber revenue. Some companies have higher or lower residential take rates (ratios of
switched lines to locations).2t' So-. companies face competition from wireless services, both

fixed and mobile. Some companies face competition from independent cable providers. With
this much revenue variance, it is no longer realistic to assume a fixed or benchmark level of
revenue per location or per line served. Therefore, a revenue rirodel is needed if VUSF support

is to have a realistic opportunity to meet universal service goals. Absent a revenue model, any

USF mechanism would likely fail to provide sufficient support in any area where the supported

carrier faces a high level of competition.

Creating an explicit revenue model is a novel task for a state universal service program.

The elements of that model need not be decided in legislation. The task can be delegated, with
suitable standards, to an administrative agency. Once that revenue model has been initially
defined, it can be routinely administered by the state's Fiscal Agent.

The FCC has a variety of USF support programs, as we discussed in Volume I of this

report. At the present time, the support amounts for most of these programs can be predicted

with fair precision. The Connect America Fund Phase II (CAF II) program is an important

exception.

An estimate of CAF II support currently available suggests that FairPoint's two study

areas in Vermont could receive between $7.7 million and $S.S millionpe, year.'53 This is a

t5l 
Ir, Jrrn" of 20l3,the FCC used a benchmark parameter of $52. This was based on average assumed

subscriber revenue per month of $65, with 80 percent of the customers taking service. $52 : $65 x 80%.

FCC DocketNo. 10-90, DA 13-1439, note 7.

2s2 
This, ratio can increase in areas where businesses subscribe to more than one line, and it can decline

as competition erodes the number of subscribers'

2t3 On June 25, 2013 , the FCC published illustrative results showing the two Vermont FairPoint carriers

receiving annual CAF II support of between $7,713,205 (using an8%o rate-of-return) and $8,835,838
(using ab%o rate-of-return). Wireline Competition Bureau Announces Availability of Version 3.1'4 of the

Connect America Fund Phase II Cost Model, Illustrative Results, and Updated Methodologt
Documentation,WC Docket No. 10-90, DA 13-1439, released June 25, 2013. The August 29 illustrative

results for the combined FairPoint carriers were $8,819,124 (using anSYo rate-of-return) and58,662,714

(using a 9Yo rate-of-return). Wireline Competition Bureau Announces Availability of Version 3 ' 1 .4 of the
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substantial amount of money, but there are several uncertainties about whether the support will
materialize.

o The parameters used to produce the current estimates are critical but uncertain.

The FCC intends to offer no support to census blocks with an average cost below

a particular benchmark, as predicted by a new computerized cost model. In order

to preserve its ability to adjust parameters to meet budget objectives, the FCC has

not yet made a commitment to any particular benchmark value.

o The FCC intends to offer no support to remote census blocks that the new model

predicts to have very high costâbove a second benchmark.'so The FCC predicts

this new remote areas policy will apply to less than 1 percent of the total

locations. 2s5 The FCC has not made a commitment to any particular benchmark

value.2s6

o The FCC will not provide support to locations where an unsubsidized provider is

currently providing broadband services. For example, if a cable provider is

offering Internet data transmission service in a particular census block, then the

telephone carrier that serves that census block will not be eligible for CAF II
support.2sT It is not yet clear what portions of Vermont will be affected.

o FairPoint may not participate. Participation in the CAF II program is not

mandatory ,2s8 and each carrier will have to weigh the amount of support against

the added obligations that come with it. CAF support may not be sufficient to

allow FairPoint to build to the 4 Mbps download speed that the FCC requires.

CAF II support could provide substantial support for the Vermont's universal service

goals that otherwiìe would be a burden on the VUSF. To encourage acceptance of such federal

iupport, Vermont should deem all offered federal support to have been accepted. That is, the

VUSp should determine federal revenues as though each carrier had accepted all offered forms

Connect America Fund Phase II Cost Model, Illustrative Results; Seeks Comment on Several

Modificationsfor Non-Contiguous Areas,WC DocketNo. 10-90, DA 13-1846, releasedAugust 29,2013.

zta T1"FCC sometimes calls this parameter the "alternative technology benchmark." Remote locations

may be eligible for support from a separate Remote Fund with a budget of $100 million nationwide. This

moãest buãget rugg"rti that the amount of support to any "remote" individual location in Vermont and to

any Vermonl company would be relatively small. USF/ICC Transþrmation Order fl 126 and fll68.
2s5 

FCC Docket No. 10-90, DA 13-1846, note 31.

"u By using the two-threshold approach, it appears the FCC plans to limit total support for price-cap

carriers at $1.8 billion per year.

's7 (lsp/rcC Transþrmation order, I 170

2ss rlSF/lCC Transþrmation order, nn nÁß.
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of federal high-cost support, including CAF II support. 
tte Fo. example, if FairPoint needs $8

million of annual state support without regard to CAF II, but FairPoint is entitled to $7 million
annually from the CAF II program, then Vermont would provide FairPoint with $1 million per

year, whether or not FairPoint participates in the CAF II program.

This policy would create an incentive for carriers to finance their advanced networks with

as much federal funding as possible, and it has several potentially beneficial effects. First, it
makes it more likely that the sum of federal and state USF support will be sufhcient, despite the

severe financial limitations that apply to each, while at the same time ensuring that no more than

a sufhcient amount of support is available. Second, the policy should maximize rapid broadband

deployment in Vermont by making carriers more aggressively seek funding. Third, this policy

mþht allow Vermont to conserve its limited VUSF dollars to serve the so-called "remote areas"

whãre the FCC will not provide any support and where the FCC apparently expects broadband

service to be available only by satellite.

c. Calculating Support

Once costs and revenues have been calculated, the simplest possible support calculation

would be to set support equal to 100% of the difference. This would effectively provide a

business subsidy sufficient to allow the company to meet all costs recognized in the cost model,

while still operating effectively enough to meet reasonable revenue expectations.

Support adjustments can be made for other purposes. For example, support could be

reduced proportionally for all carriers if support would otherwise exceed the funds available.

Similarly, support can be reduced for specific carriers to manage their incentives, such as for

failing to meet service availability or service quality goals.

Stating the support calculation as a separate step allows explicit consideration of
budgetary objãctives- Vermont may need to perform several iterations of the support calculation

'se Anexception would be federal funding that comes with performance,obligations on the supported

carrier which Vermont does not wish to finance from VUSF. For example, if the FCC offered funding for

a carrier to upgrade its network to 1,000 Mbps, and the carrier declined, Vermont should probably not

deem that revenue to have been received by the carrier.

If Vermont adopts a business-model-based support mecl"tanism, it should

include a revenue moclel that: sets reasonable expectations for the number

of sttbscribers (reflecting competitive conditions); sets ARPU standards for
severol popular service bundles; reflects other kinds of revenue; and

assumes that all available federal support has been accepted'
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before it can meet its budgetary target. To reduce the support budget, the two most obvious

adjustments would be to decrease cost by excluding larger areas from support eligibility and to

increase revenue by increasing subscriber rate standards.

2. Incentives

'We recommended above that a support mechanism should create incentives for carrier

efficiency and adequate investment.260 In pursuing that goal, the most important measure is to

adopt baianced restraints on embedded cost recovery, also as discussed above in relation to

meásuring costs.26l

In addition, incentives can be managed through the revenue model. For example, an

explicit revenue model allows policymakers to influence rates. Some carriers in other states

hisìorically have charged very low local monthly rates. If the carrier receives USF support,that

support can be seen as subsidizing very low rates. To eliminate this possibility, some states have

Uuitl in incentives to maintain reasonable minimum and maximum rates. One technique is to

apply a minimuqr rate floor that assumes the carrier is charging at least a reasonable amount to
.t 262

ItS SUDSCTIDCTS.

At the other rate extreme, business-model-based support can also be adjusted to charge

no more than an affordable rate. If Vermont wants affordable broadband service, then the USF

mechanism can include an incentive that nudges the carrier to maintain an affordable rate. In
general, the approach would be to reduce VUSF support when the carrier's rate for a particular

bundle is abovã a prescribed ceiling. One advantage of a business-model-based approach is that

it automatically builds in such an incentive. If Vermont uses a revenue model to calculate

support, that model can be designed to deduct from cost the larger of either actual revenues or a

minimum floor revenue.

A revenue model can also avoid subsidizing management failures or service failures. If a
carrier provides poor service and loses customers, USF support might increase to replace the lost

subscriber revenues. This risk can be managed by such measures as assuming that each carrier

will maintain a minimum take rate within its service territory or that it will generate a minimum

amount of revenue per location passed. In this way, the revenue model can ensure that universal

service support does not insure carriers against the effects ofpoor service.

Business-model-based support can also be adjusted to maintain incentives for service

qualþ. For example, support can be decreased if a carrier fails to meet standards for broadband

service delivery targets.

260 S". Section III.D.
t6t S"" Section V.C.1.

262 Confusingly, federal USF parlance characterizes this minimum monthly rate as another kind of
"benchmark. ))
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3. Evaluating the OPtion

In our judgment, a business-model-based support mechanism has the best chance to be

effective at what we believe should be the VUSF's principal goal, maintaining continued

ubiquitous service in all parts of the state. The mechanism is capable of responding to all the

principal factors that are likely to affect the ability of a telecommunications provider to continue

p.ouiditrg service, including changes in federal support and changes in competitive conditions.

A disadvantage is that the VUSF support would not be transparent to the user. If support

is provided to carriers directly, VUSF support might become just another carrier revenue source,

and customers might have no idea about the extent to which the VUSF payments that they and

others make .rr"ty month on their telephone bills have an impact on continued service. This

disadvantage could be eliminated if the state were to mandate that carriers show both gross (pre-

VUSF) and net (post-VUSF) rates on consumer bills.

Another disadvantage is complexity. Many issues arise in designing such a mechanism,

and the amount of continuing work could be substantial to ensure that the mechanism continues

to accurately track the business conditions in the state's telecommunications markets'

VI. Support for Competitive Carriers

The preceding discussion largely ignored the problem of which kinds of providers will be

eligible to réceive VÚSf'high-cost support. Many states have answered thisquestion by simply

prescribing in law that only ILECs are eligible to receive state USF support.'"' In contrast,

Vermont iifulitt" benefits have been distributed to both ILECs and competitors. This section

assumes that Vermont is interested in considering the possibility of providing support to

competitors.

A subsidized competitor often will have an economic advantage that drives out

unsubsidized competitors. In that sense, granting a USF subsidy can effectively pick a winner in

a competitive contèst because it gives the recipient an economic boost. A key question for

VUSp high-cost support is whether that support should pick a winner or should go to more than

on. p.ouider per toõátion. One possible answer is that support will be available to a broad class

of qùaüfied pioviders. The other possibilþ is that there will be one winner who will be fairly

selected and who will provide good value to the state.

Three approaches are worth considering. First is the identical support rule, which the

FCC historicalþ used for many years but has now abandoned. Second is the competitive

bidding, o, uuciion., approach. Finally, we consider a mechanism by which competitors could

challenge the currently eligible carrier for the right to continued support.

263 V"rrrront distributed its onetime high-cost support in2072 only to ILECs.
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A. Franchises and Picking Winners

The desire to avoid picking winners, while understandable, is at odds with the fact that a

government picks a winneriveryii-. it spends public capital. In the 19th century, the federal

lovernment pi"t"A winners when it helped Samuel Morse build his telegraph line and funded the

Óentral pacific Railroad. Today the federal government picks winners when it builds army bases

and supports cancer research. Vermont picks winners when it approves highway c,ontracts and

appropìiates funds for state colleges. Utiity regulation is no exception. In the 20th century, the

f-S-n pi"t.A a winner every time it approved an electric generation or transmission project under

Sectiõn 248 of Title 30. Today the Vermont Telecommunications Authority picks a winner

every time it makes a grant for broadband support.

Franchising is a related historical concept. A franchise is a particular bundle of rights and

duties held by a private entity. Utilities have franchises that require them to expend their own

capital to build facilities. A utility also must discharge other duties, such as providing COLR

service. In return, utilities receive some constitutional and statutory protections, including the

opportunity to earn a reasonable return on net capital investment.

The franchise concept has deep historical roots. Early legislatures sometimes issued

franchises to entrepreneurs to build a bridge or railroad or to provide a ferry service. The grantee

of the lY receive an

lgth c aPPlied to such

In the ame a cornerstone

of utility law.

A franchise is a bargain between the state and the entrepreneur. The utility/developer

gains an economically useful opportunity, which usually amounts to exclusivity over a market.

Íhe state gains private capital to use in the improvement of an essential service. Franchises

historicalþ alwàys produôed only one "winner" in each area.265

B. The FCC's ldentical Support Rule

For almost 20 years, a central concern of the FCC has been avoiding the need to pick

winners by allocating universal service support. The Telecommunications Act of 1996

articulated several broad principles for USF programs. In7997,the FCC adopted "competitive

neutrality" as a supplemental principle, explaining that government policy should not favor one

company over another or one technology over another.

'60 Eu"n earlier, it was applied to the settlement of colonies.

26s Telephone franchises in Vermont were debatably nonexclusive. Electric distribution franchises are

exclusive, giving only one electric utility the right to serve a given location. Electric generation has

recently become more of a commodity'
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To implement that new principle, the FCC in 1997 adopted the identical support rule.

Under that rule, support was "identical," on a per-line-per-month basis, for each carrier serving a

given geographic area. The amount in each area was determined by the characteristics of the

tI-gC serving that area.266

Even at the outset, the identical support rule failed to be neutral. It created two distinct

methods for calculating support. For the ILEC, support was based on the ILEC's own cost. For

CLECs serving the same area, support was based on the facts applicable to the local ILEC.

It took about ten years for the FCC to appreciate the problems created by the identical

support rule. In that decade the rule spawned an entire industry of wireless carriers who
provided service in states with high levels of federal UsF suppoft. In 2008 the FCC froze

support under the identical support rule, acknowledging that the rule had begun to threaten the

sustainability of universal service. The FCC said the rule had created incentives for competitive

carriers to l'expand the number of subscribers . . . rather than to expand the geographic scope of
their network'iinto unserved or underserved areas.267 1n2011 the FCC abolished the identical

support ruIe.268

The most obvious flaw was that the identical support rule failed to extract a public

benefit.26e lîtrying above all to avoid picking winners, the FCC largely ignored whether USF

funds achieved a useful pu{pose. As a result, the FCC support was increasingly allocated to

carriers that built few or no facilities but,that excelled at finding customers in areas with high

levels of federal high-cost support.

For this reason, the identical support rule never maximized service in high-cost areas.

Instead, it may have actually harmed ubiquitous service. The rule encouraged entry by
competitors who shared the ILECs' market, thereby dividing customer revenues. If the rule did

have any effect on universal service, it likely reduced the chance that a single provider could

survive economically. It certainly increased the claims for universal service support.

Finally, the identical support rule was inefficient. The âreas that need universal service

support are precisely those in which private capital markets have judged to be too costly to

'uu See 47 C.F.R. $ 54.307.

'u' High-Cost (Jniversal Service Support, WC Docket No. 05-337, Order, 23 FCC Rcd 8834, 8843, para.

21 (2003) (Interim Cap Order) (adopting an emergency cap on high-cost support for competitive ETCs).

268 
Connect America Fund, WC Docket No. 10-90, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking FCC 1 1- 161 , para. 296 (20 1 I ). The FCC did create a phase-down of existing support for
these competitive carriers.

26e Th" identical support rule created a separate but related problem. It created a vicious cycle that over

time paid more and more for less and less. As incumbent carriers lost customers to CLECs and wireless

carriers, the ILECs' average costs increased, increasing their need for federal USF support. But the rule

gave the same raises to the competitors. The total demand inevitably grew exponentially, with increasing

shares going to competitors, but with little or no demonstrable benefit.
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support a ubiquitous network. The identical support rule devoted public funds to the dubious

goal of encouragin g multiple networks in these same high-cost areas.

C. Single Supported Carriers

V/ith this history in mind, a middle ground is needed to address competitive neutrality.

The identical support rule should be avoided. Yet it is reasonable to give all competitors an

equal opportuniiy, provided they are willing to assume equal obligations. We recommend that

VÙSf high-cost-payments in any geographic area be restricted to a single company that is the

most qualified and likely to be an efficient provider of the benefits that Vermont wants to

acquiré. The single supported carrier could be either the ILEC or a competitor.

D. Competitive Bidding

If Vermont wants to consider providing high-cost support to non-ILECs, one approach is

competitive bidding. Many state and federal policymakers over the years have expressed

enthusiasm for competitive bidding, which is sometimes called an auction because providers

submit bids for USF support.2To

The principal advantage of auctions is that thèy are facially neutral. ILECs, CLECs' and

wireless prol id"r. *ay all apply. In reality, the auction rules may effectively disqualify one or

more plausible bidders unintentionally or even suffeptitiously through technical requirements.

These-details can reduce or even neutralize the facial neutrality benefit.

Another advantage of auctions is that they can be easily tailored to a program budget.

The FCC has conductedãuctions recently that have offered fixed amounts of funding nationally.

The details of running a USF auction are complex, and there are many ways to fail. An

auction may not generate any bidders. Bids may be too high to accept. Bidders may not be

suitably quâlified-. Finally, bidders may make implausible assumptions about their ability to

continue to rely on an ILEC's network, such as for backhaul.

270 
Sometimes they are called reverse auctions because the winnirlg bidder submits the lowest bid rather

than the highest.

A competitively fair higlt-cost mechanism should gíve all competitors equal

opportunity to receive support, provided they assume equol service

obligations. Vermont shoulcl restrict VUSF payments in any geographic

area to a single provider.
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Auctions have been widely used throughout the world, but in limited circumstances that

are mostly not relevant in Vermont. They have been most successful selecting a provider for a

third-world area that lacks telecommunications and where interconnection issues are minor'

They have not been used successfully, to our knowledge, in any areas with established ILECs

whose facilities are expected to support a competitor who wins the auction.

The FCC has long supported competitive bidding, but its track record in recent

experiments has been mixed- In a recent CAF I round of grants, bids were simply not submitted

foi some states that have high-cost unserved areas, and only about half of the offered money

nationally was actually awarded. This experience suggests that auctions are moderately effective

at spending money but not effective at ensuring continuation of ubiquitous quality

telecommunications.

So far as \rye are aware, no state has actually conducted an auction that involves

transferring COLR-like responsibilities and USF support from an ILEC to a competitor. Where

a state utility commission has announced plans to conduct competitive bidding and auctions for
gniversal seivice, the state typically conducts some preliminary working sessions to determine

the rules for the auction, Uui itre auction itself never occ.rs."t

In sum, auctions are complex and risky, and they have not been shown to be useful

vehicles for allocating state USF support in an environment with established interdependent

networks and COLR obligations. We do not recommend that Vermont pursue auctions further as

a potential support mechanism.

On the other hand, Vermont has better reason than many states to consider an auction

process to identify VUSF support recipients. Vermont has made financial commitments to a

wireless broadband provider that has promised to provide service over a wide swath of the state.

We also understand thut V"t-ont has several localized broadband providers, both wireless and

wireline. This diversity generates at least the possibility of a productive auction. If Vermont

does want to proceed to competitive bidding, it should take the following preliminary steps:

o The Legislature should answer the key questions identified above in Section IV,
including providing a def,rnition of the "essential service" and defining the degree

that "availability" means I00% coverage.

o The Legislature should define the auction rules, such as whether there is a winner-

take-all result or some allocation of service areas to multiple bidders.

o The Public Service Board should conduct'a proceeding to define the boundaries of
the service areas to be auctioned as units.

o The Public Service Board should, subject to legislatively prescribed standards,

conduct a proceeding to define the minimum technical specifications of the

service to be covered bY the bids.

271 Atvarious times, New York, California, and Maine have expressed interest in using auctions
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The Public Service Board should, subject to legislatively prescribed standards,

conduct a proceeding to establish the rules by which a winning non-ILEC bidder

will transition customers from service by the ILEC to service by the bid winner.

This may involve a process for identifying ILEC assets that the bid winner will
acquire by eminent domain from the ILEC and a process for completing eminent

domain acquisition before support begins for the auction winner.

E. Challenges for COLR SuPPo

A frnal option to avoid picking winners is to allocate support initially to ILECs, but then

allow telecommunications providers at any point to challenge eligibility for future years. A
competitor would file a challenge at the Public Service Board seeking to supplant the ILEC. If
the ÞSB rules the challenge successful, the new competitor would supplant the ILEC as the

single VUSF recipient.

A challenge petition would require consideration of a number of factors:

o Whether the challenger is suitably qualified technically, is financially sound, and

has a good business rePutation.
o Whether the challenger has a plausible plan to provide essential service that

would satisfy the state's objectives, including broadband speeds and ubiquity.

o What services, if any, the challenger prbposes to purchase from the ILEC, such as

special access or Ethernet services, and the probability that those services would

continue to be available if the challenge is successful'
o What assets, if any, the challenger proposes to acquire from the ILEC through

eminent domain.
o The likely effect on the size of the VUSF fund if the petition is granted.

We recommend that Vermont consider this challenge option. The poor economics of
building parallel networks in rural areas probably means that challenges would be infrequent.

Even if no challenge is ever filed, however, Vermont will at least have established a mechanism

to deal with the competitive neutrality issue.

Vermont should reject auctions as a potentictl support mechanisnt' If,

however, Vermont cloes proceed to authorize attctions, it should take several

preliminary steps to better define the terms of and rules for conducting

those auctiot'ts.
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VII. Conclusion

ln2012 the Vermont Legislature posed several questions for this study. Answering them

has been a long and complex process involving several months and over 150 pages of written
reports. RLSA has been honored to participate in this important process, in which the Vermont
Legislature begins to grapple with the complexities of the new competitive telecommunications

landscape. The single most important message is that telecommunications services in the near

future may look quite different from those to which lawmakers have become accustomed.

In Volume I of this trilogy, we found that the FCC's recent USF/ICC Transþrmation
Order created serious financial problems for the Vermont ILECs. Individual companies aside,

however, the FCC's actions were only one of many events likely to reduce ILEC revenues and

create financial instability. In Volume II we forecast the overall financial position of the

Vermont ILECs, and we found that nearly all stand to lose money this year and in the immediate

future, both on a regulated activities basis and on an all-in basis. We saw no basis to conclude

that gloomy picture was likely to change.

Volume III describes how Vermont might address these problems. Before Vermont
selects a tool for a high-cost support mechanism, we strongly encourage articulating goals for
that program and deciding a number of threshold policy issues. The support mechanism

Vermont ultimately selects should match both those desired ends as well as the financial means

at hand.

We hope the three volumes of this report have provided sufficient information that

Vermont policymakers can efficiently structure their debate on creating a high-cost support

mechanism.

Vermont sltould consider establishing a procedure by which sLtpport carÌ be

transferred to a single sLtccessfLtl challenger who would displace the ILEC

and be subject to standord COLR obligations.
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Appendix A - Retail Bill Comparisoni

Verizon
Wireless
mobile

products

Verizon
\ilireless

Home
products

Walmart
Straight

TalkType of Service FairPoint Comcast

$37 
n $20 

u'
$15 

uu
Basic voice (dial tone)
servicett

$23 "' $36'o

$53 
*'

$20 
*"

$15 
*"'

Basic and long-distance
voiceut"

$67'* $47 
*

$76 
*n'

$ 142 *n"
$110 

*uttt
Basic and long-distance
voice and 3 Mbps
Internet with 10 Gigabits
of actual data usage 

*'u

$66 
*n

$355 
**tt

$66 
*'*

$76 
** $417 

0'
Basic and long-distance
voice and 3 Mbps
Internet with 50 Gigabits
ofactual data usage

' The table shows only nominal rates, rounded to the nearest dollar. It includes surcharges imposed on

customer bills related to all federal programs, including subscriber line charges (SLCs), access recovery

charges (ARCs), federal USF surcharges, federal TRS surcharges, federal regulatory fees, and federal

excise taxes. It excludes Vermont VUSF surcharges and the Vermont sales tax, and it disregards

introductory discounts. Where a customer must have specialized equipment (modem or wireless

transmitter/receiver) in order to utilize the service, the table assumes the customer has chosen to purchase

rather than rent that equipment.

" The data in this row shows each provider's lowest-priced stand-alone voice product. As indicated in

subsequent rows, some providers offer lower prices when voice services are bundled with other services.

"' The amount shown is $14.00 for FairPoint's low-use service, plus subscriber line charge of $6.22, an

access recovery charge of$0.73, a federal excise tax of$0.66, and a federal USF surcharge of$1.05.
Low-use customers may prepurchase fixed-size bundles of local usage minutes at a discount of l5o/o.

Monthly local usage rates are capped at $39.40. Fairpoint e-mails of July 2, Jluly 8, and September 6,

2013.

'n The amount shown is $34.95 for stand-alone Xfinity Voice - Local with More, plus $1.07 for federal

excise tax. Lower prices are available for customers who purchase bundled service packages that include
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Internet or television. A modem rental charge of $7.00 per month is excluded. Comcast letters of June

27, July 10, August 23, and September 3,2013.
u The amount shown is $35.00 for Verizon Wireless's basic prepaid minutes plan, plus $0.21 regulatory

charge, plus $0.90 administrative charge, plus $1.30 for recovery of the federal USF surcharge. The

prepaid plan is the lowest-priced Verizon Wireless mobile product. It includes 500 "anytime minutes,"

which allows customers to make calls within the U.S. that, if placed on landlines, might be either local or

toll calls. The prepaid plan also includes unlimited text and data.

Verizon Wireless prepaid plans have a requirement that the customer "replenish" prepaid minutes

periodically, and many customers select the company's more costly but less burdensome postpaid plans.

Prepurchased minutes expire according to a schedule that depends on the size of the prepurchase. For

example, minutes purchased with a payment of $ 1 5 .00 to $29 .99 expire after 3 0 days. Minutes purchased

with a payment of $ I 00 or more expire after a year . 
(accessed

Sept.24,2013).
* The amount shown is $20.00 for Verizon Wireless's Home Phone Connect product. There are no

added monthly charges. Verizon Wireless e-mail of Sept. 19,2013. Home Phone Connect requires a

device that is provided without charge if the customer Signs a two-year contract.

'' The amount shown is for Walmart's Straight Talk fixed wireless home phone product. There are no

added monthly charges. The service provides unlimited local and long-distance calling and includes

voicemail, caller ID, 3-way calling, call waiting, call forwarding, E911, and 471 at no extra cost.

Customers must purchase a home device for $99.99. (accessed

Sept. 23, 2013). The Walmart service is not compatible with data services such as home security systems,

fax machines, DVR services, credit card images, or medical alert systems.
(accessed Sept. 24, 2013).

'" "Long distance" here means a service package that allows unlimited calling within the U'S.

'* The amount shown is $58.99 for FairPoint's Exchange Choice, a federal SLC charge of $6.22, a

federal ARC charge of $0.73, and a federal USF surcharge of $1.05. The plan includes unlimited calling

in the U.S. and Canada plus 3 features. FairPoint e-mails of July 2 and July 8,2013.
* The amount shown is $44.95for stand-alone Xfinity Voice - Unlimited, plus $1.45 for a federal

universal connectivity fee, and $0.21 for a portion of a regulatory recovery fee associated with federal

TRS costs. (Comcast imposes the regulatory recovery fee on voice services to recover Comcast's

contributions for federal, state, and municipal regulatory programs, including the federal TRS surcharge.)

Customers taking this service can make unlimited calls within the U.S., Puerto Rico, U.S' territories, and

Canada, and they receive 12 "féatures." Comcast letters of June 27, Júy 10, August 23, and September 3,

2013.
o The amount shown is $50.00 for Verizon Wireless's Best Value prepaid plan, plus $0.21 regulatory

charge, plus $0.90 administrative charge, plus $1.84 for recovery of the federal USF surcharge. The plan

inctudes unlimited "an¡rtime minutes" for calls within the U.S. The plan also includes unlimited text and

data. Prepaid minutes expire as discussed above.

*" The amount shown is for Verizon Wireless's Home Phone Connect product. The advertised price is

$20. There are no added monthly charges. Verizon Wireless e-mail of Sept. 19,2013. Home Phone

Connect requires a device that is provided without charge if the customer signs a two-year contract.
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*"' 
See note vii above.

*'u The FCC has estimated that2009 average wired broadband usage was 10 Gb per month and that

annual per user growth has been between 30 and 35 percent. USF/ICC Transþrmation Order,I 99. A
more reient study shows mean usage on fixed access networks in North America at 44.7 Gb per month'

Sandvine, Global Internet Phenomena Report, 1H 2013, p. 5, available at
IH

omena Report lH 2013.odf. Since one HD movie occupies approximately 4 Gb of data space, a user

who downloads 2.5 HD movies per month would use l0 Gb. A user who streams 4G video on

network one hour per day (@350 Mb/hr) or who streams audio 5 hours per day (@ 60 Mb/h)
a wireless
would use

l0 Gb.
*u The amount shown is $57.99 for FairPoint's Double Play-Exchange SeleclStandard service, plus a

federal SLC of $6.22, afederal ARC of $0.73, and a federal USF surcharge of $1.05. Excluded is a

charge of $3.00 per month for Internet modem rental. The plan includes unlimited calling in the U.S. and

Canãda,3 features, plus Internet with 3 Mbps download. FairPoint also offers a product with a 15 Mbps

download speed. FairPoint e-mails of July 2, July 8, and September 6,2013'

" The amount shown is $44.95 for Xfinity Voice - Unlimited voice service plus 529.95 for Economy

Plus Internet Service, $0.97 for a federal universal connectivity fee and $0.14 for a regulatory recovery

fee. Customers taking this service can make unlimited calls within the U.S., Puerto Rico, U.S. territories,

and Canadaand receive 12 features. Comcast also offers an Internet Essentials program that offers st¿nd-

alone Internet service for $10 per month to households that have a child eligible to participate in the

National School Lunch Program. Comcast letters of June 27 , July 1 0, August 23, and September 3, 2013 .

**' The amount shown is $100 for Verizon Wireless's Share Everything plan, plus $40.00 for a
smartphone, plus $0.21 regulatory charge, plus $0.90 administrative charge, plus $1.19 for recovery of the

federal USF surcharge. The plan provides unlimited voice and text, plus 10 Gb of data.

*'" The amount shown is for $110.00 for Verizon Wireless's Home Fusion product. There are no added

monthly charges. Home Fusion requires a device that is provided without charge if the customer signs a

two-year confact. If the customer wants higher speed 4G service, the device costs $99.99, with a two-
year contract,
(accessed Sept.24,2}l3);Verizon Wireless e-mail of Sep. L9,2013.

*'" FairPoint's cost in this cell is the same as in the cell directly above because FairPoint does not impose

additional usage charges for data.

* Comcast's cost in this cell is the same as in the cell directly above because Comcast does not impose

additional usage charges for data in Vermont. On May 17,2012, Comcast dropped its 250 Gb data limit
nationwide and announced that it would be designing new data usage plans for some markets. Comcast

letters of June 27 andJuly 10, 2013. Comcast subsequently imposed dat¿ surcharges in Nashville and

Tucson, but it has not imposed any in Vermont.
* The amount shown is $375.00 for Verizon Wireless's Share Everything plan, plus $40.00 for a

smartphone, plus $0.21 regulatory charge, plus $0.90 for an administrative charge, plus $1.19 for
recovery of the federal USF surcharge. The plan covers unlimited voice and text, plus 50 GB of data.

*' The amount shown is $355 for Verizon Wireless's Home Fusion product. There are no added

monthly charges. Verizon Wireless e-mail of Sep. 19,2013. See note xviii above regarding the required

devices for Home Fusion.


